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ABSTRACT

FACULTY OF ENGIEEERING AED APPLIED SCIENCE
INSTITUTE OF SOUND AND VIBRATION RESEARCH

Doctor of Philosophy

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF ARCH DAMS
SUBJECTED TO SEISMIC DISTURBANCES

by

HAYDAR ERHAN ERMUTLU

Three-dimensional finite element methods are developed for static and
dynamic analysis of arch dams.

The simple tetrahedral element, with four

nodal points and three-degrees-of-freedom per node, is used in the idealization.

A computer programme, which uses an iterative procedure, is

prepared to give the static solution of arch dams under hydrostatic and
gravity loadings.
The static analysis is extended to dynamic analysis and a computer
programme is prepared to calculate the natural frequencies and corresponding
mode shapes of arch damso

The hydrodynamic effect of the reservoir water

and the flexibility of foundation are taken into considerationu
Since earthquake g?^und motions are random in nature, to satisfy the
requirements of probabilistic design, a method which uaes random vibration
theory is developed to estimate the responses of arch dams subjected to
seismic disturbances.

Providing that the natural frequencies and

corresponding mode shapes of an arch dam are known, by using the acceleration power spectral density of a representative earthquake ground motion

as input, then the probable responses of the structure are calculated.
The effects on the arch dam response of various parameters, such as
the intensity, duration and direction of the earthquake ground motion,
the velocity of earthquake waves, damping of the structure, reservoir
water level and foundation flexibility, are investigated.
The probable maximum dynamic stresses developed in the arch dam during
an earthquake are determined.

These stresses are combined with the

stresses due to static loadings and the most critical loading conditions
and the total maximum stresses are discussed.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 THE OBJECT OF TEE STUDY
Earthquakes have always been one of the most disastrous natiifal enemies
of civilization.

Throughout history, several times, desperate ground shocks

have shaken the crust of the earth and destroyed many cities and killed
thousands of human lives.
Luckily, the occurrence of these strong ground motions is very rare,
though with the increase in population of great cities and in the dimensions
of the structures, the earthquakes are getting more and more disastrous.
Because of the unpredictable nature of the earthquakes, the safety of civil
engineering structures, particularly multi-storey buildings, chimneys, long
span bridges and large dams, which are to be built in seismic zones, becomes
of primary importance.

Such types of structures must be designed in order to

withstand an earthquake which might have a certain magnitude estimated in
accordance with probabilistic considerations for the regions where the
structure will be erected.
The destructive effects of earthquakes were very well recognised by
civil engineers and many attempts have already been made to establish some
design methods eind safety criteria for the aseismic design of some certain
types of structures.

Among these structures, careful attention must be paid

to arch dams, as these types of dams have very important specialities in many
respects.
The primary function of a dam is the retention of a volume of water
behind it.

This function may be performed in various ways, namely by means of

various types of dams.

— 1-

The most commonly used dams are the gravity dams.
hydrostatic loading depends solely on its massive weight.

Resistance to
The dam acts

like a cantilever fixed at the foundation, independently of any valley walls.
They are safe hut not always economical.
Suitable physical and geological conditions of foundation sites may
permit the hydrostatic load to be transmitted to the valley walls.

In such

cases, an arch dam can provide a water retaining structure requiring much
less material than the equivalent gravity dam.

This economy of material has

made the arch dams veryittractive and popular, so that the use of the arch
dam form for dam design has increased considerably in recent times: five hundred
of this type have been constructed in the last twenty five years.
The arch dams are designed in such a way that stresses developed in
the structure are to be predominantly compressive under hydrostatic and
gravity loads.

This makes it possible to use unreinforced mass concrete in

a very economical way.

On the other hand, recent developments in design and

construction techniques lead to arch dams which have very thin sections so
that this tendency towards more economical dams has necessitated the assurance
of the safety of that type of dam to a much higher degree^ that is , some
effects which could be neglected in earlier, more conservative designs, must
be reconsidered in detail.
For this reason, in the design of the thin arch dams, in addition to
those due to hydrostatic and gravity loads, it may be necessary to consider
stresses due to temperature variation, ice formation,foundation deformation
and earthquake loads.

In particular, the shape of the modern arch dam is

such that, if it is constructed in a highly seismic region, vibration amplitudes due to earthquake excitation may be sufficient to cause serious overstress
or even collapse.

- 2 -

Nowadays 5 it is very often that engineers cannot avoid the necessity
of constructing large arch dams in highly seismic regions, as the most
prosperous water resources might fall in these regions.

This fact leads the

engineers towards detailed investigations on the response of arch dams to
earthquakes in order to find out some suitable methods of analysis which are
the main objects of this study.

1.2 GEEWHAL FACTORS ON ARCH DAM DESIGN
Although the theoretical basis for the dynamic analysis of structures
under earthquake loading has been available for a long time, the behaviour of
arch dams to earthquake excitation shows considerable difficulties because of
the large number of. pELrameters to be taJken into account and b e c a u s e of the
lack of knowledge about some of those parameters.

Before discussing the

details of these specific parameters, it would be useful to pay a little
attention to the general factors acting on the design of arch dams.
For static analysis of arch dams the parameters encountered may be
summarised as follows:
(l) ARCS DAM:
(a) Geometrical properties of the dam:
Shape, curvature ami thickness;
Auxiliar)"- structures, openings, etc.
(b) Mechanical characteristics of the construction materials:
Modulus of elasticity, Poisson's ratio, ultimate strength,
coefficient of thermal expansion, creep properties,
permeability, shrinkage, reinforcement (if there is any).

(II) FOUNDATION ROCK:
(a) The shape of the valley
Angle of applied forces
(h) Geological and mechanical characteristics of the
foundation rock:
Homogeneity or heterogeneity; isotropy or anisotropy;
the presence of joints, faults or other geological features;
initial stresses; long term geological movements;
deformability (in situ modulus of elasticity).
(III) APPLIED LOADS:
(a) Hydrostatic load:
Maximum level of the reservoir water,
(h) Gravity load:
Construction sequence, the shape of the dam itself.
(c) Thermal loads:
Temperature variation, solar radiation.
(d) Silt and ice loads.
(e) Uplift.
While most of these parameters can be defined accurately, some of
them can only be roughly approximated.

In addition to the approximations

made for some parameters, the difficulties met in the analysis of such a
complex problem lead the engineers to make some further assumptions in order
to simplify the problem.
The detailed discussions of these parameters and assumptions have been
introduced by ROCHA (ref.l) and will not be considered here.
In the case of dynamic analysis of arch dams some more parameters must
be taken into consideration.

These are the damping of the arch dam, the charac-

teristics of the earthquake ground motion and the hydrodynamic effect of the

reservoir water.

Each of these parameters plays an important role on the

response of arch dams and shall be the main scope of this study.

1.3 REVIEW OP PREVIOUS STHDIES ON"DE8IGR OF ARCH DAMS TO RESIST EARTEQUAKE8
The arch as a structural element has its origins in antiquity and dams
curved in plan (the use of arch as a dam), have existed in various parts of the
world for many centuries.

However, as with structural theory in general, very

little progress appeared for the analysis of structures of this type until the
latter half of the nineteenth century.

Since then, being parallel to the

progress in the structural theory, construction techniques and design tools, many
contributions and advances have been made in the analysis of arch dams.

The

detailed historical review of these advances has been given by RYDZEWSKI (ref.2)
and a large bibliography has been introduced in reference 3.

Herein only the

major steps of these advances will be summarized and attention will be concentrated on the studies about the design of arch dams to resist earthquakes.
The early methods introduced for the analysis of arch dams consists of
a vertical stack of independent horizontal arch units loaded by hydrostatic
pressure and sliding freely upon one another.

Such units were considered to

be parts of complete cylindrical rings and the stresses were evaluated by
means of the simple thin-cylinder formula.

As usual the arch dams were tapered

to the crest; for thicker arches near the base of the da^ thick-cylinder
theory was sometimes applied.

The design of such a structure demanded the choice

of suitable dimensions for the height, radius and thickness of the dam.

The first

two of these dimensions were fixed within fairly close limits by the configuration
of the site.

The thickness at any level was governed by the permissible hoop

stresses in the material.
Knowledge that the independent horizontal arches cannot describe
correctly the behaviour of an arch dam which has vertical continuity led the

investigators to make some more attempts to introduce vertical action into
the analysis of arch dams.

The most successful attempt, which over many

years has reached a state of considerable refinement, has been the introduction of 'Trial-Load Method' in 1921 (ref.L).

This method considers the

arch dam to be made up of an intersecting system of horizontal fixed-ended
arches and vertical cantilever elements encastre at their bases.

The applied

load is then distributed between the two systems in such a way that the
deflections in arch and cantilever at points of intersection become equal.
In the early applications of this method, the division of the load between
the arches and the cantilevers was carried out either by successive approximations or by

direct

solution of a set of simultaneous equations.

After

the United States Bureau of Reclamation began to take an active interest in
this type of analysis, the accuracy of the method was improved by going
beyond the simple congruence of radial displacement at the arch-cantilever
nodes and by introducing the tangential displacements and torsion effects.
The inclusion of these components of movement at each node made the resulting
number of unknowns in the system become too large for direct solution.
WE8'i'h'KGAARD (ref.^) introduced a systematic process of successive trials to
overcome this difficulty.

Further researches have been made to refine and

improve the method and so the trial-load method was found to be very satisfactory and has in fact survived, in various forms, to the present day.
Until 1956 few further advances were made in the analysis of arch dams,
although existing methods, based almost without exception on trial-load type
idealizations, were refined and improved.

However, that year, the design of

the Dokan Dam for Iraq led a group of British investigators to approach the
arch problem from first principles,

AllEN, CHITTY, PIPPARD & SEVERN (ref.6)

considered the dam to be a three-dimensional elastic body governed by the
three-dimensional equations of elasticity, expressed in finite-difference
- 6 -

form, in terms of the components of displacement in cylindrical polar coordinates.

The solution was carried out by a relaxation process.

This

paper simulated interest in arch dam analysis and subsequently several new
methods, mainly based on shell theories, have been suggested by several
authors.

Most of these methods were edited and published by RYDZEMBKI (ref.7).

The progress of high-speed, large-capacity electronic computers has
led the investigators to make new attempts to solve many problems which could
not previously be solved because of the length of the necessary calculations
and large number of unknowns involved.

A recent proposal, so called "Finite

Element Method" originated in the field of aircraft stress analysis (ref.8),
is one of the methods which is suitable for computational analysis.

This

method, which was first applied by CLOUGH (ref.9) to plane stress analysis, is
based on an idealization of the actual structure as an assemblage of a finite
number of individual elements inter-connected at a finite number of nodal points.
The stiffness matrices for the individual elements are derived and superposed
to obtain the overall stiffhess of the structure.

This method is appropriate

for continuum problems, like arch dams, and eliminates the necessity for
arbitrary allocation of the stiffness to arches and cantilevers.

The Finite

Element method first introduced to the arch dam problem by CLOUGH & TOCHER (ref.lO)
together with ZIEmCIEWICZ & CHEUNG (ref.ll).

Since then, many research

workers have been interested in the application of finite element techniques
to the arch dam analysis; however, the method has not been fully exploited
yet, but the results recently introduced by several workers (ref.l2,13,lk)
show its potential.
Parallel to the advances in the theoretical analysis, many valuable
investigations have been made for the experimental analysis of arch dams and
great progress has been achieved.

Major contributions to model studies for

-7-

arch dams have come f^om ISMES of Italy (ref.l5) aad LNEC of Portugal (ref.l6'»
General model techniques of arch dams have been introduced in detail
by the author of this thesis (ref.17) and shall not be reconsidered herein.
The advances in experimental and theoretical techniques which gave
the designer a much filler picture of the true behaviour of the arch dam
under load has made it possible to minimize the volume of material used for
the dam by structurally more efficient doubly curved shape which permits
thinner sections.

With increasingly sophisticated profiles of arch dams,

more attention has been focused upon the loads which the
have to withstand.

E^:]&cture might

Among those loads, earthquake forces on the dam itself

appear to have been considered for the first time in 1931 by MORRIS & PEARCE
(ref.lB).

In 1933, WE8TERGAARD (ref.l9) published his classic paper on the

water pressure produced on dams due to earthquake.

Although this solution

was limited to very wide, straight dams with vertical upstream face subjected
to upstream acceleration, the effects of earthquakes on arch dams have for
Maoy years been analysed by this method with some modifications made by
2AMGAR (ref,20) who has extended the work by means of an electric analog
method to include the effects of various slopes on the upstream face of the
dam.

This method assumes that;earthquake produces stresses by the acceleration

of the mass of the dam and by changes in water pressure of the faces of the
structure.

The inertia forces are expressed as mass times acceleration; the

hydrodynamic pressures are found to be the same as if a body of water confined between a certain parabola and the face of the dam were forced to move
with the dam, while the rest of the reservoir remained inactive.

The inertia

forces, calculated in that ma&ner, are then applied to structure as statical
loads*

This method is valid if resonance does not occur in the structure.

In

an elastic structure, such as a thin arch dam, it is reasonable to assume
that the ground motion is capable of producing resonance in the dam.

This

fact leads to the conclusion that the earthquake loadings are dynamic loadings
and must be treated as such.

On this premise a method has been developed in

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation to determine the dynamic loadings based on the
earthquake response spectra concept (ref.2l).

These loadings may then be

used with the trial-load analysis to find the stresses in the structure
caused by vibration.

A similar method has been presented by 8ERAFIM & PEDRO

(ref.22) which is based on the flexibility matrix obtained by an archcantilever radial adjustment.
The finite element technique has been used for the first time in
earthquake studies of arch dams by TAYLOR (ref.23) who has made a comprehensive
contribution on the response of arch dams to earthquakes.
The problem of hydrodynamic effect has also been investigated by
many research workers.

Recently theoretical expressions have been derived

(ref.24) for the hydrodynamic pressure generated by earthquakes on arch dams
in various shapes of valley.

This work has been extended and an experimental

method has been developed which uses an electric potential analogue (ref.25);
however, the assumptions necessary to establish this analogy limit its
applications to some extent.
Model testing is a standard technique in the static analysis of arch
dams, although difficulty is sometimes encountered in loading a large scale
model.

These difficulties are amplified in testing models under seismic

loading.

The first experimental seismic model studies carried out at

of Lisbon, on the design of the Tang-e-Soleyman Dam, showed the possibilities
and also the difficulties of seismic model testing (ref.26).

Recently such

studies have been carried out successfully at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough (ref.27).
Some interesting results of experimental tests performed on a prototype arch dam have been introduced by OKAMOTO & TAKAHASHI (ref.28), who
achieved resonant vibrations in a full scale arch dam and determined the
natural frequencies and mode shapes as well as the damping ratios of the
structure.

These results show that the natural frequency of the system is

considerably lower at high water levels than when the reservoir is empty.
This is the first full scale experimental evidence of the "added mass effect"
predicted by WESTERGAARD (ref.lg).
Since the early recognition of the fact that the earthquake loadings
are dynamic loadings and must be treated as such, the attention of the
investigators has been drawn to the behaviour of the ground motion and so
many attempts have been made to determine the characteristics of strongmotion earthquakes.

Among those investigators, EOUSNER (ref.29) has

presented a large amount of valuable results, on which most of the response
calculations are based.
The first logical step for the design is to assume the earthquake
excitation as a deterministic transient phenomena and to calculate the
responses by means of the, so called, step-by-step integration method (ref.30)
In this method a recorded accelerogram of a particular past earthquake should
be used as input forcing function; however, the calculations involved are
tedious and show considerable difficulty.

To avoid the tedious part of the

calculations, another approximate method, namely "Response Spectrum Method"
has been introduced (ref.3l) which has, up to date, been applied to most of
the earthquake resistant design of structures.
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Recently, the advances in the theory of random vibrations has made
it possible to assume the random character of the earthquake ground motion
(ref.32), and research studies in the direction of the concepts of the
probabilistic design have been under progress.

1.4 CONCEPTS OF THE PROBABILISTIC DESIGN OF AECH DAMS TO RESIST
EARTHQUAKE EXCITATION.
The response calculation of an arch dam at a particular seismic region,
due to a future earthquake ground, motion is indeterminate because the earthquake ground motions are completely unpredictable and random in nature.
The intensity of an earthquake shock on a structure depends upon:
- the amount of energy released during the tremor,
- the focal depth,
- distance from the epicenter,
- duration of the ground motion,
- geological features of the site of the structure,
- direction of earthquake shock waves.
Even for a small seismic region, as the above parameters differ for
each occurrence of an earthquake, the ground motion has different characteristics which never again repeat exactly.
But, by means of statistical aad probabilistic considerations, it is
possible to obtain an estimated value for the most probable characteristics
of the earthquake activity in a particular region.

Although the scarcity

of quantitative earthquake data at present permits only tentative estimations
for most regions of the world, earthquake studies have tak:en place in those
regions worst affected and recording of ground acceleration of strong earthquakes has been in progress in these regions.
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Most of the research workers, concerning the dynamic analysis of
civil engineering structures subjected to earthquake ground excitation,
have used an acceleration time history of a recorded past earthquake for
response calculations, assuming that the earthquake excitation is a
deterministic transient phenomenon.

As is mentioned above, the earthquake

ground motions are completely unpredictable and random in nature.

For

this reason, the calculated responses to a past earthquake cannot be used
for design purposes of structures to withstand future earthquakes, and it
is necessary that the phenomena having random nature must be described in
terms of probability statements and statistical averages.
To satisfy the requirements of probabilistic design, it is necessary
to develop a method which uses random vibration theory for the response
calculations of arch dams subjected to earthquake excitation.

Such a method

needs mainly the dynamical characteristics of the arch dam and the acceleration
power spectral density of the representative earthquake ground motion.
The necessary dynamical characteristics of the arch dams are the
natural frequencies, corresponding mode shapes and the damping ratio.

The

first two characteristics can be obtained theoretically by means of matrix
eigenvalue analysis.

As the arch dams have generally very complicated shapes

and are constructed on irregular foundation valleys, these analyses possess
considerable difficulties; however, the use of three-dimensional finite
element techniques and the existence of large capacity fast computers
recently made the solution of these analyses possible.

On the other hand,

hydrodynamic effect of the water in the reservoir behind the dam influences
the dynamical characteristics of the dam considerably.

Exact solution of

this effect still does not exist, and the most practical solution seems to
be the electrical potential analogy.

Although the results of this analogue
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need to be incorporated with the general matrix eigenvalue problem in the
analysis for the reservoir in full condition..
The response of an arch dam to earthquake excitation is very
dependent on the damping present;

unfortunately, there is still a lack

of reliable information about the magnitude of the damping present in
completed dams.

More experimental research must be made on prototype

structures to predict the damping ratio of the arch dams.
The acceleration power spectral density of the representative
earthquake ground motion can be predicted by means of statistical averages
and:probabilistic considerations applied to the acceleration records of
previous earthquakes which have occurred in the region where the structure
is to be built.

As the arch dams are to be built for a long service life,

the extreme value theorem might be applied to estimate the most probable
maximum mean square value of the ground accelerationjbr the life period of
the structure.
The statistical analysis of earthquake acceleration records show
that the ground motions have nonstationary behaviour.

However, at this

stage of knowledge about nonstationary random processes, the assumption that
the earthquake ground motion is to be a stationary random motion is justifiable
for the response calculation of arch dams.
The only class of structures considered comprehensively in previous
earthquake studies has been the multi-storey building frame.

This type of

structure is usually capable of resisting local tensile overstress aad has
a high reserve capacity for energy absorption by means of inelastic deformation.

An arch dam may have only a very small amount of reinforcing

steel and does not possess this capacity to resist tensile overstress.
Furthermore, the resulting cracks could be disastrous in a water retaining
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structure.

For these reasons, in the design of an arch dam to resist

earthquakes, it must be ensured that the structure remains in the elastic
region of stress under the earthquake loading.

1.5 PREVIEW OF THE COITEIT' OF THE' STUDY
The complete evaluation of the effect of an earthquake on a structure
generally consists of the following three main parts :
(a) The determination of the stiffness and inertia properties
of the structure.
(b) The calculation of the natural frequencies and the
corresponding mode shapes of the structure.
(c) The evaluation of the response of the structure to a
given earthquake ground acceleration, that is,.the
calculation of the maximum probable displacements and
stresses in the duration of the earthquake.
The determination of the stiffness properties of an arch dam is the
primary problem to be solved for both static and dynamic analysis of the
structure.
detail.

This problem is to be discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis in

The most promising and satisfactory way of obtaining the stiffness

characteristics of an arch dam seems to be the use of three-dimensional finite
element method.

This approach, using simple tetrahedral elements has been

used in all of the analysis presented in this thesis.
The determination of the inertia properties of an arch dam consistent
with the stiffness properties is presented in Chapter 3«

The calculation of

the natural frequencies and the corresponding mode shapes of an arch dam, namely
the solution of the matrix eigenvalue problem, is also to be included in this
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Chapter in detail.

The effects of the hydrodynamic forces of the water in

the reservoir and the flexibility of the foundation are also to be discussed
Chapter 4 contains the general theory of forced vibration of arch
dams to earthquake excitation.

The applicability of some available methods

is to be discussed and the theory of random vibrations is to be presented.
Providing that the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the structure are
already known and the acceleration power spectral density of a representative
earthquake is given, some methods to calculate the responses of arch dams
are to be introduced.
The influence of various parameters on the response of arch dams to
earthquakes is to be investigated widely in Chapter 5*

Among these parameters

special attention is to be paid to the damping ratio of the structure,
direction and velocity of earthquake waves, spectral intensity and duration
of the ground motion and the flexibility of the foundation.
of the reservoir water level is also to be considered.

The condition

In this Chapter the

response is defined in terms of displacement amplitudes.
The calculation of stresses developed in the arch dam during an earthquake is the primary object of this study.

The achievement of this object,

by means of the combination of the results obtained in previous Chapters, is
to be explained in Chapter 6.

More attention is to be paid to the calculation

of most probable maximum stresses and the results obtained for reservoir in
both empty and full conditions are to be presented and compared with the
results of hydrostatic analysis.
In Chapter 7, attention is to be drawn to the importance of the
choice of the representative earthquake whose acceleration power spectral
density should be used as input in random response calculations.

Suggestions

are to be made for seismic regionalisation aad the use of extreme value
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theory for the estimation of most probable characteristics of the expected
earthquake during the service life of the arch dam in the region where it
is to be built.

Chapter 7 will end with a summary of the methods presented

which includes a review of the important results obtained.
All the numerical results introduced throughout the thesis are to be
calculated for a representative arch dam.

The arch dam chosen for this

investigation is 120 m. high, double curvature arch dam, which is one of the
selected types of arch dams by C.E.R.A. (ref.33) and designated as "Type 5".
Specifications of this dam shall be given in Chapter 2.
The specifications of computer programs which have been prepared
and used throughout the study are to be presented in a separately bound
Appendix B.

However, general programming concepts are to be included in

the text wherever necessary.
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CHAPTER

2

STATIC AEAIYSIS OF ARCH DAMS

2.1 IMTRUDUCTION
The determination of the stiffness properties of the structure is the
primary problem to be solved for both static and dynamic analysis of any kind
of structure.

Once these properties of the structure are known, the behaviour

of the structure under any kind of defined static loads can be calculated by
means of well established computational methods.
In this Chapter, the determination of the stiffness properties of
arch dams by means of the so-called "Finite Element Technique" and also the
static analysis of an arch dam under hydrostatic and gravity loadings are to
be presented.

Simple tetrahedral elements are chosen for all the analysis

contained in this study.

The advantages and disadvantages of the application

of this type of elements and also the difficulties met in- the analysis and
calculations shall be discussed.

The results obtained shall be compared with

those existing in the literature.

2.2 FINITE ELEME5T METHODS
While it is relatively simple to write down the static or dynamic
differential equations governing the behaviour of continuum systems, the
exact solution of real problems is seldom possible.

Particularly, this fact

is recognised for the case of shell structures where the classical methods of
structural analysis can only be applied to a small class of practical shell
structures which possess constant thickness and have idealized boundary
conditions.

Unfortunately, mll arch dams fall outside this narrow category

and it is necessary to establish some satisfactory numerical solutions in
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order to reduce the infinite freedoms, of such a continuum to a finite
number by means of replacing the distributed forces and continuous internal
restraints by equivalent discrete actions.
In the physical approach of this discretisation, the structure can
be considered as an assembly of a finite number of discrete elements interconnected at a finite number of nodal points and the attention then focussed
on the unknown values of displacement (or force) at these nodal points where
such elements are joined.

The structural analysis of the individual elements

and the assembled structure can be formulated in the notation of matrix
algebra, in order to utilize the facilities of an electronic digital computer.
Matrix methods of structural analysis have been developed during the
last fifteen years in connection with the stress analysis of highly complex
aircraft structures (ref.8).

As in the case of conventional structural

analysis, matrix methods may also be divided into two groups, namely those
formulated in terms of unknown forces and those formulated in terms of
unknown displacements., ARGYRIS has developed the general theory with both
forces and displacementB as unknowns (ref.S^).

However significant differences

exist in the detailed application of the methods, both of these methods are
proved to be analogues and have been used in the analysis of aircraft structures,
In the field of civil engineering, considerable attention has been given
to the analysis of static plate and shell problems by the displacement method
and a large amount of development has been achieved.

In the early studies,

the method has been applied to the analysis of gravity dam sections regarded
as a plane stress problem (ref.9) and thin arch dams (ref.10,11) with either
single or double curvature.

Since then, many engineers have been interested

in the application of finite element techniques to the arch dam analysis and
many valuable results have already been obtained by several research workers
(ref.12,13,14).
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The general procedure for analysing a structure by the finite element
techniques, which has been explained comprehensively by ZIENKIEWICZ & CHEUNG
(ref.35), may be summarised as follows :
(1) The idealization of the structure into a finite number of
individual elements, interconnected at a finite number of
nodal points.
(2) The evaluation of the element stiffness properties.
(3) The structural analysis of the assemblage.
In the following paragraphs, this procedure shall be applied to the
analysis of an arch dam by using three-dimensional finite elements.

2.3 IDEALIZATION OF M
ELEMENTS
2.3.1

ARCH DAM INTO A FINITE NUMBER OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL

The choice of an adequate type of element for a certain type of

structure is the first important step in the finite element methods.
of elements must be chosen in such a way that

The array

the assembled structure is to

be equivalent to the actual structure in all relevant respects.
A structural idealization comprising elements of arbitrary shape and
thickness is perfectly acceptable theoretically and seems more plausible for
the three-dimensional stress systems within arch dams.

For thin arch dams,

where the ratio of thickness to radius is less than one tenth for most of
the dam, the structure may be represented as an array of plate-like elements
of different thickness.

Conditions of compatibility and equilibrium may be

written fairly easily for rectangular plate elements, but this shape is not
compatible with the geometric configuration of double curvature dams.
Triangular shaped elements seem attractive from the point of view that they
can describe any curved surface, providsd a sufficiently large number are
taken.

However, the problems of displacement compatibility along the edges
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of general triangular shaped elements give rise to some difficulties.

Unless

continuity of slope, as well as lateral displacement, is maintained across
all sides there is no assurance that the analysis will converge to the correct
solution with increase of the number of elements (ref.lO).
Nevertheless, the first application of the finite element method to arch
dam analysis has been performed by using rectangular plate elements (ref.ll)
and the results obtained have encouraged the investigators to extend their
research on the other types of elements which might give better representation
and better results.
These researches may be divided into two main groups, namely "developing
plate-like elements" and "introducing three-dimensional elements".
The developments on the plate-like elements, beginning with constant
thickness rectangular (ref.ll) and constant thickness triangular (ref.lO)
elements, has been followed by general triangular elements in which the
thickness is permitted to vary linearly between nodes;.

This type of element

has recently been presented by DOTGAR & SEVERE and been applied both to
static aad dynamic analysis of arch dams successfully (ref.14,36).
The simplest three-dimensional element satisfying the basic reguirements is the tetrahedron vith four nodes and twelve degrees of freedom,
first introduced, by GALLAGHER (ref.ST) aad used by MEL08H (ref.38) aad later
by ARGYRI8 (ref.39).

As a next stage of the development, ARGYRIS recently

proposed a tetrahedral element with ten nodes and thirty degrees of freedom
(ref.40, 13).
An alternative family of elements has been developed by ERGATOUDIS et al
(ref.4l) from an eight cornered brick.
have been aasigped.

Once again various degrees of freedom

In the simplest member of this family the brick like

element has eight nodes and twenty four degrees of freedom, the next one has
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twenty nodes and sixty degrees of freedom, and recently a brick element
with thirty two nodes and ninety six degrees of freedom has been used (ref.l2).
The latest development on the brick-like element has been, so called, the
"isoparametric" curved brick element which has been introduced by the same
group of investigators (ref.l2).

By means of using curvi-linear coordinates,

curved brick elements with eight, twenty and thirty two nodes have been used
for the analysis of arch dams.
2.3.2

In this present study the simple tetrahedral element, with

four nodes (four corners) and twelve degrees of freedom, has been chosen for
all the analysis of arch dams.
In spite of some necessary simplifying assumptions made for the numerical
integrations involved in calculation of the element stiffness matrix, many
authors have claimed that more complex elements give more accurate results
for the same number of unknowns.

Although the recent results obtained by

the same authors have provided enough evidence to prove this claim, it is
still anticipated that the use of simpler elements can also give satisfactory
results for most of the analysis.
In the early beginning of this research study (August 1966% the only
three-dimensional element which existed in the literature and used for the
static analysis of arch dams was the simple tetrahedral element.

The

tetra-

hedron with ten nodes and the brick-like elements were all under development.
As the main object of this study is the application of the finite element
technique to the vibration problems of arch dams, but not to investigate
some new types of elements, the most advanced element at that time, which is ths
simple tetrahedral element, was chosen for this study.
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2.3.3

In order to idealize an arch dam as an assemblage of tetra-

hedral elements, the first stage is to divide the dam into brick-like
building blocks.

To fit the irregular shape of the structure, which is

mainly near the sloped valley sides, triangular prisms are used.

Such

a division is shown in Figure 2.1 for one half of a symmetrical doubly
curved arch dam.
The second stage is to divide the brick-like blocks and triangular
prisms into tetrahedral elements.

As there are several possibilities for

constructing a brick-like block and a triangular prism by using tetrahedral
elements, special care must be taken in this stage.
Generally, there are two possibilities to construct a brick-like block:
(a) a& an assemblage of five tetrahedrons,
(b) as an assemblage of six tetrahedrons.
There are two possible combinations of using five tetrahedrons as shown
in Figure 2.2; these combinations shall be denoted by "A-type idealizations".
The assemblage of one of these combinations is shown in Figure 2.3.
The possible combinations of using six tetrahedrons can be divided into
two groups.

The first group is consisted of four possibilities as shown in

Figure 2.4, and shall be denoted by "B-type idealizations".

These four

idealizations can be considered as a complete set which shall be used in
calculations.

The assemblage of one of these combinations is shown in

Figure 2.5.
The second group of combinations with six tetrahedrons has twelve
possibilities as shown in Figure 2.6 and shall be denoted by "C-type
idealizations".

As it can be seen, the three combinations shown in each

row of Figure 2.6 have the same external pattern, but the internal diagonal
is changed.

While the four rows have all possible external patterns, this
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figure is so arranged, that, in each column there are all four possible
internal diagonals.

In that way, the four combinations shown in each

column can be considered as a complete set, which shall be used in
calculations.

The assemblage of one of these combinations is shown in

Figure 2,7.
A triangular prism can always be constructed by means of three
tetrahedral elements; however,

there are six possible combinations

as shown in Figure 2,8.
In the assemblage of the whole structure by means of the types of
idealizations mentioned aboTe, to ensure the continuity of the structure,
at all interfaces the diagonals should be so arranged that all the sides
of adjacent elements coincides

This condition can easily be satisfied by

choosing only one of the possible combinations of type-B or C idealizations,
for all the structure, as the diagonals at the opposite sides run in the
same direction.
For the A-type idealizations, as the diagonals at the opposite
sides run in the opposite directions, the condition of continuity can only
be satisfied if both of the A-type idealizations are used for adjacent
blocks simultaneously.
As it is

. j

possible to find a triangular prism which fits

the adjacent idealized blocks, there is no difficulty in choosing one of
the six possible combinations for triangular prisms shown in Figure 2.8, so
that the condition of continuity is satisfied.
Another important point to be mentioned in the idealization of a solid
structure by means of tetrahedral elements is that care must be tak^^ to
ensure that the elements do not take thin or needle-like shapes.
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Before comparing the applicability and advantages of types of
idealizations introduced in this section, the general theory of finite
element techniques and the application of this theory to simple tetrahedral
elements shall be introduced in the preceding sections, then in the light
of the results of these sections the various types of idealizations shall
be discuased.

2.%^ THEORETICAL BA81S OF FINITE
STIFFNESS PROPERTIES

METHODS, DERIVATION OF ELEMENT

The elastic properties of an element are represented by a matrix
which is referred to as the "element stiffness matrix".
generalized forces

k J

The external

fSj} , which are applied to the nodal points of the

element and the generalized displacements

{U^}

of the nodal points, are

related by means of the element stiffness matrix as

{8.}

=

rk 1

.

{U-}

(2.1)

Providing the element stiffness matrix is known, it is easily possible to
determine either the external forces or the nodal displacements whichever
unknown and the others are given.
For the derivation of the element stiffness matrix, the first step is
to assume certain deformation patterns for the generalized displacements
of any element.

{Uf

Any assumed displacement function should satisfy certain

requirements in order to ensure convergencelo the true solution as the size of
the element is reduced (ref.42), so the deformation patterns should be chosen
in such a manner that the assumed

displacements must be continuous over the

elements; must maintain continuity with displacements of adjacent elements.
The displacements along any side of the element must be selected so that

they depend only on the displacements at the nodes bounding the side.

The

displacement function must be a linear function of the generalized displacements; that is, in the displacement expression the coefficients of the nodal
displacements must be non-dimensional and the coefficients of nodal rotations
must involve a length unit to satisfy dimensional requirements.

Finally,

the displacement pattern should allow rigid body displacements.

It is generally

advantageous to assume as many deformation patterns as there are nodal degrees
of freedom.

The generalized displacements are thus written in the form

{U}
where
and

[l(x,y,z)]

=

[N(x,y,z)] {A}

... (2.2)

is a matrix of functions defining the displacements

{A }is a column matrix of constants.

{U] ;

These constants may be determined

by introducing the nodal co-ordinates into equation (2.2), then the generalized
nodal displacements

{UU}

are given by

{UU}
where

[c]

=

[c]

{A}

... (2.3)

is a square matrix consisting of the nodal point coordinates.

The constants

{A}

can be obtained from equation (2.3) by inverting

[c]

matrix as follows
{A}

=

{U.}

... (2.k)

1
Mow, the internal element strains {e}

may also be expressed in a

similar form as the generalized displacements
{e}
where the matrix

=

[B(x,y,z)]

{A]

... (2.5)

[B(x,y,z)] is a differential of the matrix [N(x,y,z)J

Substituting equation (2.k) into equation ( 2 . 5 )

{e}

=

[B(x,y,zy]

is obtained.
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[c

{UL}

. . . (2.6 )

The' internal element stresses {o}

are given by the material stress-strain

relationships, as

{o}
where

[D]

=

[D] ({e}

{e^} )

...

is a matrix of material constants and

(2.7)

} is included for

representing the initial strains (thermal effects, etc.).

By substituting

equation (2.6) into equation (2.T)
{*}

=

[D]

[B(x,y,z)] [c-1]

{U.}

-

[D]

... f2,8)

is obtained.
t.rr%r''UThe internal virtual work

{e}

^,

associated with the virtual strains

is given by

=

lei ^ {oldV

..: (2.9)

V
where

V is the volume of the element.

Introducing equation (2.6) and (2.8)

into equation (2.9), it becomes:
[U.]T[C-l]T[B(x,y,z)]T[D][B(x,y,z)]Lc-ll{U.} dV
V

r

=

j [B(x,y,z)]^[D|[B(x,y,z)j dV.[C

... (SrlO)

V
where

{U^} are the virtual nodal displacements associated with the virtual

strains

{e} .

The external work

done during the virtual displacements {UL} is

{8.)

where

... (2.11-

{8^}are the generalized external nodal forces corresponding to the

nodal displacements

{UL}

as given in equation (2.I).
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Applying the theorem of virtual work gives
Wg

=

(2.12!

W;

that is
Ti
= [U.]T[C-1]T j[B(x,y,z)]^[Dj [B(x,y,z)] dV.

(2;13)

V
Now, by applying a unit virtual displacement at each of the nodal
degrees of freedom in sequence
{8^}

=

J [B(x,y,z)] T [D] [B(x,y,z)] dV.

(2.14)

{U^}

V
is obtained.

The comparison of equations (2.1) and (2.l4) gives the

expression for the element stiffness matrix as

[B(x,y,z)j

[k]

(2.15)

[D] [B(x,y,zy] dV. [c" ]

V

2.5 ASSUMED DISPLACEMENT FUNCTIONS FOR THE SIMPLE TETRASEDRAL ELEMENT
For the derivation of the stiffness matrix for the simple tetrahedral
element shown in Figure (2.9) which has four nodal points (in this case
four corners) each of them allowed three degrees of freedom, the generalized
displacement functions assumed are that :

u

=

A^ + AgX + A^y + A^z

V

=

A^ + AgX + A^y + AgZ

... (2.16)

These equations satisfy all of the necessary requirements except the
continuity of slopes between adjacent elements on the free surfaces of the
structure.

However, by using large number of elements, that is decreasing

the dimensions of elements, the effect of discontinuity of slope between
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adjacent elements can be minimized.
By using the assumed displacement functions given in equation (2.l6),
the element stiffness matrix for the tetrahedral element can be derived by
suitable interpretation of the basic matrices involved.

This derivation is

given in Appendix (A.l) explicitly.

2.6 ^OmLIBRIUM OF COMPLETE STRUCTURE
Having idealized the structure as an assemblage of finite elements and
determined the element stiffness properties, the extension of the process to
the complete structure can be achieved by considering the equilibrium of the
complete structure, that is the equilibrium of the internal and external
applied forces at each nodal point.
The internal forces due to the element

i

are given by equation (2.1)

as
{S^}

=

{UL}

... (2.17)

To consider the equilibrium of the complete structure, it is necessary
to form the overall stiffness matrix for the whole structure.

As it has been

shown in Appendix (A.l) that, in the finite element method adopted for tetrahedral elements, all of the elements can be defined with respect to a global
coordinate system and there is no need to use any other local coordinate
system for each element.

So that the transformation process, which is

necessary for many other types of elements is avoided.

This property leads

to a very simple procedure to form the overall matrices; which consists of
only transferring the coefficients of the stiffness matrix of each element
to the appropriate locations of the overall matrix and then adding each
other algebraically.

This addition can best be illustrated if equation (2.17)

is rewritten in terms of a typical element
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mn

The term
nodal point

m

(q)

k
"mn

represents the forces deTeloped on element

due to unit displacements at nodal point

the overall stiffAess term,

K
mn

K
mn

n,

= I
q

at

Therefore.

for the complete structure, which is the

sum of the forces acting on all elements at nodal point
displacements at nodal point

n.

q

m

due to unit

is given by

(q)

k
mn
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[2.21)

Obviously,

exists only if

m

equals

n, or if

m

and

n

are

adjacent nodal points in the physical system.
How, considering equilibrium of forces at each nodal point, the overall equilibrium equations are obtained as follows :

{ 8}
where

j kJ

Kl { U }

is the overall stiffness matrix for the complete structure.

For the application of the boundary conditions, equation (2.22) can be
partitioned as :

K
/

1
K

l"= J

K

aa

K

ca

ac

r u ^

cc

I

a

U

(2.23)
c

where the suffix c denotes the nodal points on the boundaries which have
prescribed displacements, and the suffix a denotes all the other points
which the external forces

S

are applied.
a

U

and
a

S

are the unknown
c

displacement and reactions, respectively.
If the boundary nodal points are assumed to be fixed, then the
prescribed boundary displacements become :

{

}

0

(2.24^

Introducing these boundary conditions, equation (2.23) can be divided into
two equations :
' \

i

f ^c }

=

[ % % % ] I "a I

(2,25'

U
[ ^ca ] { ^a ]

(2r261
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Under some given external loading
point displacements

{U }

{8 }

, the unknown nodal

can be determined from equation (2.25); then

equation (2.26) may be used to calculate the reactions on the part of
the boundary along which the displacements have been prescribed.

2.7 SOLUTION OF EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS
The solution of the simultaneous equations given in equation (2.25)
can be evaluated by a simple matrix manipulation :
{U }
a

=

r
^

1
aa-

{S }
a

... (2s27;

This manipulation involves the inversion of the overall stiffness matrix.
As the matrix [ K

J is positive definite, its inverse can always be

obtained by means of standard matrix operations.
For problems having a small number of degrees-of-freedom, this direct
solution gives very satisfactory and quick results.

However, in finite

element analysis, for most practical problems, equation (2.25) represents
a system of several hundred equations.

In these cases, three major difficulties

arise in the direct solution of such a large set of equations :
(a) If N is the number of equations, then the storage required
2
by the overall stiffness matrix is equal to N ;
(b) The computing time required for solution is proportional
to
(c) The inversion of high order matrices involves uncontrolled
rounding-off errors, so the accuracy of the solution may be
a serious problem.
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Even on a large computer, these problems still exist; however, these
difficulties may only be minimized by the use of iterative methods.
The specific iterative method used in this study, for the static
analysis, is a modification of the well-known Gauss-Seidel iteration
procedure (ref.43) which has been developed by WILSON (ref.44) and applied
to two dimensional structural analysis.

This method is adopted for three

dimensional finite element technique andapplied to static analysis of
arch dams.
This iteration procedure, when applied to equation (2.27), involves
the repeated calculation of new displacements from the equation

y(r+l)
n
where

n

_

g-1
nn

s - y K .
n
^
ni
i=l,n-l

-

y
K .
^
ni
i=n+l,I

1

(2.28;
1

is the number of the unknown displacement and

of iteration.

r

is the cycle

This procedure can be applied simultaneously to three

components of displacement at each nodal point, therefore

and S

become

vectors with x, y and z components, equation (2.19), and the stiffness
coefficients are expressed in the 3 x 3 submatrix form of equation (2.20).
The rate of convergence of the Gauas-Seidel procedure can be greatly
increased by the use of an over-relaxation factor (ref.45).

In order to

apply this factor firstly the change in the displacement of nodal point

n

between two successive cycles of iteration is calculated from :

n

nn

n

% K .
^
ni
i=l,n-l

1

-

Y
^
i=n+l,N

K .
ni 1

-

... (2.29)

then, the new displacement of nodal point n is determined from the following
equation
jj(r+l)
n
where

,

jj(r)
n

^

^ jj(r)
n

6 is the over-relaxation factor.
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... ,2.30!

The selection of an over-relaxation factor, which gives the best
convergence, depends on the characteristics of the particular problem.
However, experience has indicated that for most three-dimensional
structures, the optimum over-relaxation factor is between 1.8$ and 1.95'
The detailed formulation and the physical interpretation of this
method are given in Appendix (A.2).
The objections, suggested against the direct matrix inversion
method involving large amount of equations, can be minimized by using
the above mentioned iterative method so that :
(a) In this case, the stiffness matrix of equation (2.27) is
no longer necessary to be fblly populated.

Since the

complete stiffness matrix contains many zero elements, only
the non-zero elements are evaluated and retained; therefore
it B possible to treat large systems without exceeding the
storage capacity of the computer.
(b) By means of a good choice of the over-relaxation factor, the
computing time can be reduced to minimum, in order to
obtain the solution in any desired accuracy.
(c) As each cycle of iteration is an independent procedure, the
rounding off errors involved in one cycle will not
accumulate during the next cycle; on the contrary, these
errors might be assumed as unbalanced forces, which are
to be eliminated in the preceding cycles.
for problems involving ill-conditioned matrices, this method is
particularly recommended.
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2.8 BOOEDARY CONDITIONS
Solving the simultaneous equations of equation (2.22) by means of
direct matrix inversion method, for the application of the boundary
conditions, the overall matrix can be partitioned as shown in section 2.6
with equation (2.23); then the rows and columns corresponding to the
prescribed boundary displacements are simply deleted and the constrained
matrix K

is obtained.
aa

In case of the iteration method described in section 2.T, the
application of boundary conditions requires more attention.
In fact, equation (2.30) which gives the successive equilibrium
position of the nodal point after each cycle of iteration, is valid for
all nodal points which are free to move in all of the x, y and z directions;
however, in order for it to be applied to boundary nodal points, the flexibility
coefficiente of K

nn

submatrix must be modified to account for the specific

types of restraints which may exist.

Since these flexibility coefficients

are independent of the cycle of iteration, this modification is performed
before the start of iteration.
The forces and displacements associated with the application of
equation (2o30) are illustrated in Figure 2.10 for a general boundary point
that is constrained in every direction.

The unbalanced forces, X, Y and Z

are determined from equation (A.2.7) of Appendix (A.2).
The unknown reaction components are represented by
equation (2.29)to this nodal point,

the displacements
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and R^.
AU

Applying

can be expressed

in the form

' Au

- R

x

—1

^ Av

K
hn

R

^ Aw y

where

K

R

is the 3 x 3

y

(2.31:

/

z

flexibility submatrix of the nodal point

Obviously for points fixed in all directions, where

n.

Au = Av = Aw = 0,

all of the nine coefficients of the modified flexibility matrix will be equal
to zero.
If the boundary nodal point is allowed to move one or two of the three
displacement directions and is not allowed to move in the other directions,
in that case, the displacement terms of equation (2.3l) relating to the fixed
directions are taken as zero and only the corresponding reaction terms are
retained.

For example, if the nodal point is allowed to move in the plane

of yz, i.e. is fixed in x direction, then

Au = 0 and only the

reaction

exists, equation (2.31) becomes

0

<

X - R_
x

Av /

K

(2.3 O ^

Y

nn

I Aw

Z
n

n

The coefficients of the flexibility matrix

E ^
nn

can be modified in order to

obtain the effective flexibility coefficients by eliminating the unknown
reaction R

in equation (2.32) and rearranging the coefficients of the

flexibility matrix.

Obviously, in this effective flexibility matrix, the

coefficients in the rows and columns corresponding to the fixed displacements
will be equal to zero.
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As an example, the detailed, evaluation of the effective flexibility
matrix in case of

Au = 0 is given in Appendix (A.3).

2.9 CALCULATION OF ELEMENT STRESSES M b NODAL POINT STRESSES
The six components of stress
^

A , A , 0 , T , t
X* y' z' ay'

,

and

t

zx

within

a typical element in terms of the twelve corner displacement of the element
are expressed by equation (2.8).

Therefore, once equation (2.22) is solved

for the nodal point displacements of the finite element system, the stresses
within each element may be determined by the direct application of equation (2.8]
to all elements of the system.
The matrices involved in equation (2.8) are given in Appendix (A.l).
As the assumed displacement functions
linear, then the differential matrix

N(x,y,z) given in equation (2.16) are
B(x,y,z) contains only constants, so

that only one set of stress components can be calculated for each element;
that is, in other words, no variation in strains and stresses inside the
element can be applicable for simple tetrahedral elements.
This property of the simple tetrahedral element causes considerable
difficulty in stress calculations, unless the size of element is sufficiently
small, which necessitates the use of large number of elements in the analysis.
Furthermore, since maximum stresses generally are developed on the surfaces
and on the boundaries of the structure, it is often desirable to obtain
the stresses at the nodal points.
It has been shown that nodal point stresses, obtained by averaging
the element stresses of all elements connected to the nodal point, produce
good results for interior nodal points; however, this approach breaks down
when applied to boundary nodal points (ref.L6).

For better approximation

of nodal point stresses, WILSON (ref.kk) suggested a weighted averaging method.
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In case of slowly varying stress distribution, this method gives much
better results, in any way, unless the stress distribution is constant
through the thickness, this method may also fail to give exact stresses
for boundary points.

Another possible solution of this problem might be

to extrapolate the interior nodal point stresses to obtain the stresses
at the boundaries.
All of the aboye mentioned methods use the element stresses
evaluated by using equation (2.8) and may give satisfactory results for
nodal point stresses, whenever the stresses are varying slowly or, if
there are enough number of element layers through the thickness.
Generally the number of elements and nodal points of the idealized
structure is limited by the storage requirements of the existing computers
and also by the computing time.

It is often necessary to idealize some

certain types of structures such as shells or arch dams, where the thickness
is small in comparison with the other dimensions.

In such cases, instead

of using coarser mesh sizes with many element layers through the thickness,
it can be shown that, the use of finer mesh sizes with a less number of
element layers through the thickness converges more rapidly to the exact
solution for the displacements.

However, as the stresses in relatively

thin structures generally vary rapidly through the thickness, if there is
not enough number of element layers, the above mentioned methods for nodal
point stresses do not give satisfactory results.
A suitable solution for the evaluation of the nodal point stresses
is developed which uses the nodal point forces {8^} .

Firstly, in this

method three components of each nodal point force are calculated for each
element and expressed in terms of the twelve corner displacements by means
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of equation (2.1).

Then the structure is divided into some portions by

cutting through the nodal points where the stresses are needed.

Later the

nodal point forces acting on that particular portion of structure are
calculated by means of algebraic addition of the element corner forces
joining at the same nodal point (Figure 2.11 a, b, and c).

Finally,

these nodal point reactions are transformed into normal and tangential
force components with respect to the surface of the cross-section.
In case of slowly varying stress conditions, the nodal point
stresses can be obtained simply by dividing the normal and tangential
force components by the corresponding surface area around the nodal point.
If the stresses are varying rapidly through the thickness, taking the
moment effects into consideration and assuming that the stress distribution
is linear, then it is possible to calculate the nodal point stresses on the
surfaces by means of simple formulas given in Table(2.l) for 1 to ^ element
layers through the thickness in comparison with the simple force/area formulas,
Experience has shown that, in cases having more than U element layers, the
simple force/area formula gives satisfactory results.
For the structures having large thicknesses, the assumption that the
stress distribution is to be linear may not be true; then in such cases, there
is no choice other than using U or more element layers.

2.10 COMPARISON OF TEE TYPES OF IDEALIZATIONS
The idealization of three dimensional solid structures by means of
tetrahedral elements needs special attention.

As it has already been

described in section 2.3-3, there are two possibilities in forming a brick
with tetrahedral elements: the first is to use 5 tetrahedrals and the other
6 tetrahedrals.

Further, there are two possibilities forming a brick with
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5 tetrahedrals and sixteen possibilities with 6 tetrahedrals.
Now, let a solid structure be idealized by means of these possibilities•
Two of these possibilities which use 5 tetrahedral elements are shown in
Figure 2.12 a and b, and which use 6 tetrahedral elements are shown in
Figure 2.13 a and b.
By a close inspection of Figure 2.12 a and b, it can be seen that,
while only one element connected at point Al, four elements are connected
at point A2.

And also, while only four elements are connected at points CI

and Dl, sixteen elements are connected at points C2 and D2.
Bl, El, B2 and E2, the condition is contrary.

For the points

Naturally in these two

different types of idealizations, corresponding nodal points have different
stiffnesses and considering only one of these idealizations, the stiffnesses
of the neighbouring nodal points are distributed in a non-homogenous way.
Experience has shown that this non-homogenous distribution of stiffness
does not affect the overall behaviour of the structure even for considerable
coarse mesh idealizations.
calculations.

But it does affect the nodal point stress

When using averaging methods, the stresses obtained for the

corresponding points may differ largely from each other.

Using the nodal

point forces for stress calculations, considerable difficulties arise as
these forces are distributed non-homogenously and also the forces obtained
for the corresponding points differ largely from each other.
If 6 tetrahedral elements are used for the idealization, it can be
seen from Figure 2.13 a and b that,in all possible cases, the stiffnesses
are distributed homogeneously and may not differ largely for each of the
possible cases, except for the points on the edges and at the corners
like points A3 and Ak.

Again, the type of idealization does not affect
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the overall behaviour of the structure, but the average stresses at the
corresponding nodal points may differ, not as much as for 5 tetrahedral
elements, except for the nodal points on the edges and at the corners
at which the difference may be larger.

On the other hand, for each case,

a different set of nodal point forces develops so that the nodal point
stresses calculated for each of these sets of forces may differ considerably.
To overcome these difficulties and to obtain a unique and homogeneous
solution, it is suggested that all possible idealizations (for 5 tetrahedral
elements both of two; and for 6 tetrahedral elements a set of four combinations)
are used simultaneously, then take the average stiffnesses and the developed
nodal point forces for stress calculations.

This can easily be done without

increasing the necessary computer storage by using a magnetic tape as a
backing storage.

The only difficulty encountered is the increase in the

computing time for derivation of nodal point stiffnesses and calculation of
stresses.

As in the case of 5 tetrahedral elements, there are two possible

combinations, and so computing time is doubled; while for 6 tetrahedral
elements there are four possible combinations so that computing time is
four times longer.
'ihe influence of the type of the idealizations has been investigated
on simpler systems having different types of idealizations with the same
mesh size.

This investigation has shown that the use of six tetrahedral

elements has no advantage over five tetrahedral elements; on the contrary,
more storage and computing time are involved as the number of elements and
the possible combinations are more than those for the case of 5 tetrahedral
elements.
So, it is decided to use the double combinations of five tetrahedral
elements simulteineously, in all of the computations involved in this study.
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2.11 COMPUTEE PROGRAMMING
For the practical application of the theory developed in the previous
sections, a computer programme has been written in FORTRAN language.

The

basic flow diagram of this programme is given in Figure 2.1k and it can be
divided into five main parts :
(1) Reading input data, arranging nodal point arrays, calculating
nodal point coordinates (steps 1-4 inclusive).

As the analysis may

consist of hundreds of nodal points and thousands of elements, for
structures which have geometrical regularities, the input data must
be minimized in order to reduce the data preparation task and also
to minimize the data reading time.

For an arch dam which has

circular arches, this economy can easily be achieved by writing
considerably simple sub-routines.

By doing this, the input data

consists of only one card per each elevation considered in the
idealization.
(2) Arranging element arrays, calculating the element stiffness
matrix (steps 5-11 inclusive).

To satisfy a homogeneous stiffness

distribution, two possible sets of arrays with 5 tetrahedral elements
(A-type idealizations) have been used.

The stiffnesses are calculated

for each set and the average is taken as the nodal point stiffness.
To save storage, the element arrays and stiffness matrices are stored
in two separate magnetic tapes.
Although the number of elements is doubled the derivation of the
stiffness matrix of tetrahedral element is very simple and very
little computation is required for this derivation (Appendix A.l);
therefore the computing time spent in this part is not excessive.
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(3) Inversion of nodal point stiffness and application of
constraints (steps 12-15 inclusive).

This part consists of

the formulation described in Appendix (A.2) and (A.3).
(4) Iteration to the solution of the equations (steps l6-20 incl.).
Iteration continues until the maximum cycle limit is exceeded or
the sum of error becomes equal or less than the tolerance limit
which indicates the accuracy desired.
(5) Calculation of element and nodal point reactions and printing
the results (steps 21-2%).

The nodal point reactions are calculated

for each cut as shown in Figure 11.

Direct stress calculation is

not included in the programme, but can be done easily for certain
critical sections according to the assumptions given in section 2.9.

The programme has*been prepared in accordance with the specifications
given for the ATLAS computer at Chilton, Berkshire, U.K.

The listings of

the main routine and the other sub-routines used in the programme are given
in Appendix B, with some necessary information about the storage requirement,
order of numbering the nodal points and input data.

2.12 APPlICATIOIf OF TEE' TiiKUKr TO THE STATIC ANALYSIS OF AN ARCH DAM
2.12.1 The Arch D ^ to be Analyzed
The arch dam, chosen for the application of the theory developed, is
120 metres high, symmetrical double curvature arch dam, which is one of the
selected types of arch dams by C.E.R.A. (ref.33) and is designated as "Type-5".
General layout of this dam is shown in Figure 2.15 where a unit must be
considered &qual to

metres.

Accordingly, the reference cylinder has a
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radius of 173 metres and the crest length of the top arch is 320 metres.
The thicknesses of the crown cantilever are 5.35 at the top and 23.35 metres
at the bottom.
The mechanical properties assumed for concrete and foundation rock
are given in Table

2.12.2 Idealization and Boundary Conditions
A-type idealizations with five tetrahedral elements in a brick-like
block are used.

As the dam is symmetrical, only one half of the structure

is to be taken into consideration.
The dam is divided into sixteen horizontal parts, each segment
having equal height.

The half of the top arch is also divided into sixteen

equal parts, then the intermediate arches are divided into equal parts
accordingly.

Only one element layer is used through thickness.

This

idealization is to be denoted as (l6 x 1 x l6) mesh type and is shown in
By^^re 2.16.
The half of the dam contains 422 nodal points and 926 tetrahedral
elements.

h2 nodal points lay on the foundation and are assumed fixed in

every direction, so that the boundary conditions at these points are :
u

=

V

=

w

=

0

The origin of the global Cartesian coordinate system is assumed
situated at the centre of the reference cylinder at the bottom of the
valley and the positive directions of the axis are as shown in Figure 2.1.
All of the coordinates of the nodal points are calculated with respect to
this coordinate system.
There are 32 nodal points on the crown cantilever, which is in
the plane of symmetry.

These nodal points can only move in this plaae.
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that is the boundary- conditions at these points are

u

=

0 .

As each nodal point is allowed three degrees-of-freedom, the overall
system considered consists of total 1266 degrees-of-freedom.

After the

exclusion of the above mentioned constraints, this number reduces to IIO8.
To solve 1108 simultaneous equations by conventional direct inverting
method requires a computer storage approximately 25OO blocks (l block is
equal to 512 words) while the use of triple band matrices reduces the required
storage to about 1000 blocks.

In both of these methods it is necessary to

use some backing storage which reduces the speed of the computations.
The iterative method discussed above needs only I50 blocks to solve
the same problem.

With the other necessary storage requirements, the total

number of blocks reaches 202 blocks, which fits the present storage of
ATLAS computer (210 blocks) without necessitating any extra storage.

The

comparison of the above numbers of blocks shows the efficiency of the
iterative method presented.
No allowance is considered for the flexibility of the foundation.
However, there is no difficulty to introduce the foundation flexibility,
as it can be done by using some more elements inside the valley adjacent
to the structure.

2.12.3 Loading Conditions and Results Obtained
Two loading conditions are considered for the static analysis of
Arch Dam Type-5 :
(1) Hydrostatic loading:

hydrostatic pressures acting on the

upstream face are assumed to be concentrated as lumped forces
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acting at the nodal points on the upstream face.

These forces are

easily to be calculated by means of multiplying the hydrostatic
pressures at the nodal points by the corresponding surface areas.
The resultant hoop and vertical stresses and the deflections
of the crown section are shown in Figure 2.17 in comparison with
the results obtained by means of other methods of analysis.

As

it can be seen from these figures, the simple tetrahedral element
gives results with reasonable accuracy, even only one element
layer is used in the idealization.
(2) Gravity loading:

gravity loads are assumed to be lumped

acting at all nodal points.

These forces are easily to be calcu-

lated by means of multiplying the density of the concrete by the
volume correspondong to each nodal point.

In these calculations the dam is assumed a complete structure as a
whole, and the effect of construction joints is not considered.
The stresses and deflections obtained for crown section are shown in
Figure 2.18.

As no existing result has been published for the gravity

stresses of Afch Dam Type-5, no comparison could be made.
Initially, the computer programme had been written to include the
thermal stresses.

But, as it is possible to use only one element layer

through thickness because of the limitation of the computer storage, no
attempt has been made to calculate the stresses due to temperature variations.

2.12.4 Computations
The computations executed at the ATLAS Computer Laboratory, take
about 26 minutes for each analysis.

A period of about 9 minutes is spent
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for the first three stages of the programme.
16 minutes is spent for the iteration process.

Later, a period of about
300 cycles of iteration

can be executed in this period of time, and by using an over-relaxation
factor having the value of

3 = I.87, during these 300 cycles, a ratio

about 1/10^ is achieved for the latest and initial values of unbalanced
forces.

The last minute of the computations is used for reaction

calculations and output of the results.
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CHAPTER

3

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF ARCH DAMS

3.1 lETEDDUCTION
In the previous chapter, the idealization of an arch dam by means of
three-dimensional "tetrahedral" finite elements and the determination of
the stiffness properties of the structure have been discussed in detail and
the application of the methods to the static analysis of an arch dam has
been presented.
In this Chapter, the other important properties of the structure,
namely the inertia properties, are to be introduced.

After the methods to

determine these properties are presented, the problem of determining the
dynamical characteristics of the structure, namely "the eigenvalue problem"
will be solved.
An arch dam is a complex system consisting of its own body, the water
in the reservoir behind the dam and the flexible foundation on which the dam
stands.

As the interaction between these members of this complex system

largely affects the dynamical behaviour of the arch dam, the influences of
these factors shall also be considered in detail.

3.2 GENERAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR MULTI-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM SYSTEMS
The equations of motion of a general elastic linear multi-degree-offreedom system can be obtained by utilizing the general Lagrange's equation :

d_

,3T \

9T

^

3F

"

.

aV

_

_

1
^

-kj-

^

where

T

=

total kinetic energy of system,

V

=

total potential energy of system,

F

=

the dissipation function,

qj =

generalized coordinate of displacement,

4. =
J

velocity at generalized coordinate

Qj =

generalized external force for each generalized coordinate.

q.,
J

The kinetic energy T, potential energy V, and the dissipation function F can
be expressed in the quadratic forms, by matrix notation as :

where

T

s=

s

V

=

1
2

F

==

i

,

[K]

'

&

{q}

^ {%}

...

[I
[q] '

aad [c]

[c0

(3.2)

{%}

are the inertia, the stiffness and the damping

matrices of the system, respectively.

By substituting equation

(3.2) in

equation (3.1), the general equations of motion can be obtained as ;

[wQ

{q}

+

[C] {q}

+

[K] {q}

=

{Q}

In the caae of free vibration of the structure, where

... (3*3)
{Q}

=

0,

the general equation becomes
[M]

{g)

+

[Cj { q }

+

[%] { q }

=

0

...

Equation (3.4) represents the complex eigenvalue problem and the
eigenvalues obtained from this equation are, in general, complex.

However,

if the damping of the system is small, the effects on the eigenvalues are

.48.

(3.4)

very little and negligible.

With this assumption, equation (3.4) simplifies

as ;
M

{q.}

+

[k]

{q.}

=

0

... (3.5)

If the solution of this equation is assumed
{q}

=

{if;} e^"^^

... (3.6)

and equation (3.6) is substituted in equation (3.5), it follows that

[K]

and

{4;}

-

cjZ [ M ] {,;,} =

0

[k-co^M]{.i|<}=0

... (3^7)

The nontrivial solution of this equation can be obtained by making the
determinant of the matrix multiplying the vector

det (E - w^M)

=

, zero, that is

0

..= (S-'G)

When the determinant is expanded, a polynomial of order n in
obtained.

is

Equation (3.8) is known as the characteristic equation.

The

restrictions that M eind K be symmetric and that M be positive definite are
sufficient to ensure that there are n real-roots for
at least one root is zero.

.

If K is singular,

If K is positive definite, all roots are positive^

The roots obtained are generally called normal values or eigenvalues and
determine the natural frequencies
When a natural frequency

w

of free vibration modes of the system.

is known, it is possible to solve the equation

(3.7) for the corresponding vector
process.

}

by means of a back-substitution

The elements of vector {if;} are generally normalized so that only

the relative amplitudes of the generalized coordinates are to be obtained by
means of an eigenvalue problem.

There are n independent vectors

.1+9.

)

corresponding to the n natural frequencies which are known as natural or
normal modes, or eigenvectors.
Providing the knowledge about the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors,
and also the other dynamical properties of the system and the characteristics
of the excitation are known, it is possible to determine the absolute amplitudes of the responses by means of, so-called, normal mode analysis»

The

forced vibration theory of multi-degree of freedom systems is to be considered
in Chapter 4.
Although the above-mentioned theoretical treatment is quite simple and
there exist some methods to solve the eigenvalue problem, the application of
this theory to three-dimensional finite element techniques and especially to
the vibration problems of arch dams needs more attention.

The reasons are:

Firstly, as the problem is assumed to be three-dimensional, the normal
mode vectors consist of three-dimensional components of the generalized
displacements, so that, the application of the conventional lumped inertia
method might cause more inconsistency with the idealization of the structure
end displacement functions assumed in section 2.$,
Secondly, the dams are constructed to retain the water behind them
and the reservoir is usually full of water, so that the vibration of dams
involves consideration of the hydrodynamic effects of the reservoir water
and the dynamical behaviour of the complete reservoir-dam system.
Finally, the arch dam, mainly, transmits the forces acting on it
to the foundation on which it stands.

As the dimensions of the structure

and so the contact surface with the foundation are large, the interaction
between the dam and the foundation has a considerable effect on the dynamical
behaviour of the dam»
Before describing the method adopted for the solution of eigenvalue
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problem, first the concept of consistent mass matrix is to be presented.
Following the introduction of the general solution for the eigenvalue
problem, the possibilities of considering the effects of the reservoir
water and the flexibility of the foundation is to be discussed in detail.

3.3 DERIVATIOIT-OF TEETCOITSIBTmT-m^

AJf ELEMENT

Since the early introduction of the finite element techniques, the
formulation of the stiffness matrix has always received close attention,
but in the application to dynamic problems it has lately been realized
that the inertia matrix is also important and it affects the frequencies
and mode shapes•

The conventional method of lumping the inertia at the

nodes of the structure can only be adequate for simple structures where
the elements of structure assumed to be weightless and concentrated masses
to be present in fact at the nodes which are only permitted a single degree
of freedom, then the resulting simple diagonal mass matrix which implies
no inertial coupling is justified to be valid.
The dynamic representation of continuum structures which are
idealized by means of elements having many nodes each with several
degrees of freedom and the mass of each element ia distributed over its
volume, requires special care in allocating the inertias.
An appropriate method for the solution of this problem has been
proposed by ARCHER (ref.47) which is a procedure consistent with the
approximations involved in deriving the element stiffness matrix, and so
the resulting element mass matrix is called the "consistent mass matrix".
In this method, the inertia coefficients of the element mass matrix
are derived by a method analogous to that used for the derivation of the
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coefficients of the element stiffness matrix as described in section 2.k,
Since the same displacement pattern is used as for the stiffness matrix,
the new inertia matrix is consistent with the stiffness matrix, and allows
for the three dimensional coupling terms.

This method is therefore very-

well suited to continuum type structures such as arch dams.
The finite element method described in section 2.h can be extended
to vibration problems by including the work done by the inertia forces
in equation (2.12) as

Wg +

... (3.9)

The inertia forces per unit volume acting on a three dimensional
element are
{f}
where

]m^]

=

Im
1
i_ pj

{U}

... (3.10)

is a matrix of inertial constants, and w

of vibration.

is the frequency

The work done by these forces in the virtual displacement

{u/

is
W

=

j

[0| ^ {f}

dV

=

wzj

V

V

[p] T

[p ]

{u}

dV.

... (3.11)

^

Considering the displacement pattern introduced in equation (2.2) and
equation (2.4) and substituting

%%

=

j

{U,}

into equation (3.II) :

[aXx.y.z)]^ [mp][N(x,y,z)] dV. [c"^] {UL} ... (3.12)

is obtained.
The application of the theorem of the virtual work including inertia
forces equation (3.9) gives :
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[p.] 1{S.}

+ wZRp.]

[cT ]

j [N(x,y,z)]^ [m ][N(x,y,z)]

dV.[c- ] {U.}

V

=

j [Bfx.y.z)]? [o] [2^x,y,z)J dV. [c-^] {U }
V

... (3.13)

where

{EL} is the vector of nodal forces corresponding to nodal displace-

ments

{UL}
If nowJ a unit virtual displacement is applied at each of the nodal

degrees of freedom in sequence, an

{8^}

is obtained.

=

[%] {U^}

-

equation of the'.form

w2[m^

{U^}

... (3.14)

Where

[k] is the element stiffness matrix already given by

equation (2.15) and

[m]is the element consistent inertia matrix which is

defined as
=

-li T

[c" ]

r

j
V

r« (x,y,z)]
/
T [Py]
r 1 [N(x,y,z)]
rv/
\i

dV.

r^-li

[c" ]

... (3.15)

^

and represents the equivalent point inertias required at the nodal points to
produce the same loading as the distributed inertias.
The derivation of the consistent mass matrix for the tetrahedral
element assuming the displacement pattern of equation (2.l6) is given in
Appendix (A.4).

3.4 EQUILIBRIUM OF COMPLETE-STRUCTURE
Having idealized the structure as an assemblage of finite elements and
determined the element stiffness- and inertia properties, the extension of the
process to the vibration of the complete structure can be achieved by considering the equilibrium of the complete structure, that is the equilibrium of the
internal and external applied forces at each nodal point.
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The internal forces due to the element

i

are given by equation (3.14'

as
{8.}
1

=

[k.] {U.} - w2
i-"1

1-'

(3.16)

{U.}
1

Now to consider the vibration of the complete structure, it is
necessary to form the overall mass and stiffness matrices for the whole
structure.

As it has been shown in Appendix (A.l) that, in the finite

element method adopted for tetrahedral elements, all of the elements can
be defined with respect to a global coordinate system and there is no need
to use any other local coordinate system for each element, so that to avoid
the transformation process which is necessary for many other types of
elements.

This property leads to a very simple procedure to form the overall

matrices, which consists only of transferring the coefficients of the mass
and stiffness matrices of each element to the appropriate locations of the
overall matrices and then adding each other algebraically.
Considering equilibrium of forces at each nodal point, the overall
equilibrium equations are obtained as follows :

{8}
where

[kJ

and

=

[m]

{U}

-

w* [M]

{U}

... (3.17)

are the overall stiffness and inertia matrices for

the complete structure.
For the application of the boundary conditions, equation (3.17) can
be partitioned as:

f "a

K
K

aa
ca

K
K

ac
cc

M

f"al

M

b e
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aa
ca

M
M

ac
cc

,f"a|

1

u

c /

(3.18)

where the suffix c denotes the nodal points on the boundaries which have
prescribed displacements, and the suffix
at which the external forces

S

a

denotes all the other points

are applied.

U

a

and

S

a

are the unc

known displacements and reactions respectively.
In this analysis, all the boundary nodal points are assumed to be
fixed, then the prescribed boundary displacements become :
{U }
c

=

0

...

(3.19)

If the natural modes of vibration of the structure are required
then the nodal forces at the interior points are also taken to be zero:

{8 }

=

s,

0

... (3.20)

Imposing these conditions to equation (3.18)

[k 1 {U }
*- aar
a

is obtained.

- w* IM 1
{U }
aa-*
a

|K^]

In practice, the matrices

=

0

...

in equation ( 3 - 2 1 )

and

are obtained by deleting the rows and columns of the overall matrices
and

[m] , respectively, which correspond to the zero displacements.

obtained oj and

{U }

(3.21)

[k]
Having

from equation (3.21), the following equation may be

used to calculate the reactions on the part of the boundary along which the
displacements have been prescribed :

{8 }
c

=

[k

1
ca-'

{U }
a
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-

Hw 1
ca"*

{U }
a

.

...

(3.22)

3.5 rHE^EVALnATION OF TBE ETGENVALUE PROBLEM
The determination of the natural frequencies and the normal modes of
the system by using Equation (3.7), consists of many complicated calculations
and some methods have already been developed and widely used for the solution
of the matrix eigenvalue problem.
The most ^ficient method for matrices with the order less than $0
seems to be the Householder's method (ref.^8).

But, as the matrix used in

this method is a fully populated matrix, and so, if its order is large the
method is inefficient with regard to storage requirements.
The dynamical analysis of complex structures such as arch dams, by
means of finite element techniques, generally involves larger order matrices,
aad some special methods must be used which satisfy the storage requirements &
The method used in this study for the solution of the eigenvalue
problem was developed by PETYT (ref.49), in which only the non-zero square
triple band matrices of the

[K

working space is required.

-

matrix are stored, and very little

Thus, for large order matrices the method is more

efficient with regard to storage requirements than the HOUSEHOLDER's method;
however, the method of obtaining the roots is very slow in comparison with
the Householder's technique.
The method considered here consists of evaluation of the determinant
of the

[K

-

wQ

matrix for a range of values of

, until a change

in sign of the determinant is found, indicating a root for the equation (3^8)^
The determinant is evaluated by means of the Gauss elimination procedure with
partial pivoting (ref.50).

In addition, a floating fixed point arithmetic is

adopted for the determinant evaluation process, so that it could be possible
to evaluate the determinants in the range 10
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_gggg

^

,
,
|d.et| <

10

9999

When a change in sign of the determinant occurs, the rule of false
position (ref.51) is then used to iterate to the root, correct to a
specified number of significant figures.

Again, the Gauss elimination

procedure followed by a back-substitution is used to evaluate the corresponding eigenvector.

During these processes, magnetic tapes are used as in-

termediate storage.
In these calculations, the inertia matrix

|K] should be considered as

the effective mass matrix which includes the hydrodynamic matrix, for the
reservoir in f^ll condition as shall be described in section 3.9.

3.6 GENERAL'CDWWlDWKATIUFg QF'THE EYDRODYEAMIC EFFECT OF THE RESERVOIR WATER
The hydrodynamic effect of the reservoir water has attracted close
attention of scientists since the early beginning of the construction of large
dams, and many theoretical and experimental studies have been made up to date.
The first study on this subject was published by WESTERGAARD (ref.19) in
1933 and his work haa influenced the.designer for a long time in considering
hydrodynamic forces on dams during earthquakes.

In this work, the complete

system of the dam and the reservoir water is divided into two uncoupled systems:
the first one is the dam itself vibrating alone, by ignoring the hydrodynamic
effects, and the latter is the hydrodynamic pressures on the rigid dam
acting as statical forces during earthquake.
The assumptions involved in Westergaard's solution are :
(a) The dam is rigid, infinitely long and has a vertical upstream face;
(b) The reservoir extends to infinity in the upstream;
and (c) The effect of surface waves is neglected.
Considering the compressibility of water, the two dimensional flow
problem was solved for a harmonic ground motion in the horizontal direction
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perpendicular to the dam axis.

The hydrodynamic pressures on the dam are

shown to be opposite in phase to the ground acceleration, and this is equivalent to the inertia forces of an added mass moving with the dam.

The

magnitude of this mass depends on the frequency of the harmonic ground
motion.
BRAHTZ & HEIEBORN (r^f.52) investigated the influence of the finite
lengths of the reservoir in the upstream directions and showed that if the
ratio of the length of reservoir to the height of the dam (L/H) is bigger
than 3 , the effect of length is practically negligible.

The experimental

results obtained by HOSKIIS & JACOBSEH (ref.53) support the above conclusion.
Later, KOTSUBO (ref.5^) has shown that Westergaard's solution is valid only
when th:period of the harmonic excitation is greater than the fundamental
natural period of the reservoir, and recently BUSTAMEITE et al (ref.55)
investigated the effect of length of reservoir for a wider range of periods
of excitation and they showed that for shorter periods, the length plays an
important role in stationary harmonic motion in the case of high dams.

But

in practical situations, the reservoir usually extends to large distances,
so the length of reservoir may be taken as infinite without introducing any
appreciable errors.
Considering the water to be incompressible, ZANGAR (ref.20) showed
that the two dimensional flow problem can be solved by using an electric
analogy and he determined the pressure distributions for the dams with
sloping upstream faces.
The three dimensional flow problem was introduced by WERNER & SUIDQUIST
(ref.56) and they solved this problem for some particular shapes of structures
considering whether the water is compressible and incompressible according to
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the complexity of the shape.

Later, KOTSUBO (ref.2^), using the three

dimensional solution, investigated the dynamic water pressure distribution
in horizontal direction for the case of cylindrical arch dams lying on
rectangular section valley.
Most of the investigators have ignored the waves that may be generated
at the free surface of water.

CHZHEN-CHEN (ref.57) allowed for the existence

of a surface wave in an incompressible fluid and showed that the effect of
surface waves can be neglected with a little loss of accuracy.
The foregoing has concerned responses to only horizontal harmonic
ground motions.

KOTSUBO (ref.58) determined the hydrodynamic response of a

reservoir behind an arch dam for a harmonic ground motion in the vertical
direction; and recently CHOPRA (ref.59) has studied the hydrodynamic forces
on dams during earthquakes, considering the horizontal component as well as
the vertical component of earthquakes being random in character.
Another approach to the solution of the problem was suggested by
BUSTAMEHTE & FLOEES (ref.6o) who introduced a, hydrodynamic spectra considering
the validity of modal analysis to determine the hydrodynamic pressures
caused by earthquakes.
The hydrodynamic boundary conditions for a particular arch dam and
valley are likely to be difficult to handle theoretically and the resulting
solution would have no general application.

So, the electric analog method,

firstly introduced by ZAUGAR for two dimensional solution, was developed by
ZIEHKIEWICZ & HATS (ref.25) and extended to a three dimensional solution for
arch dams subject to any arbitrary distribution of boundary acceleration.
Also ZIEKKIEWICZ et al (ref.6l) demonstrated the incorporation of the hydrodynamic forces obtained by means of the electric analogy, in the general
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vibration problems of the dam and the reservoir water as a complete system.
Recently, as a result of experiments made on an idealized model dam
to find the generalized modal coefficients by means of the displaced-frequency
technique, SKIITGLE et al (ref.62) showed that the reservoir water acts not
only as a mass but also as a stiffness, and the stiffness effect increases
for higher modes.

However, comparing with the electric potential analogue

method, the effective mass of the reservoir water measured by the displacedfreguency technique has been found to be in poor agreement; the differences
in frequencies obtained, by both methods are not as great as the differences in
generalized mass; assuming the possibility that, to some extent the error in
the analogue values of mass are offset by the zero stiffness terms associated
with the analogue solution.

3.7 THEORBYICAl BASIS OF THE HYDRDDTEAMIC EFFECT AND THE ELECTROLYTIC ANALOGY
If the water is considered as an ideal non-viscous fluid, the problem of
the pressure in three dimensional flow is closely related with the theory of
sound; and further, if the displacements in the water body are assumed small,
the general Eulerian equations (ref.63) may be simplified as follows :

9^u
3x

at^

9^v

2E
9y

9t2

3z

9t2
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3.23;

where

x,y,z

are Cartesian rectangular coordinates,

u,T,w

are generalized displacements in rectangular coordinate system,

t

is time,

g

is gravity acceleration,

Y

is unit weight of water,

p

is dynamic water pressure.

The condition of continuityjbr a compressible fluid in simple harmonic motion
is
#

where

K

+

#

+

#

-

i

is the compressibility of water.

for the velocity of sound in water,

s

=

-

(3.2.)

Now introducing the expression

s :

/ gK/y

... (3.25,

after some transformations in equations (3.23) and (3.24), the general
differential equation for the pressure in three dimensional flow can be
obtained as

4

ax-

.

4

3y

.

4

=

8z

.4

8

... (3.26,

at

By means of assuming some simplified boundary conditions, such as
non-existence of surface waves, infinitely long reservoir, simple harmonic
earth movements,^rigid reservoir walls moving as a whole with the ground, it
is possible to evaluate the solution of equation (3.26) for some simple
geometrical shapes (ref.24 and 5 6 ) .

However, none of these results can be
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generalized for the design of arch dams; a very important practical
conclusion obtained is that if the depth of water in the reservoir is
less than one quarter of the velocity of sound in water multiplied by the
period of the ground motion, then resonance in an infinitely long reeervoir
cannot occur, that is the flow is stable under all conditions and so the
effects of the compressibility of water may be neglected.
This conclusion leads equation (3.26) for a non-viscous and incompressible fluid to become :

.2

.2

_2
=

3x

By

0

(3.2?:

9z

which is known as Laplace's equations.

On the other hand, the same

equation governs the potential in an electrolyte.
Providing the above similarity conditions, it was firstly shown by
ZAHGAR (ref.20) for two dimensional flow, later by ZIEMKIEWICZ & MATH
(ref.25) for three dimensional flow, that an electric potential analogue
may be used to determine fluid pressures developed on a structure subjected
to a prescribed system of accelerations.
Assuming the

z

axis is in the vertical direction, from a consideration

of the boundary conditions it can be shown that the hydrodynamic pressures of
three dimensional flow is
=
where

n

-

Y

(3 28)

is a coordinate normal to the boundary between the fluid and the

wall containing it, and
direction of the normal.

a^

is the acceleration of boundary wall.in the

At the free surface of the fluid, for

z = 0, if

surface waves are ignored
p

=

0
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,

(3.29)

In case of the flow of electric current through a homogeneous isotropic conducting medium., for the electric potential 0, the boundaryconditions are
=

-

Y . a
n

dn

... (3.30)

on solid boundaries, and

0

=

on the free surface.

i

i

... (3 o 31J

Since by the definition

=

n

where

0

- e

... (3.32)
on

is the current density, and

e

is the conductivity of the fluid,

then the solid boundary condition becomes

i
n

=

e ya

.

... (3.33)

n

From the similarity between the above equations, it can easily be shown
that, if the input current density is identified with the accelerations of the
dam, then the measured potentials will be analogous with the pressures arising
therefrom.

3.8 APPLICATION OF ECECTROLYTIC ANALOGY TO APPROXIMATE TEE HYDRODYMAMIC EFFECT
The methods developed for the application of the electrolytic potential
analogue have been described in detail elsewhere (ref.23,25 and 62) aad shall
only be considered herein briefly.
In the practical application of the analogue to a dam and reservoir it
facilitates measurement of the potentials and obviates difficulties associated
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with polarisation, if oscillatory currents are used.

The frequency of the

oscillatory current need not be related to any of the dam resonance frequencies
since by virtue of the assumption of incompressibility of the fluid, the
pressure generated per unit acceleration is independent of the frequency of
the motion.

It is necessary, however, that the applied frequency be such that

the fluid behaves as a purely resistive medium,and frequencies supplied by a
low frequency oscillator working at 1-1.5 kHZ through a 10 watt amplifier are
found to be convenient and satisfactory.
In order to obtain the so-called hydrodynamic influence coefficient
matrix from the analogue, the face of the dam is divided into a number of
areas corresponding to each nodal point on that face, and a brass electrode
is bonded to each of the divided areas so that the centre of the electrode
coincides with the nodal point.

The linear dimensions of each electrode

are one half of the dimensions of the area appropriate to it (ref.25)-

All

other fluid-wall boundaries are lined with non-conducting polythene sheet.
The free surface zero potential is maintained by a sheet of thin brass foil
glued to the underside of a piece of plywood which floated on the free
surface.

A dilute solution of copper sulphate is generally used as

electrolyte.
With these conditions satisfied, unit current density applied to
an electrode and the change in potential at all other electrodes is measured,
the process is then repeated for all of the electrodes in turn.

The matrix

of potentials can then be converted to a matrix of pressures per unit
acceleration and this matrix can be used to calculate the pressures at the
electrode points due to a given set of accelerations at those points.
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3.9 INCORPORATION OF THK BYDRODYEAMIC FOBCEB IF TEE GEEERAIT VIBRATION PROBLEM
Assuming the hydrodynamic water pressures to act on a rigid dam, it has
already been shown that it is possible to obtain the hydrodynamic pressure
constants for every point of an arch dam having arbitrary shape, by means of
an electrolytic analogy.

Now, the problem is in what way these constants can

be incorporated with the elastic structure in the general vibration problem.
The effect' of the hydrodynamic water pressures during tie vibration of
the dam can be incorporated in the general vibration problem by the introdnction of the "hydrodynamic matrix" (ref.6l).

The coefficients of this

matrix are formed by integrating the hydrodynamic pressures over the area
corresponding to each nodal point on the face of the dam, and resolving
these forces in coordinate directions.

As the hydrodynamic forces are

generated due to the acceleration of points on the dam, and are acting in
the reverse direction of the motion of the point, these forces can be inserted into the equation of the undamped motion as :

[n]

where

{g}

+

[K] {q}

=

- [n] {q}

[w]

is the consistent mass matrix for the structure,

[H ]

is the hydrodynamic matrix.

... (3.3b)

and

Equation (3.3k) can be rewritten in the following form :

[M + H]

{q}

+

[k]

{q}

=

0

... (3.35)

Equation (3.35) is identical to equation (3.5), the equation of the
undamped free vibration of the system.

The only difference is that the

elements of inertia matrix are increased by the addition of the hydrodynamic
coefficients.

This form of the increased inertia ^matrix is generally called
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the "effectiTe mass matrix" and equation (3.35) can also be treated as it has
been done for equation (3.5), in order to determine the eigenvalues and the
corresponding eigenvectors for the reservoir in full condition of the dam.

3.10 EFFECT"OF FLEXIBILITY OF TEE FOUNDATION
In such structures like arch dams, where the interaction between the
structure and the foundation is considerably large, the effects of the
flexibility of the foundation on the behaviour of structure must be taken
into consideration.
In the static analysis of arch dams generally, some allowance is
made for foundation deformation on the basis of the in situ foundation
modulus.

A similar approach can be utilized in the dynamic problems.

For

this it is necessary to include some foundation yield terms in the stiffness
matrix for those elements abutting the foundation.

Further terms are also

required in the mass matrix to represent the inertia of the foundation.
The finite element techniques make it possible to introduce the
foundation flexibility and inertia, simply by carrying the fixed boundaries
some distance into the foundation and considering some foundation elements
adjacent to the base of the dam.

The only difficulty involved is that the

increased number of nodal points and overall degrees of freedom makes the
computation much slower and necessitates larger storage capacity.
As it is possible to assign different mechanical properties to ea^h
element, variations of foundation modulus across the valley can also be
handled easily.
The foundation conditions are obviously peculiar to each site a n ^ n o
general conclusions can be derived from assigning a particular value to the
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foundation modulus.

However, to demonstrate the effect of the flexibility

of the foundation on the dynamical characteristics of the arch dams, several
values of foundation modulus are taken into consideration in this study, as
well as rigid foundation.

3.11 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
The flow diag%^m of the FORTRAN programme, which has been written
for calculating the natural frequencies and mode shapes of arch dams, is
given in Figure 3.1.

This programme can be divided into four main parts :

(1) Arranging nodal point arrays, calculating nodal point coordinates (as section 2.11.1) and arranging the element arrays
for both sets of A-type idealizations and writing these arrays
into a magnetic tape (steps 1-T inclusive).
(2) Calculating the element stiffness matrices for each set of
idealization (as appendix A.l), then transferring to the overall
stiffness matrix.

Taking the averages of the overall stiffness

terms, applying the prescribed constraints and writing into the
second magnetic tape (steps 8-17 inclusive).
(3) After clearing the storage for the overall matrix, the same
procedures as the second stage are applied in order to obtain the
overall mass matrix (as appendix A.4).

But, before applying

constraints, if the reservoir is in full condition, the hydrodynamic matrix is also calculated (as section 3.9) and then
added to the overall mass matrix.

The overall maas matrix is

also written into the second magnetic tape (steps 18-30 inclusive).
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(4) In this stage, the frequencies and mode shapes are calculated
by using the method described in section 3.5»

Then, the constraints

are re-inserted into the eigenvector and the results are printed
(steps 31-34).
As very large matrices are involved in the calculations, the same
storage is used for overall stiffness and mass matrices and also the product
matrix [ K -

J

in successive stages and both

K

and

M

matrices are

kept in a magnetic tape during the eigenvalue evaluation stage.
The most important feature of this programme is the uae of the planar
type storage.

The details of this storage and the requirements for the

order of numbering the nodal points, some other necessary information and
input data are given in Appendix B with the listings of the main routine
and the other sub-routines used in the programme.

This programme has also

been prepared in accordance with the specifications given for the ATLAS
computer at Chilton, Berkshire, U.K.

3.1.12 APPEICATIOirOF'THirTEEOmr'TO TEE DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF AN ARCH DAM
i3.]_2.]L The Arch Dam to be Analysed
Arch Dam Type-5, whose characteristics have been given in section 2.12.1
gad h(#

already been used for the static analysis, is to be used for the

application of the theory developed in this Chapter.

3.12.2 Idealization and Boundary Conditions
A-Type idealizations with five tetrahedral elements in a brick-like block
are used.

As the dam is symmetrical, only one half of the structure is to be

taken into consideration.
The dam is divided into 8 horizontal parts, each segment having equal
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height.

The half of the top arch is also divided into 8 equal parts, then

the intermediate arches are divided into equal parts accordingly.
element layer is used through thickness.

Only one

This idealization is to be denoted

as (8 x 1 x 8) mesh type and is shown in Figure 3.2.
The half of the dam contains 120 nodal points and 233 tetrahedral
elements.

22 nodal points lay on the foundation and are assumed fixed in

every direction, so that the boundary conditions at these points are

u = v = w = 0
The origin of the Global Cartesian coordinate system is assumed situated
at the centre of the reference cylinder at the bottom of the valley and the
positive directions of the axis are as shown in Figure 2.1.

All of the co-

ordinates of the nodal points are calculated with respect to this coordinate
system.
There are l6 nodal points on the crown cantilever, which is in the
plane of symmetry.

During the symmetrical vibrations of the structure, these

nodal points can only move in this plane, that is the boundary conditions
at these points are
u

=

0

In case of antisymmetrical vibrations, the points on the plane of
symmetry can only move in the direction perpendicular to this plane, that
is the boundary conditions at these points are
V = w = 0

These boundary conditions are confirmed with the results of the analysis
made on the whole structure by using a coarser mesh idealization.
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All of the

mode shapes obtained for these analyses resembled the mode shapes obtained
by using half of the dam having the above-mentioned boundary conditions.
As each nodal point i allowed three degrees of freedom, the overall
system considered consists of total 360 degrees of freedom.

After the

exclusion of the constraints, this number reduces to 278 for analysis of
symmetrical modes and to 262 for antisymmetrical modes.
To solve an eigenvalue problem having that much degrees of freedom
by conventional methods needs a computer storage approximately 250 blocks
(l block is equal to 512 words) without working space.

The application of

planar storage reduces the required storage for the same problem to 1^3 blocks.
With the necessary working space for the calculations, this requirement
increases up to 188 blocks, which fits the present storage of the ATLAS
c omputer.
In this analysis, the flexibility of the foundation is also to be
considered.

Details of the introduction of boundary elements and the necessary

revisions made in computations are explained in section 3.12.5•

3.12.3 Natural Frequencies and Mode Shapes of Arch Dam Type-5
on Rigid Foundation, reservoir in empty condition
The first ten natural frequencies and corresponding mode shapes computed
for Arch Dam Type-5, on rigid foundation, in reservoir empty condition, are
given in Figures 3.3 to 3.12.

In each of these figures, the normalized

deflection components of top arch, and displacements of crown cantilever and the
cantilever at the mid distance between the crown iand abutment are shown.
By the inspection of these figures, the vibrational modes can be divided
into some groups according to the predominant component of the deflections :
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(a) Radial modes: the second, third, sixth and ninth modes have
the character of radial vibrations.
(b) Vertical modes: the fifth and eighth modes have shown considerable effect of vertical deflections.
(c) In the fundamental and seventh mode, the

y

component of

deflection predominates, while these modes resemble cantilever
vibrational modes.
(d) In the fourth and tenth modes, the tangential component of
deflection predominates and the vibration mostly takes place in
the direction perpendicular to the plane of symmetry.
The zero modal lines of horizontal deflections for each mode are shown
in Figure 2.13 with the classification given above.

As it can be noted that,

for radial modes, the modal lines are almost in vertical direction, while
for cantilver vibration the modal line is in horizontal direction.
vertical modes, modal lines show, more complex patterns.

In the

The tangential

modes have modal line patterns similar to radial modes.
The three dimensional analysis introduced in this study shows that
there may be some more important modes of vibrations besides the radial modes,
in the frequency range interested.

Among these modes, the fundamental mode

contributes in the direction of

axis; the fourth mode (tangential)

y

contributes large amount in case of excitation in direction of

x

axis, and

the fifth mode contributes in case of vertical excitation.

3 . 1 2 . 4 Effect of Reservoir Water
The hydrodynamic effect of the reservoir water on the dynamical characteristics of arch dams are investigated by using the results of electrolytic
potential analogue described in section 3 . 8 and incorporating the calculated
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hydrodynamic matrix in the general vibration problem as in section 3,9.
In this study no attempt has been made to apply the electrolytic
analogue to obtain the hydrodynamic pressure coefficients, as these coefficieot;
have already been determined by TAYLOR (ref.23) for Arch Dam Type-5 by using
this analogy and so no advantage is to be gained by repeating the same
procedures for the same structure.

The radial hydrodynamic pressure co-

efficients which are obtained by TAYLOR are given in Figure 3.1^.

These

coefficients are used in the following calculations and the values necessitated
for the nodal points contained in (8 x 1 x 8) mesh type, the coefficients
are obtained by means of interpolation.
The analysis has been carried out for the first five modes.

The

natural frequencies obtained are given in Table (3.1) in comparison with
the frequencies obtained for the reservoir in empty condition^

According

to these results, the added mass effect of the reservoir water reduces the
natural frequencies of Arch Dam Type-5 to 0.89^^.92 of the frequencies
corresponding to the reservoir in empty condition.
The mode shapes are also modified by the hydrodynamic effect of the
reservoir water.

No general conclusion could be drawn from these modificationa

as they are solely dependent upon the corresponding mode shapes for the
reservoir in empty condition.

In order to give an idea about the differences

between the mode shapes for the corresponding vibration modes in reservoir
empty and f^ll conditions, the normalized deflections of crown cantilever
are shown in Figure 3^15 for the first three symmetrical modes.

3.12.5 Effect of Boundary Flexibility
The idealization of the arch dam with its foundation included is
shown in Figure 3.I6.

The foundation elements are so arranged that the dep+h
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of these elements is at least 1.5 times of the thickness of the dam on
the intersection surfaces.
For the half of the dam, 66 boundary points are added to the overall
structure, it means that overall degrees-of-freedom reaches up to 558 and
with the addition of 150 foundation elements, the overall number of elements
reaches to 383.

To handle a problemtaving 558 degrees-of-freedom is difficult

even by the use of planar storage.

To overcome this difficulty the programme

has been modified in order not to include the stiffness and mass terms
associated with the new boundary nodal points; as all of these nodal points
are assumed to be fixed in every direction.

This is simply done by altering

the subroutine which transfers the element matrices into overall matrices,
so that the terms corresponding to the new boundary points are not to be
transferred.

By doing this, the overall degrees-of-freedom for symmetrical

modes is kept 3^2 and for antisymmetrical modes 324, which are fitted for
the present storagelapacity of ATLAS computer without aay extra effort.
To demonatrate the effect of the foundation flexibility on the natural
frequencies and mode shapes, four different ratios for the elasticity modulus
of foundation to the elasticity modulus of concrete: l/l, 1/2, 1/4 aad 1/8
are chosen and the natural frequencies and mode shapes for only fundamental
mode are calculated.

The natural frequencies obtained ar^ given in Table (3.2)

aad are shown in Figure 3.17.

The alterations in the mode shape with respect

to the flexibility of the foundation are also shown in Figure 3.18.
These results show that the flexibility of the foundation affects the
natural frequencies and mode shapes considerably.

The natural frequencies

decrease as the flexibility of foundation increases with E^/E

= 1/8, the

frequency reduces to 3/4 of the frequency corresponding to rigid boundary.
more flexible foundations, much more reduction in frequency is expected.
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For

The mode shape is also altered considerably and the differences are
more noticeable at the lower sections.

The curvatures at these sections are

getting smoother, while the tangent at the intersection point with the foundation is no longer vertical and the slope of this tangent decreases.
Naturally, by the introduction of foundation elements, the point at the
bottom of the structure is also allowed to move and the displacement of
this point reaches to some large values as the flexibility of the foundation
increases.

3.12.6 Computations
With the planar storage, by using the special subroutines to evaluate
the determinant of

[K -

M]

, each evaluation of the determinant of a

matrix of the order 2T8 takes slightly more than 2 minutes at the ATLAS
computer.

Accordingly, the computing time spent depends on the initial

estimation of the root, the step size used and the number of significant
figures required for the accuracy of the root.

A close estimate helps to

to minimize the necessary steps to find out a change in the sign of the
determinant and a small step size helps to minimize the necessary cycles
of iterations to obtain the root with the accuracy desired.
Experience has shown that no better accuracy can be expected by using
mare than 8 significant figures and 6 significant figures give quite
appropriate results.
With a close estimation and a small step size, the evaluation of a
frequency and the modal shape takes about 10 minutes computing time, while a
far estimation and a large step size may necessitate about ^-hour computing
time.

Because of this reason the initial estimation is very important, but a

good estimation needs knowledge about the variation of the determinant.

—yL—

This

can be done by tracing the determinant function in the frequency range
desired, such a trace may provide valuable information about the approximate
locations of the roots and may save a lot of computing time.
On the other hand, for making more economy in the computations, the
programme given in Figure 3.1 is divided into two parts: the first part
consists of the calculation of stiffness and mass matrices and writing
this information into a private magnetic tape (the first 3 parts introduced
in section 3.11), which takes slightly more than h minutes at ATLAS ..computer c The
second part is the evaluation of frequency and mode shape (the fourth part
of section 3.11), vhich uses directly the information stored, in the private
magnetic tape, so that the stage of preparing the mass and stiffness matrices
is not repeated for each evaluation of a mode.
In the case of flexible boundaries, as explained in section 3.12.5, the
order of the matrices is increased up to 3^2, which increases computing time
for each evaluation of determinant up to about 3 minutes.

So, the evaluation

of eigenvalue problem is getting slower.

3.12.7 Discussion of the Results
In this Chapter the application of three dimensionel finite element
techniques to the dynamic analysis of arch dams by using simple tetrahedral
elements has been demonstrated.

The hydrodynamic effect of the reservoir

water has been taken into consideration by means of the pressure coefficients
obtained from electrolytic analogy and the effect of the boundary flexibility
has also been investigated theoretically.

However, no experimental investi-

gations could be carried out simultaneously, the theoreticeJ. results presented
in this Chapter cannot be confirmed by any experimental results.

Nevertheless,

there exist some experimental results carried out by other investigators which
can be compared with.
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OKAMOTO & aZAKAHASHI (ref.28) have presented some valuable results
obtained by experiments made on a prototype dam named KMISHIIBA DAM, which
has geometrical characteristics almost coinciding with Arch Dam Type-5.
These characteristics are compared in Table (3.3).

KAMISHIIBA DAM is slightly

lower and has more thicker sections, so that it is stiffer than Arch Dam
Type-5 and higher frequencies are expected.
Okamoto and Takahashi have given the first four modes obtained by
means of exciting the dam radially by the application of a strong exciter
positioned in proper places accordingly.

These four modes exactly coincide

with the first, second, third and sixth modes obtained in this study
theoretically.

Since KAMISHIIBA DAM was excited for all modes radially,

the fourth and fifth modes obtained in this study might have been missed by
Okamoto and Takahashi because of the tangential and vertical characteristics
of these two modes respectively.
The existence of the modes having different characteristics other than
radial modes can be traced by using three dimensional methods of analysis
without any difficulty as demonstrated in this Chapter.
The natural frequencies obtained for KAMISHIIBA DAM (ref.28) and
Arch Dam Type-5 (theoretically) are given in Table (3.^) comparatively.
The differences between the lower modes are as large as expected due to
the differences in the geometrical characteristics.

Although the frequencies

obtained for higher modes are closer to each other.

This is due to the fact

that the calculated higher frequencies may have more percentage of error,
so that they are getting higher than the exact values.

If the mesh size of

the idealization is reduced, the errors involved in the higher frequencies
O K expected to become smaller.
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The effect of the reservoir water on the natural frequencies has
also been investigated by GAUKROGER et al (ref.27) by means of the experiments performed on the dynamical model of HENDRIK VERVOERD DAM and frequency
ratios between 0.85 and 0.92 have been obtained.

The prototype experiments

on .kMIISHIIBA DAM have provided frequency ratios 0.91 and 0.85, while the
results obtained in this study for Arch Dam Type-5 are between 0.89 and 0.92
(Table 3.5).

However, the hydrodynamic effect is very much dependent upon

the geometrical characteristics of each particular dam, the results obtained
for different structures by using different techniques are quite close to
each other.

This result shows that, with the exception of the dams having

extremely peculiar geometrical shapes, the hydrodynamic effect of the reservoir water reduces the natural frequencies of arch dams to 0.85^0.92 of the
frequencies corresponding to the reservoir in empty condition.

The validities

of the assumption that the hydrodynamic effect can be represented as an added
mass and the use of electrolytic potential analogue technique to predict the
excessive pressure coefficients, are also confirmed by these results.
No general result could be derived for the way these frequency ratios
vary for lower or higher modes, as no regular decrement or increment has been
noticed as the mode number increases.
Although the results given in section 3*12.5 cannot be generalized for
each particular arch dam, nevertheless these results show that the flexibility
of the foundation should be taken into consideration for the dynamic analysis
of arch dams, especially when the in situ modulus of elasticity of the foundation is less than 1/2 of the modulus of elasticity of concrete.

If this

ratio is much less than 1/2, large amounkof reductions in the natural
frequencies are to be expected, and if the effect of the boundary flexibility
is ignored in such a case, that might cause considerable unconservative errors
in response calculations, which endanger the safety of the structure.
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CHAPTER

4

THEORY OF FORCED VIBRATION OF ARCH DAMS UNDER
EARTHQUAKE EXCITATION

4.1 INTRODUCTION
Providing the dynamical characteristics of the structure are known, it
is possible to determine the absolute amplitudes of the responses under a
prescribed excitation by means of normal mode analysis methods.
As it has already been shown In the previous chapter, the natural
frequencies and mode shapes of an arch dam can be calculated by using finite
element techniques which also consider the hydrodynamic effect of the reservoir water and the flexibility of the foundation rock.

If the damping retio

of the system is assumed to be estimated from experiments made on prototypes,
all of the necessary dynamical characteristics of the system are said to be
known for response calculations.
The main difficulty met in the response Calculation of a structure to
earthquake ground excitation is to define the excitation itself, because of
the unpredictable behaviour of the ground motion.

This difficulty has led most

of the investigators to use an explicit definition of the ground acceleration
obtained from seismograph records of some strong earthquakes occurring in the
past.

In this case, assuming that the earthquake excitation is -to be a

deterministic transient phenomenon, the responses of the structure can be
determined by means of step-by-step integration method.
In fact, the earthquake ground motions are completely random in nature,
so that the calculated responses to a past earthquake cannot be used for design
purposes of structures to withstand future earthquakes, and it is necessary to
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describe the ground excitation in terms of probability statements and
statistical averages.

To satisfy these requirements, the responses of the

structure must be calculated by means of a method which uses random vibration
theory.
In this Chapter, firstly, the theory of normal mode analysis and the
formulation of the responses of single and multi-degree of freedom systems
to earthquake excitation are to be summarized.

Later, random vibration

theory, probabilistic and statistic relationships, and the application of
these theories to the response calculations under earthquake ground excitation
to be presented.

4.2 NORMAI, MODE ANALYSIS
4.2,1 Undamped Free Vibration of Multi-degrees of Freedom Systems
The equation of undamped free vibration of a multi-degree of freedom
system can be written in matrix notation as :

fM]
where

{q}

+

[k]

{q}

=

0

(4 J

^M]

=

mass matrix,

[kl

=

stiffness matrix

=

generalized coordinates of displacements and accelerations

{gj

respectively^
The use of equation (4^l) leads directly to the solution of eigenvalue
problem and the

n

eigenvalues (natural frequencies) and eigenvectors (normal

modes) can be obtained as described in Chapter 3,
The general solution of equation (4wl) contains contributiona from all
normal mode solutions, and a free vibration will in general take the form ;
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+ 0^) +4^12 sin

+ ..*

M sin (w^t +

(L.2)

%

Where

= 4^lSio ( » / + 01) +

w^*

( "lit + 0jj) + ...

"

Bin (a,„t + «i,)j

natural frequencies,

(4^:^ :..... : ^L)?, (^
:....» : ^ 1 oy.= normal modes,
1 2
^ - ^ 1 2
^ -LA
0^, 0^1'

"

phase angles*

It is clearly seen that in equation (4.1) all the generalized coordinates
appear in all the equations, in general, so that there is always coupling betveen
the coordinates and also equation (4.2) uses n^ terms.

It become much easier to
2

handle the problem if it is considered not as a set of n
mation of n simple harmonic motions.

terms but as a sum-

This simplification forms the basis of normal

mode analysis.
4o2.2 formal Coordinates
The coupling terms in equation (4^1) arise from the product terms.

But it

can be shown that there can always be found another set of generalized coordinates which is denoted by

g , % ,
1 2

such that there are no product
-l'

terms, so coupling cannot occurc
For small displacements, any set of generalized coordinates can be expreseed
in terms of any other by a linear transformation :
{q,}

=

[d]

{g}

It is possible to choose the n

u.u (4.3)
coefficients

the condition that the (n^-^) coefficients

m

d

,k
rs

in any way and to satisfy
of the product terms are

rs

zero.

If this is done, by writing the kinetic and potential energy formulas

of the system and applying Lagrange's equation. Equation (U.l) becomes :

[Vd,] {%} +

where

{%}

and

=

0

... (k.i)

are diagonal matrices of generalized mass and

generalized stiffness.
Each separate equation of equation (4.4) is now identical to that
obtained for a simple spring-mass system.

Each equation has its own

solution with its own natural frequency,

w

=

and the value
"fcll

of each

S

represents the contribution of the

r

normal mode.

Such

are known as normal (principal) coordinates.
Now, supposing a system to be vibrating in, say, its first normal mode,
5 = 5 =
•«.
=5
= 0
and from equation (4.3) it can be
2
3
n
seen that

then

{q}

=

{d. } . 5
^1

.». (4o 5)

1

and so, the ratio of the coefficient d's in any one column of equation (4.3)
gives the shape of the normal mode corresponding to its

{q}

=

S

, thms

{g}

where, [$J = [_{i^

... (4.6)

...

]

is modal matrix.

4.2.3 Forced Vibration of Multi-degree-of-freedom Systems
In case of forced vibration, a vector of external forces

[jS] must be

replaced on the right-hand-side of equation (4.1),

[m]

{q}

+

IjcJ

{^}
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=

{Q}

... (4oT)

and so, a vector of generalized forces {5} must be replaced on the right
hand side of equation (4.4)

{%} +

{%}

The generalized forces

y
J

Q. . 6q.
J
J

=

E

-

{2}

... (4.8)

are defined such that

y
r

5 . 6%

... (4.9)
r

and so, each equation of (4.8) would then represent forced vibration in
one of the normal modes.

4.2.4 The Effect of Damping
The effect of viscous damping can be allowed for in Lagrangefe equations
either by inserting suitable

Q-

on the right hand sides or by adding terms

on the left hand sides (where
pation function).
energy

T

As

F

F

is a quantity often called the dissi-

can be shown to be similar in form to the kinetic

it can for small motions be expanded in the same way, and so
F

for a system having

=

n

&

^

[c] {q}

... (4.10)

degrees of freedom, where

and again for small vibrations

[c]

is the damping matrix

c
can be considered constant.
rs

Now using the general form of Lagrange's equation

&

% )

-

# 7

'

i r

J

"

J

the general equation of motion is obtained as :

|_M]

{q) +

[cj{q}

+

[k]

{q}

=

.82-

{Q}

(4.12)

By the introduction of normal coordinates, equation (4.12) becomes
{%} + [/t] {%} +

{(}

=

... (4.13

{5}

As it is described in section 4.2.2

and

matrices are

diagonal, but it is not in general possible at the same time to express

F

without product terms, so that the [iZ] matrix generally includes non-diagonal
terms.

However, if damping is small, it is permissible to neglect the coupling

effect arising from the product terms, in which case the equation of motion
becomes
[USL] {5} + [ - 2 ] {&} +

{g}

=

{5}

... (4.1 ^4. I

Again, each equation of (4.l4) is identical in form to that obtained
for a simple spring-mass-dashpot system and all of the results obtained for
that simple system can be applied to each individual modal system of the
multi-degree-of-freedom system.

4.3 RESPONSE OF LIEEAE SINGLE DEGREE OF FREEDOM SYSTEM TO EARTHQUAKE EZCITATIOE
As it is mentioned in the previous section, the .formulae derived for the
single-degree-of-freedom system can be applied to imulti-degree-of-freedom
system without any difficulty, considering that the normal modes can be treated
separately as individual simple structures.

According to this consideration,

the response of linear single-degree-of-freedom system to earthquake excitation
is to be analyzed firstly.
The mathematical model of a linear single-degree-of-freedom system
subjected to ground motion excitation is shown in Figure 4.1.

The equation of

motion can be written as :
- my

-

k(y - u )

-
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c(y - u )

=

0

(4,1$)

where

m

=

the mass of the system

k

=

the stiffness of the system

c

=

the viscous damping of the system

'y

=

the absolute displacement

u

=

ground displacement

X

=

displacement relative to the base.

From the engineering point of view, the relative displacements are of
more importance as the stresses developed in the structure are directly
related, with the relative displacements.

As the relative, absolute and

ground displacements are related with

3C "

y " u

ofta (H o 16 /
g

substituting equation (4,l6) into equation (4.1$) ;
- m (x + u ) - kx - cx

=

0

and it follows that
mx

+

cx

+

ka

=

- m u

(4al8)
g

It is seen ffom this equation that the relative motion

x

is the same

aa that for a structure zesting on a fixed basetand subjected to a horizontal
force

- m u
g
Dividing both sides of equation (4»l8) by

X +

2 Cw X +
o

w x
o

—

— u

m :

g

is obtained where
w
and

o

G

= / —
m
=

is the natural circular frequency

g'2' ^ is the fraction of critical damping.
o
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»oo (^ol9)

The solution of equation (4.19) can be obtained as if the earthquake
acceleration time history u (t) is considered motions consisting of random
arrays of concentrated acceleration pulses.

The motion is assumed to begin

from the rest.

By using Duhamel's integral, the equation for the displacement

of the mass

relative to the base, when the base is given an arbitrary

m

horizontal Ecceleration is obtained as :

1
P

where

u (T)e ^o^(^

t

=

time at which

T

=

time variable of integration,

p

=

w

/l -

x

sin p (t-i) dT

ju.

is evaluated,

damped natural frequency;

The numerical evaluation of equation (4.20) is rendered troublesome by
the fact that u (t) is a complicated function requiring 500-1000 points to
S
define it, and by the requirement that a maximum value at some unknown time must
be determined by scanning the total response time for each points
For this reason, analogue computation techniques are particularly well
suited to such response calculation, and since 1941 many attempts have been
made on this area.

Firstly in 1941, BIOT (refw64) introduced a mechanical

analogue in the form of a torsion pendulum?

Next, in 1949, HOUSNER & McCANW

(ref.65) developed an electric analogue computer which is m^ch mcK^ convenient
and greatly speeded up the process and increased the accuracy %

Lately; this

type of electric analogue computer has been further developed by CAUGEEY et al.
(ref. 66) and is being used regularly in earthquake response spectrum analysisBesides the analogue computation techniques, in spite of the above=
mentioned difficulties, the recent developments of the hig^ speed digital
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computers has made the numerical evaluation possible.

Although there are still

difficulties in digitizing the recorded earthquake accelerograms, many efforts
are being made to overcome this difficulty (ref.67 and 6 8 ) .

CALCULATION OF RESPONSES FROM STEP BY STEP INTEGRATION OF GROUm) ACCELERATION
The theoretical derivation of the response of a linear, elastic, multi-degree
of freedom system to any given external dynamic excitation can be performed using
normal mode analysis and the convolution integral by means of, so called, stepby-step integration method used by CLOUGH (refr.30) for earth dams and lately
applied to arch dam vibrations by TAYLOR (ref .23) successfully.
The general equation of motion including damping, earthquake acceleration
and the hydrodynamic effects can be written :
{q}

where

+ [c]

{q}

+

[K]

{q}

=

-

[M]

{u ( t ) }

...

(4o2l)

]M]is the effective inertia matrix including the hydrodynamic effects

of the reservoir water as described in section 3.9With the introduction of the transformation of equation (4.6),
equation (4.21) becomes :
M

+ [c] [f] (U+Dcl

[$1 {^} =

- IKI {Ug(t)}

(4.22)

By premultiplication of both sides by the transpose of the model matrix !_$j ^

[ci [«]((} - w "

=

where

|Mj

w

w

{u (t)}

denotes the transposed matrix^

ut

uj. (4o23)

According to the orthogonality relationship, by this transformation
the inertia and the stiffness matrices are reduced to diagonal form.

Although,

even after this transformation, the damping matrix generally contains nondiagonal terma, in case of lightly damped structures, the product damping
matrix is also assumed to be reduced to diagonal form, so that equation (4^23)
caa be written in terms of generalised matrices :

+

fS) =

-

[w]

{u. rt)}

. fk,,2u'

This equation is identical to equation (^^1^) and the right=hand=e;de
of this equation represents the generalised force\ector in case of earthquake
type excitation, which is denoted by {5}

{5}

=

_

as follows ;

{wj:t)}

25'

Now it is possible to consider each normal mode of equation (4u2L) as an
independent vibratory system and to calculate the responses of each mode by
applying the results obtained for single degree-of-freedom system in section - "t h,
'
Let the equation (4^2^) be rewritten for the r
normal mode ;
Sy + TSr

ly

+ JGr

Sy

=

-[Vyj

T

[M]f3g(t))

^^^26 =

where
[Ml

.

is called the generalized mass of the r ' mode, and
of the r^^ mode^

Dividing both sides of equation (^^26) by

S + 2; w C
r
r r r

+

r

r

1 ^ nwT fu ftl}
rg

w

=

the undamped natural frequency of r m o d e ^

C

=

fraction of critical damping in r"^ mode.
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(4 27\

eigenvector
-

f^:28:

As it is easily seen, equation (.'4.19) and equation (4.28) are
identical in form and so, by the application of the same treatment as for
"til
the single-degree-of-freedom system, the response of the r

mode can be

obtained :

[Ml i l

where

sin p. (t-T)

(4.29:

d?

IS the damped natural frequencyc

p

By inspection of equation (4.29) it can be seen that the maximum
relative response of r^^^ mode depends upon the integral and becomes maximum
when
u .Tj e

-w G (t-T^
^ ^
sin p (t-t) dT
r

(4u3Cr

J

o

reaches to its maximumo

The maximum value of this term can be expressed as

"^he relative displacement response spectrum" for a given ground acceleration
u(t)

and is denoted by
^ (t—T)
X?) e

sin p (t-r) dt
majc

The time history and the maximum values of each modal response,

,

can be calculated from equations (4.29) aad (4,31), and the totaJ amplitudes
at time

t, may be obtained by the use of the transformation

{q(t)}

=

[$]

{5 (t)}

(4,32)

Equation (4.29) may be evaluated by means of "step-by-step"
integration method and the time histories of total displacements may be
obtained by using equation (4.32).

The total maximum values of displace-

ments can be determined by scanning these time histories.

The evaluation

of this process has been described by several authors (ref.23,30) in detail
and will not be considered here.
Although, assuming that the earthquake excitation is a deterministic
transient phenomenon, so that u (t) can be described explicitly, the stepby-step integration method gives the exact solution for the responses of
multi-degree-of-freedom systems to a given earthquake excitation, the
calculations involved are tedious and show considerable difficulties.

On

the other hand, this method can only provide the responses to a recorded
accelerogram of a particular past earthquake.

No doubt, the earthquake

ground motions are completely unpredictable and the calculated responses to
a past earthquake cannot be used for design purposes of structures to withstand future earthquakes, because of the necessity that the phenomena having
random nature must be described in terms of probability statements and
statistical averages.
For this reason, in the next sections, the general results obtained
for the responses of structures to general type of random excitations are to
be presented briefly and the application possibilities of these results to
earthquake type of excitation are to be discussed.

4.5 GENERAL TEEORY OF STATIONARY RANDOM VIBRATIONS
4.5.1 A random vibration is one whose instantaneous value is not
predictable in advance, and it is essential to its nature that any relationship between the magnitude of the quantity and time, measured during a certain

interval, will never exactly recur in any other.

Although the time variation

of a random vibration cannot be predicted, if the physical quantities which
vary in a random

wanner do exhibit a degree of statistical regularity, in

other words 5 the random variable does possess the properties of stationarity,
then it is possible to predict the probability of a given value being within
a certain range, on a statistical basis.
The general statistical theory of random processes is a very large
subject, so that, it is not to be included herein and the reader is referred
to the text books written on this subject (ref.69,70).

Most of the formulae

developed in this section shall be based directly on the results of the
previous works that are summarized in these text books.
However, the "power spectral density" of the randomly varying quantity
plays the most important part in this analysis.

Accordingly, the concept

of the power spectral density and its properties shall be described briefly.
On the other hand, definitions of the other important quantities and their
relationships are to be given in Appendix (A.5).

U.5.2 Power Spectral Density: Definition and Determination
In case of a harmonic vibration, the power, which is the rate of doing
work, is proportional to the square of the amplitude of the vibration.

If

two frequencies are present in a vibration, the power is proportional to the
sum of the squares of the individual amplitudes associated with two frequencies,
A random vibration can be considered to be a sum of a large number
(tending to infinity) of harmonic vibrations of appropriate amplitudes and
phase.

The total power is again the sum of the power of the component

harmonic vibrations, and it is of interest to know how this power is distributed
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as a function of frequency.

Therefore "power spectral density" is defined

as the power per unit frequency interval.

A plot of this quantity indicates

the frequency distribution of power.
The analysis of random vibration always involves a record of finite
length.

Assuming that such a record has been produced on a magnetic tape

and is to be analyzed by an electronic analyzer as a stationary process, the
tape can be formed into a loop of arbitrary length and made to repeat indefinitely on the analyzer.

By such a procedure, an arbitrary fundamental period

corresponding to the length of the loop is established, and the contents of
the record may be defined in terms of the Fourier coefficients of integral
multiple harmonics of the loop frequency

w

.

The periodic function x(t) then can be represented by the real part
of the Fourier series
°°

x(t) =

•

^

C

where the complex amplitude

C

J.

e^^^^

... (^^33)

is defined by the equation

T/r
x(t)

Cf - i

dt

•-

(4o34)

-T/c

and

T

is the loop period.

The mean-square value of

x(t) , which is a stationary property of x(t)

can be determined in terms of the coefficients, as
x2(t) dt

=

%

I

-T/2
:4u35:
=

c2

+

2

% I
r=l

12
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_ This equation indicates that the contribution to the mean-square
value in any frequency interval is the summation of all the components
within that frequency band.
If now the length of the loop and the loop period are doubled,
the number of spectral lines will be doubled.

Since the mean-square value

of the entire spectrum must remain essentially constant, the values of the
new coefficients

must decrease to approximately one-half their

former values, as shown in Figure h,2.

The sum of the. lengths of the

|c

lines, up to any frequency, is the same in each diagram of Figure 4.2, and
the increment in <x^(t)>

divided by the increment in frequency is essentially

the same in each case,

' ' f
Ato

^

0)2

^
2 Wj

.

s(w )
r

.... (4.36,

The quantity S(w^) is the "power spectral density" at cu =

.

The

dimensions are the square of the parameter represented by A < x^(t)> in
equation (4.36) per unit of frequency.
As the length of the loop is increased, more and more spectral lines
are introduced; the magnitude of
S(ca ) remains finite^

2

decreases correspondingly, but

In the limiting case, as T

becomes continuous, and the discrete values of

Aw -> 0, the spectrum

S(w ) approach a smooth

function S(w) :

S(„)

=

lim
A«^0

'

... (1..3T)

The mean-square value can be expressed by the integral
<

=

j
0

8(w) dw
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.

(4u38)

The power spectral density of a random time function may be determined
by feeding the function

x(t)

into a spectrum analyzer that transmits only

those frequency components within the passband of the analyzer3
The output in the passband, namely,
square"meter (figure 4.3).
pass band, at

A<x^(t)>

to ± g Ao) c

is then indicated by a "mean-

The mean power spectral density

8(w)

over the

w , is determined by dividing the iMter reading by Aw .

This

division may be incorporated directly in the calibration of the meter.
complete distribution of

The

S(oj) then is determined by changing the frequency

oj

in increments of A Wo

4.5,3 Relationship between the Power Spectral Densities of Input (Loading)
and"" Out put (ResponseT"
The relationship between the input (loading) and output (response) of a
linear system for any time function P(t), whether random or not, may be expressed
in terms of Duhamel's (convolution) integral

x (t)

=

?(?) h(t-T) dT

hft) P(t-T)

dT

,0. (4u39)

0
where h(t) is the response of the system to a unit impulse

6(t)

which

represents Dirac's delta function, and P(t) is the input forcing, which may
have existed from t = - ™ o

In the usual form of the above integral, the

input is assumed to be zero for
becomes

0

to

t

t < 0 , in which case the range of integration

in both integrals.,

The spectral aspects of the system are defined by a response function
which is directly significant only for harmonic excitation.

Letting P(t) = e^

represent such a harmonic excitation, and noting that there is no provision for
starting or stopping such a function, its substitution into equation (4o39)
results in the following :
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x(t)

h ( T ) dT

1
Z (iw)

e

=

h(t)

e""*

AT

icot

(4.40)

where
. (4,41)

Z (iajj

is defined as the complex response function, or simply the receptance of the
system.

Since

h(T)

is assumed to be zero for t < 0, the receptance is the

Fourier transform of the impulsive response function h(T).
It is often desirable to work in terms of actual frequency
than the circular frequency.
receptance may be replaced by

In such cases the symbol

Z (iw)

f, rather
for

^/z (if) ' then equation (4.4l) becomes :

-i2TTfT

z(if)

h(T) dT

(4.42)

If the spectral density of the forcing function P(t) is denoted by
S^(f), aad also the spectral density of the resulting displacement x(t) is
denoted by S (f), by means of using the above definitions and the relationships of the auto-correlation functions given in Appendix(A.5), it can be
shown (refuTO) that, the power spectral densities of excitation aad response
are related by

Sx(f)
where

1
Z

If

8p(f)

denotes the modulus squared (See .Appendix (A.6)),
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(4.43)

This is a particularly simple relationship, so that the spectral
density of the displacement at any frequency is equal to the spectral
density of the excitation multiplied by the modulus squared of the
receptance of the system at that frequency.

The receptance of a system

can always be determined in terms of frequency, either analytically or by
measuring the response experimentally over the frequency range, and as it
is concerned only with the modulus |

| , the experimental determination

need not concern itself with phase and a straightforward response curve is
sufficient.
In order to illustrate the relationship of equation
quantities P(t) and x(t), the spectrum

the actual

S^(f) of the input force P(t), the

response curve (receptance) obtained by discrete frequency excitation and the
spectral density S (f) of the resulting displacement x(t) are shown in Figure 4 4
which are obtained using an analogue computer circuit to simulate a system
having two degrees of freedom and fairly heavy damping (refo70)=
Once the spectral density of the output has been found by equation (4o43)
there is no difficulty in principle in obtaining other related quantities such
as the mean-square value by equation (4,38).

4.5.4 The Response of a Three-Dimensional System subjected to
Distributed Random Excitation.
4o5.4cl
dimensional

The evaluation of the response calculations of a three-

system subjected to distributed random excitation is involved,

lengthy and tedious formulation (see Appendix ( A 0 6 ) ) ,

To avoid the longest

part of this evaluation, the primary formulation shall not be included herein
and the evaluation is to be started from the results already existing in
literature.
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4.5.4,2

Consider a three-dimensional body of volume

V , as

shown in Figure 4.5 subjected to a distributed dynamic loading represented
by discrete loads acting at points
X

direction of intensities

a(x ,y ,z ), g(xQ,y_,z_), 5%° In, s^r,
Ct 01 01
p p p

P (a,t), P (g,t) ... »

These loads can be

assumed either the inertia loads distributed in the volume or any external
forces acting on the surface of the body.
response

w^Xl,t)

It is desired to determine the

of the point "l" which is at x = xi , y = yi

for example in x direction.

and z =

In the analysis it will be convenient to refer

loadings at two representative positions

a(x ,y ,z )

and B(x_;yQ,z ) o

01 Ot 0&

p

p

Now it is possible, for example, to denote receptances by

p

(if),

1
/%

Q (if), that is, giving the response at point

to concentrated point loading e
y

direction, and at the point

at the point
B(Xg,y ,Zg)

l(xi,yi,Zi) in x direction,

a(x^,y ,z ) acting in, say,

acting in, say, z direction.

For simplicity, the analysis shall be continued with the assumption that all
of the loads are acting only in one specified direction and also only one
of the three response components

of point 1 is to be taken into account.

That can be done without losing the generality of the problem.

According

to the above considerations, the receptances oan be re-written as
and

g(if) respectively and the response as

/Z. (if)

w(l,t).

In specifying cross-spectral densities, it becomes necessary to adopt
a more explicit set of symbols which will distinguish between displacements
aad loads.

Therefore,

S^/a,g;f) is used to represent the cross-spectral

density of the displacements,

w(a,t), w(g,t) and S (a,g;f) to represent the

cross-spectral density of the discrete loads
spectral densities will be denoted by

P(a,t), P(g,tj.

S^XG,f)

The direct

Sp(a,f) respectively.

The corresponding cross-correlation and auto-correlation functions
will be denoted by R^Xa,6;T), Rp(a,g;T), 8^/0,%) and R (a,?) respectively.
The cross-correlation function and cross-spectral density of the
discrete loading are,by definition :
E (a,g;T)

=

<P(o,t)

P(g, t + ?)>

usi

and
f
8 (a,6;f)

=

2

R (a,B;T)

dT

ou.

It can be shown, (refoTO) that the response can be expressed in terms
of these quantities; that is, the spectral density of the motion w(l,t) under
the discrete loading

P(a,t), P(6,t) .... , acting at points

a, B, .co.o

is given by (Appendix (A.6)),
1

where

denotes complex conjugate.
Equation 4.46 can be expanded by expressing the receptances in terms

of the normal mode shapes and system constants (Appendix (A.0)) :

J
r

where :

r
^

r

r

(f* - f* + i2c f f )
r
r r

=

normal mode number

=

"fell
the normal mode shape of r
mode.
the generalized mass in r^^ mode (as equation 4o2Tj

r
fy

.
b

=

th
natural frequency of r
mode
fraction of critical damping in r
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til

modeu

,

By substituting equation (4.4?) into equation (4.46) and changing
the orders of summations

8^/l,f)

4^(1) *s(l)

= I
r

*

I I
a 6

s

(f 2- f2 _ i2; f f) (f? - f2+ i2C f f)
r s r
rr
s
ss

41 (a)
^

41 (8)
^

(4.48:

S (a,g;f)
9

If the damping is small and the natural frequencies of the system are
well separated, it is convenient ta approximate equation (4.48) by neglecting
the product terms, which contain imaginary parts and make the problem much
more difficult to handle; and then only the contribution from the individual
modes needs to be taken into consideration.

With this simplification,

equation (4.48) becomes :
4^(1)
8wXl,f)
16^4%% 2 [(fZ - f2)2 + 4;2 f2 ^2 1
r
r
r r

^11
a G

4o5,4.3

4" (a) ^^(6)

8 (a,6;f)

(4c49T

Equation (4.49) is the general formula that gives

the spectral density of the motion at any point in terms of the crossspectral densities of the discrete loading; and of the receptances of the
system.

Until now, no assumption is made about the way in which the loading

intensities at different points are correlated, although only it is assumed
that there is a stationary cross-correlation between the intensities at any

two points, and that this can be described by means of the cross-spectral
density

8

for every pair of points

a, 6 .

Nov if it is assumed that there is direct correlation, so that the
loading intensities at all points vary proportionally to a single randomly
varying quantity

if)(t), ib is possible to express the loading intensities

as
P (a,t)

=

P (6,t)

=

(a)

*(t)

(g)

*(t)

(4.50;
and

P

J
It follows that
R

(a,g;T)

=

(t)

where

P (a) r* (g) R, (?)
0
0
9

<2" (a) ^(t) P (g) *(t+T)>

is the autocorrelation function of

<j)(t);

, (4*51

and so, the

cross-spectral density of the loading becomes :

8

where

(a,g;f)

(f)

=

(4.521

P^fa) P^fg) 8^ (f)

is the spectral density of

<t>(t) ,

Substituting equation (h.^2) into equation (k.46)

s„(i,f)
w

=

Po(*)

I I
a g

f)

'

is obtained, where

P^/g) S^(f)

P (a) . %

I
a

^1.(1 f)

|

g

P. (a)
°

%lg(^

EL (f)

denotes the modulus square.
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(4o53)

Substituting the receptances into equation (4.53) and changing the
order of summations :
^y(l) 41^(0)

I I

w

P (a)

r

if)

(fZ - f2+ i2; f f)
r
r
r r

4^(1)
^y(o) po(a)
r

Sv(f)

(f2 _ f2 + i2C f f)
I" r
r r

As in equation (4.48) the above formula contains product terms of
different modes which consist of imaginary parts.

Again, by the assumptions that

the damping is small and the peaks are well separated, these product terns can be
neglected and equation (4.^4) is approximated as :
4,^X1)
S_(l;f)
w

=
r

l4^(a) P^fo)
a

[(^r-

8, f

... (4.55)
4.5«4.4

Further with the addition to the assumptions introduced

in section 4.5.4.3, if the randomly varying quantity 0(t)
move past the structure at a constant velocity

v^

is considered to

, so that different points

experience the same randomly varying quantity but with time-lags corresponding
to their positions.

In such a case :

P(o,t)

Pg(a)

*(t)
(4u56)

aad
where

T

P(g,t)
'9'
X

P (g)

0(t + T_)
J

is the time lag between points a and B ; Xg and
X
are the coordinates of the points in the direction of the component %he quantity
v

velocity considered (here it is assumed that the quantity is acting in
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x direction^,

From this definition, it follows that

^0'°'

(4.57.

*'1

then the cross-spectral density of the loading becomes ;

S

(a,g;f) = 2

P (a) P (B) R,(T
o
o
9 0

+ T)

E(,
6 0

2 Pg(a) P^(B)

P (a) P (g) ei2rtto
o
o
where

+ T)

a(T

g (J)

S (f) is the spectral density of
9

O

, li

(ll 58)

^(t).

Substituting equation (4.58) into the general equation of the spectral
density of response, equation (4.46) :

•=0'°'
^i2.f(Xg - z^)/?!

_ s (f,

I I
a B
^0'°'

—

-i2wf X /v;x

e

i2nf X /Tx
a ^

Z°!ZL

%g/Tx . s (f)

s,(f)

Substituting the receptances into equation (4o59) aad changing the
order of summations :
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(4.59)

I^(a)
s^Xi,f)

=

i2Trf X 7 T_

e

I I
a r

a

X

S, (f)

(f^ - f^+ i2Q f f )
r r
r r

•,(1)
r

r

- f2+ 12; f f)
r
r r

^ (a) P ( a )
r
o

V ^ x

8^(f)

(4,6 0)
If damping is small and peaks are well separated, equation (4.6^ can be
s i m p l i f i e d as

:

*r(l)
8 (l,f)
w

I6n4^c2 [jf2_ ff)2+

f2 f?]
r r

It (a) P ( a )
^ r
o

V

""x

8,(f)

6]
By using the identity of complex numbers
e^®

=

cos 6

+

i

sin 6

(4.62;

the modulus square in equation (4.6l) can be expanded

I *r(a)j%(o)ei2*fx/Tx

I

I ^p(a)]^(a)[cos (Zmfx/vx) + i sin(2Trfxy v^)]

co8(2mfx^Vx) + i % ^^(0)1^(0) 8in(2nfxyVx)

(4.63)
I ^ (a)fL(a) cos(2mfxyVx)

% ^^(a)P (a) sin(2nfXg/Tx)
a
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and the result of equation (4.63) substituted into equation (4»6l),

8^(1,f)

=

I
r

I

I6w4yt2 [(f2_f2)2 4 4;% f* f?]

COB (2n f x y v ^ )

+

% ^^(0)1^(0) sin(2nfxyVx)

S,(f)

(4.6%.;
is obtained.
It can be noted that, in case of the /wave length

X

of

#(t) is much

larger, compared to the dimensions of the structure
[4,65)

x

that is 5 the time lag is being so small.
Xn

- X
—
V
X

~

0

(4,66)

then the sine terms in equation (4.64) approach to zero and cosine terms to
unity, so that the resultant equation becomes identical with equation (4=55)=
k fter determining the power spectral density, it may be possible to
obtain the other very important statistical and probabilistic characteristics
of the random variable.

4.5=5 The Relation between the Ibwer Spectral Density and the Probability
Density of a Random Variable
By definition (ref.69)31 the spectral density and the mean-square value
(variance) of the randomly varying function

x(t) , having zero mean value,

are related with
<x2(t)>

=

X
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S^Xf) df.

(4.67:

But, in general, a knowledge of the spectral density of a quantity
is not in itself sufficient to define its probabilistic characteristics, and
so, there is no simple relationship connecting, for example, the probability
density of the excitation with that of the response.
If the excitation is proved to have Gaussian instantaneous value
distribution, it can be shown (ref.TO) that the response is also Gaussian,
and in this case the probability densities of excitation and response can be
obtained immediately from their spectral densities by using the mean-square
value (variance) from :

p (x)

=

"

e

2
^

... (4.68)

a
x

Although equation (4.68) gives full information about the probability
of the signal having a certain value in any instant of time, in structural
design point of view, the peak values of the signal are more important than
the instantaneous values.
For the machine components subjected to random excitation, the number
of occurrence of peaks having certain levels in unit time, is of significant
importance and so, the safety or failure of the component depends directly
on the peak distribution of the response.

This dependence has been first

suggested by MINER (ref.Jl) and "cumulative fatigue damage" and "fatigue life"
theories are based on this phenomenon.
On the other hand, in case of civil engineering structures, like arch
dams, subjected to earthquake type of excitation, generally the duration of
excitation.is too short to cause a fatigue failure; but, even only one peak
of the response which exceeds a certain critical level, may cause a sudden
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failure of the structure.

For this reason, the expected maximum level of the

peaks in the duration of excitation is the most significant measure to the
safety of the structure, and that can only be evaluated by means of the knowledge
about the peak distribution of the response.

4.5.6 General Theory of the Gaussian Peak Distribution of a Random
Vari&le.
It has been shown by RICE (ref.TS) that signals which exhibit Gaussian
(normal) instantaneous value distribution can be represented by an infinite
number of sine waves combined in random phase, independent of spectrum shape,;
However, the peak vialues will, to a great extent, be influenced by the
spectrum shape.

Rice found a general formula for the peak distribution as

a function of spectrum shape, as long as the above statement of Gaussian
distributed instantaneous values holds true.
The probability of peaks of a random variable x(t), occurring within
the range dx , in time interval

dt,

can be obtained from Rice's general

formula as :

*
Pr

r
1 - a
peak in dx,dt
^

dt

X

=

° exp
2

TT R

/
(-

\
J

/2R

(4.69)

where:

exp and erf

denote exponential and Gaussian error functions

respectively and
k2

=

(4.70)
R R"" - R"2
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where, the following autocorrelation and spectrum relationships are used;

R

=

R(0)

=

<x^(t)>

=

S (f) df

=

0%

X

_R" = _R"(0) =

<x'2(t)> =

4

R"" = R""(0) =

<x"2(t)> =

16

X

f^

S^Af)

f4

(4.71)

df

S^Xf)

df
J

From equation (4.69) the expectation of peaks occurring in any time
interval, within any range of

x , can be determined by suitable integrationu

Thus 5 for example, the expectation
are greater than

1
Etr

n

of peaks occurring in unit time which

times the root mean square value o , is given by

X

X
2R

exp

/• R

1 +

erf

kx

n

1
A

/2R
kx

exp

(4,72)

d( - S r )

2R

The value of the integral inequation (4.72) depends on the value
of the integrand for all types of

x

within the range of integration; in

cases of practical interest, however, the lower limit is normally large, so
that only large values of
practice the quantity

x/ /^R

RR

have to be considered.

is close to unity, so that

Moreover in
k

is large alsot

This makes possible a considerable simplification, for with kx/ /2R lar^ie
exp (- ^ 2 ^ — )

=

exp (- ^-2- ) %

0

1
:4.?3:

and

erf

kx

erf (

kn
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~

1

Now, the integration of equation (4o72) is much simpler^
expectation of peaks in unit time which are greater than

n

The

times the

RMS value can be obtained as

1
IT

E

exp (.

R

X ) d(.
2R

)

/-R

1
71

exp (.

R

2R
n

1
R

277

exp

n
2~

By the inspection of equation (4.74J it can easily be seen that the
frequency of occurrence of peaks above a certain level depends on two factors
the first one can be written explicitly as :

fZg (f) df
1_ /-R"
2n / R

'o

(4
8 (f) df

which is equal to the half of the number of zero crossings per unit time, a
very important characteristic of the random process, and will have a large
value if high frequencies predominateu
The second factor is the quantity

exp (-

which decreases

rapidly as the level considered increases^

4o5o7 The "Mean Maxima" of the Random Variable for a Prescribed
Time Duration
The expected number of peaks in unit time which are greater them
the RMS value,

E,

has been given by equation (4o74)°
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n

times

If the random variable

is assumed to have lasted

T

times of unit time, in other words, the

duration of the random variable is denoted by
a second, then the duration is

T

expectation of peaks in duration
RMS value,

E

T (that is, if the time unit is

seconds, etc.) it is clear that the
T

which are greater than

n

times the

, can be obtained simply by :

Now, according to the considerations of the probability of failure,
it is possible to determine a certain level of the peaks, so that at least
one peak exceeds this leyel during the time interval
expressed as the "mean maxima,

T.

x
(T), for the duration
max
'
= 1 in equation (k.T6). Then it follows :

by making

E

T

=

1

and

E

1

=
1

Substituting the new value of

i

=

37

/ ' ^

is obtainedu

T" and can be obtained

^
T

..o (4.77)

into equation (4o74) :

( - 4 )

and resolving equation (4,78) for

&n

E

This level can be

(4.78)

n,

T
/a
2n / R

. (4.79;

Substituting the values of equation (4o75): equation (4.79)

becomes :

r
n

=

rj

I &n ( —

- ^
. T )

L
where
A

=

I fZ

S (f) df

|.00
OU
X

=

( j s (f) df)2
o
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(4.80;

By the definition, the "mean maxima" for the duration

T

can be

determined, as :
X
(T)
max

=

n o

(4.8l'

X

This is the value, which must be taken into account for the design
of the structure.

4.6 APPLICATION OF 'BANDOM VIBRATIOIT
4.6.1

In section 4.3 it was shown that the relative motion of a single-

degree-of-freedom system subjected to a ground motion excitation is the same
as that for a system resting on a fixed base and subjected to a force equal
to the mass of the system multiplied by the earthquake ground accelerationo
For a multi-degree-of-freedom system, the forces applied to each nodal point
at time

t

can be written as :

P (a,t)
X

where the suffix

=

- m (a)
X

x

u

(t)

... (4.82)

g^

denotes the direction of the force applied and

u (t)
6x

is the acceleration time history of the earthquake ground motion component
in that direction.
If t h e T e l o c i t y of e a r t h q u a k e wares i s assumed t o be l a r g e enough i n
comparison with the dimensions of the structure, each point of the structure
is subjected to the same ground acceleration

u

(t) at the same time, and
Sx

the mass of each point

m(a), is a constant for each individual point.

In

other words, the forces acting on each point are the product of a randomly
varying single quantity (the earthquake ground acceleration); and a consteint
(mass of each point).
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According to these assimptions, in the case of the vibration of a
multi-degree-of-freedom system subjected to earthquake ground excitation,
it can be said that the forces acting on each point of the structure are
directly correlated.
In fact, by the comparison of equation (4.82) and equation (4.50), it
can easily be seen that both equations are identical in form, so that

P^fa)

=
/ ) ,

*(t)

=

u

u83'

(t)
Sx

can be written, and by means of these transformations, the results obtained
in section 4.5-4.3 can be directly applicable, i.e. equation (4,55) becomes:

t^(i)
8,(1,f)
w

=
r

where the suffix
considered and

x

(f)

u

[(f2_f2)2+ k;2f2f2]

(4.84:

X

denotes the component of the earthquake ground motion

S-

(f) is the power spectral density of the acceleration
=x

of that component.

Similar equation can be written for

of the ground motion.

y

and z

components

S (l,fj may be the response spectral density of dis-

placement component in any of the three directions of point "1"%

4,6.2

The use of equation (4.84) is acceptable providing the following

assumptions hold true :
(a) The behaviour of the random variable is stationary,
(b) The instantaneous value distribution of the random variable
is Gaussian,
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(c)

length

of earthquake waves is large enough in comparison

with the dimensions of structure,
(d) The damping of the structure is small,
(e) The natural frequencies of the system are well separated.
The first two assumptions are related with the excitation and the latter
two are with the dynamical characteristics of the structure.

The third

assumption is related with both the excitation and the structure.
As this study is mainly concerning the behaviour of arch dams subjected
to earthquake ground excitation, the validity of the above assumptions shall
be discussed considering that the structure is an arch dam.
The damping of arch dama has been investigated by OKAMOTO & TAKAEABEI
(ref.28) by means of experiments made on real arch dams and the damping ratio
has been found 3.5-4.5^ of critical.

Althougt^ in reservoir full condition, for

higher jnodes some 6-7^ of critical values have been obtained, it is still possible
to accept that the damping of arch dams is small enough.
In case of strong ground motions, the recorded accelerograms have shown
that most of the energy involved is in the frequency range up to 5 Hz, and
the frequencies higher than 10 Hz. have practically no importance (refo73)u
However, usually the medium size arch dams might have from 5 to 12 natural
frequencies in that frequency range, and some of these might be quite close
to each other, but generally the contributions of neighbouring modes on each
other are small, so that the cross terms of equation

can be neglected.

The recorded accelerograms of strong earthquakes have been analyzed
for the test of Gaussian instantaneous value distribution and it was shown
(ref.32) that the Chi-square test gives satisfactory answer as the value obtained falls well in the confidence interval.
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The predominant period of earthquake ground motion is approximately
0.4 second (ref.73) and the duration of strong earthquakes is about 30 seconds,
so that there are large enough number of pulses which makes it possible to
analyze the random variable assuming that it is stationary.

In fact, the

behaviour of earthquakes is shown to be non-stationary and several attempts
have been made to find a reasonable solution for non-stationary behaviour
of-earthquake motions (refo74,75,T6); none of these attempts could produce
a method which is easily applicable for design purposes and there is an
open area for research in this direction.

So, this study is confined to

the assumption of stationary random motion, which is justifiable at this
stage of knowledge about non-stationary random processes.
For civil engineering structures like multi-storey buildings^ chimneys,
water tank towers, etc^ it can be assumed that each point of the structure is
subjected to the same ground acceleration at the same time, because generally
the horizontal dimensions of these types of structures are so small in comparison with the length of earthquake waves.

But, for the structures like

large arch dams, as the ratio of dimensions of the structure to the length
of earthquake waves might have some considerable values and this causes
phase differences between the motions of each point of the structure so that
some alterations in modal responses might be expected.

4c6.3

To investigate the effect of the velocity of earthquake waves on

the response of arch dams, it may be possible to adopt the results of random
vibration theory obtained in section
quantity

In fact, if the randomly varying

#(t) is replaced by the earthquake acceleration and is considered to

past the structure at a constant velocity, so that different points
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experience the same ground acceleration but with time-lags corresponding to
their positions.

In this case, the equation (4.56) can be written as :

P (a,t)
X

=

-m (a)
x

(t)

u

(4.85:
P^( g,t)
x

where the suffix

x

=

-m (g)
x

u
=x

(t + T )
o
/

denotes the direction of the earthquake and

is the time lag between the points a and

Xo and X
p
a

of the points in the earthquake direction considered and

t

t,

are the coordinates
v

is the velocity

of the earthquake waves.
By introducing 1fie above transformations, equation (4.64) becomes :
^2(1)
8_(l,f)
w

=

I
r

1611'+

% ^^(0)0.^X0) codSnfx^/vx)

where

r

[(f2-f2)2 + 4;^f^f^ ]

^y(a)m%(a) sinfBnfx^/Vx)

sr (f)... (4,86)
*ex

S" (f) and S (l,f) are the same as in equation (4.84)
u.
w
Sx
Although the transmission of earthquake waves between the valley and the

structure might be more complicated than the model introduced above, it is believed
that the assumptions considered can provide a close approximation to the real
phenomena.

4.6.4

Having the power spectral density of the responses using either

equation (4.84) or equation (4.86) for a given earthquake acceleration power
spectral density as input, the other statistic and probabilistic values of
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the response can "be obtained by using the formulae obtained in section
4.5.5 and 4.5.T :
The variance (mean square value) :

<w^ (t)>

(4 87}

8_(i,f) df
w

w.

The root mean square value (standard deviation)

w,

= /<w^ (t)>

"
1
8_(l,f) df)*
w

=

. (4.88)

Gaussian instantaneous value probability distribution function;

exp
1

(

-w

(4.89)

2 o"
w,.

The mean maxima for the earthquake duration

(T)
w.
max

(/f^S_(l,f) df)S
An (-^2 2
. T )
•w.

T

w.

n a
w.

(4.90)

This concludes the theory of stationary random analysis of lightly
damped structures to earthquake type excitation providing the acceleration
power spectral density of the ground motion is known.

Up to date, some of

the recorded strong motion earthquake accelerograms have been analyzed by
several authors (ref.32,77) and the power spectral densities were evaluated.
As the occurrence of the strong earthquakes is seldom, the processing
of statistical data which is necessary for probabilistic design of structures
subjected to earthquakes, is very slow.

Though, in the random analysis of

this study, a representative power spectral density of a strong earthquake
is to be taken into account and the response of an arch dam subjected to
this earthquake is to be presented in Chapter 5«
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In addition, some

suggestions are also to be considered in Chapter 7 about the choice of the
earthquake power spectral density for probabilistic design purposeso

4.7 BESP0E8E SPECTRA METHODS
4.7'1

In the previous sections, two methods have been described for

the response calculation to earthquake excitation, namely the step-by-step
integration method and random analysis methods; the first one is a deterministic
procedure, the latter is statistical and probabilistic.
Here, it must be necessary to pay attention to another method, which is
now widely used in design of structures subjected to earthquake excitation.
This method is called "Response Spectra Method" and based on the exact
calculation of response to a particular earthquake, but, by means of some
approximation^ the tedious part of exact calculations is eliminated ^ d also
it becomes possible to introduce some statistical means into the calculations
Besides, the applicability of this method to earthquake analysis of earth
dams by CLOUGH & CHOPRA (ref.78), and of arch dams by SERAElM & PEDRO (ref.22)
and by SEVERN & TAYLOR (ref.79) has been demonstrated.

Having these characters,

this method seems to be an intermediate method between the exact and random
solutions, and must be considered in some detail,

4.7»2 The Basis of Response Spectra Method
As it has been described in section 4.4 that, although the calculation
of the response of an actual structure to an earthquake exciting force is a
problem which is simple in principle, but is complicated in practice, because
of the large number of parameters involved and the lengthy numerical computations required.

The introduction of the concept of the "response spectrum"
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by BENl'OFP (ref.So) and BIOT (ref.31) was an effort to reduce the number
of basic parameters for such dynamic problems.
The response spectrum provides, in effect, a way of separating that
part of the response calculation which depends upon the particular earthquake
exciting force from that part which involves mainly the properties of the
structure.
As it has been shown in section 4.4 , the response of the r

mode

is given by :

(4,9]

A

where

th
It may be noted in equation (4.91) that the response of the r
vibration
mode

S

depends directly upon the magnitude of the integralo

The terms out-

side the integral are constants and depend on the modal characteristics of the
structure.

The integral has the dimensions of velocity; its maximum value is

called the'spectral relative velocity and is denoted by

u (t) e'^rSr (%-?)

sin p (t-T)

S , that is :

(4.92)

dT
max

From the form of the integral, it is clear that, for a given earthquake
acceleration history, u (t), the spectral velocity depends only upon the
frequency of vibration,

, and the damping ratio,

Thus, a family of

spectral velocity curves can be constructed for any given earthquake, each
curve presenting the maximum velocity as a function of frequency for a given
damping ratio.
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Nov, it is possible to define the "relative velocity response spectrum"
as the maximum relative velocity in a single degree of freedom, linear,
spring-mass-dashpot system acted upon by a prescribed force-time relationship,
plotted for various values of natural frequency and damping«
It has been shown by EUDSON (ref.Bl) that the exact expression of
relative velocity response spectrum obtained by difTerentiating the exact
expression of relative displacement response spectrum given in equation (4^31)
is slightly different from equation (4.92).

It has been proposed by FUNG

(ref.82) that the relative velocity spectrum defined by equation (4*92) should
be called the "pseudo-velocity spectrum" to distinguish it from the true
velocity spectrum derived from equation (4.31).

However, providing that the

system is lightly damped, this difference is negligible and the following
relationships hold true :
S

0)
^r

S
T^r
(4,93'

d

where

S

=-r

and

~

w
r

r

8_

8
V
r

are the acceleration response spectrum and the dis-

placement response spectrum respectively, and can be defined in a similar
way as for velocity spectrum.
By the introduction of the relative velocity response spectra of
equation (4.92) into equation (4.91), the maximum response of the r^^ mode
can be obtained directly by

r
max

P

r

.V
i/t
"r
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V
r

providing that the damping ratio
mode shape

ip^

g

, the natural frequency

w

and the

of the structure and the relative velocity spectrum of the

particular earthquake are already known.
spectra have been evaluated by

Since the velocity and acceleration

several authors for all earthquakes from which

reliable records have been obtained, the maximum modal response which would
have been engendered by any of these earthquakes can be obtained without the
necessity of evaluating Duhamel's integral which is the most tedious part
of the exact analysis procedure.
Furthermore, it is possible to obtain a mean response spectrum for
a number of earthquakes considered together (ref.83) so that some statistical
aspects can also be included in the analysis.

4.7'3 Superposition of Modal Responses
For a single-degree-of-freedom system, the response obtained from
response spectrum analysis will be the true maximum.

However, in complicated

structures, the maximum response cannot be obtained directly from the modal
maxima because the response spectrum curves give only the relationship between
the frequency and the maximum value of the response at that frequency, but
the time at which this maximum occurs is not preserved in the spectrum curves u
Since the maximum values of the individual modes will in general occur at
different times for the different modes, the phase relationships between the
maxima are lost, and hence the exact way in which the various modes combine
CEinnot be determined.

Itierefore, it is necessary to establish an appropriate

method of calculating an approximate value of maximum response,
The first method, suggested by BIOT (ref.3l) as a suitable method of
mode combination, was to take the cum of the absolute values of the individual
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modes.

Tliis absolute sum would evidently give the worst possible combination

and would thus set an upper bound on the response.

Since it is unlikely that

the maximum response values in the individual modes would all occur at the
same time with the same sign, the true maximum response would usually be
somewhat less than the absolute sum.

Although this method of combination

has the practical advantage of that any error is always on the safe side,
in most cases the overestimation resulting from this technique may be considerable and leads to non-economical design.
For structures like multi-storey buildings, considering that the
first mode contributes the greater part of the total response with the higher
modes essentially providing a correction of the first mode effects, CLOUGH
(ref.Bb) suggested a simple method of approximating the total response, by
adding to the first mode some appropriate portion of the higher modes.
However, as it will be shown in Chapter 5, this method is not justifiable
for three-dimensional structures such as arch dams.
The most appropriate method, proposed by R08EMBLUETS (ref.85) is based
on ideas drawn from probability and random vibration theory, sad considers
that the maximum mode responses might be combined as the square root of the
sum of the squares to give the most probable combination.

This criterion

would evidently lead to lower values of total response than the absolute sum,
and henceimight be a more realistic assessment of average conditions.
Further, considering the assumptions of conservative design, firstly
JEENIBGS (ref.86), later MERCEANT & HUDSON (ref.87) have argued that the
square root of the sum of the squares method might lead to non-conservative
design and have suggested other methods which involve a weighted average of
the absolute sum and the square root of the sum of the squares, in order to
reduce the possibility of non^conservative deviations.
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However, the

deviations of all above-mentioned methods from exact maxima have been
calculated by MERCHMT & HUDSON (ref.87) for multi-storey buildings, and
recently by SEVERN & TAYLOR (ref.79) for arch dams subjected to some
particular recorded ground motions, and it was shown that the method
proposed by MERCHANT & HUDSON ensures the non-conservative deviation to
be limited to any desired level, but the expense of an increased number
of positive deviations.

In spite of these arguments about the non-

conservative deviations involved in ROSENBLUETH's method for the design
of structures subjected to future earthquakes, this method is assumed to be
the most adequate in the point of view of probabilistic design.

4.8 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
The flow diagram of the FORTRAN programme, which has been written for
calculating the responses of an arch dam by means of the random analysis
methods presented in this Chapter, is given in Figure h.6.

This programme

uses the natural frequencies and mode shapes obtained in Chapter 3, and the
power spectral density of earthquake acceleration as the input.

The programme

is mainly the evaluation of either equation (4.84) or equation (4.86)
according to the velocity of earthquake waves considered.
The steps from 1 to 9 include reading the input data, arranging nodal
point and element arrays, calculating the overall mass matrix and reading
the frequencies and mode shapes.

The mass matrix includes the hydrodynamic

matrix if the reservoir is in full condition.

Then the generalized masses

are calculated for each mode as equation (4.27).
The evaluation of equation (4.84) or equation (4.86) is executed in
four stages :
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(l) "Unit modal receptances", defined as

Zytif)

1.2 _ f2)2
"r

ik,
+ kcZfZfZ

are calculated for each mode.
(2) For each loading condition (earthquake direction,intensity and
wave velocity), according to the value of the earthquake wave velocity, the
control follows one of the two routes:

If the value of velocity is infinite,

then equation (k.84) is evaluated; if the wave velocity has a finite value,
then equation (4.86) is evaluated.

According to the direction of the earth-

quake waves, the square of total modal forces are calculated, for velocity = «>

Py ( x )

=

I 4^(a)
ct

(4.96a)

(a)

and for velocity <

(x,f)

=

cos (2nfx^/Vx)

I Vy(o)mx(a) sin
a
(4.96b;

Then the "modal response spectral densities" defined as, for velocity
p2 (x)
8_(x,f)

EGr- (f)
(4.97a)

=
16^4

^

r

Zf (f)

and for velocity
p2 (x,f) 8%
(f)
_£
zgz
Zf (f)

are calculated.
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... (4.97b)

(3) After determining the "response spectral densities" of each
mode for either case, the power spectral density of displacement at each nodal
point in any of three directions can be calculated from :

8^(1,f)

=

%
r

^^^1)

..c (4.98,

(4) Last stage includes the calculation of variance as equation
(4.87)5 the RMS value as equation (4.88), magnification factor and the mean
maxima of the displacement for the earthquake duration

T, as given in

equation ( 4 . 9 0 ) .

4.9 COITRIBUTIOFS OF MODES ON RESPONSE OF M

ARCH DAM

In order to demonstrate the application of the computation stages
explained in the previous section, the unit modal receptances equation (4.95),
which are calculated for the first five natural frequencies of Arch Dam Type-5
for the reservoir in empty condition, are shown in Figure 4 . 7 .
The modal response spectral densities calculated from equation (4.97a)
for the velocity of earthquake waves is infinite, are also shown in figures
4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 for the same structure.
In calculation of all of these spectra where each of these figures
corresponds to one of the three loading directions, the acceleration spectral
density of earthquake is assumed having the same intensity in all directions
(this acceleration spectral density shall be given in section 5«2).
In the case of the earthquake acting in

x

direction (perpendicular

to the river course), the symmetrical modes have no contribution, and only
the antisymmetrical modes contribute (figure 4.8).
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For the excitations in

y and z directions, only symmetrical modes contribute and the antisymmetrical
modes have no contribution (figures 4.9 and 4.10).
As the unit modal receptances (figure 4.7) and also the power spectral
density of earthquake acceleration (section 5-2) decrease for the higher
frequencies and also the higher modes are having more complex shapes which
causes some cancellations of dynamic forces, the contribution of higher
modes are generally much smaller than lower modes.

The only exception is

noticed in vertical vibration, where the fifth mode has a contribution bigger
than the first and third modes.

This is because the fifth mode is to be

considered as the first vertical mode of vibration (section 3.12.3) where
all the vertical displacements have the same sign.
According to these results, in the response calculations to be
presented in the next Chapter, only the first five modes will be taken into
consideration and the contributions of higher modes shall be neglected
without introducing any considerable error.
The last stages of the response calculations which are the evaluation
of the displacements of nodal points in any direction desired, and the power
spectral densities obtained as the results of these calculations, shall be
given in Chapter 5 in detail.
In Figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10, the vertical axis is taken in
logarithmic scale, in order to demonstrate the effect of higher modes, and
in these figures the effects of higher modes seem to be in the same magnitude
as the lower modes.

In fact, if these figures are drawn in linear scale,

the differences between theimodes become more distinguishable.
done for the unit modal receptances given by equation

(4.95) aad figure 4,7

is re-drawn with linear vertical axis as shown in Figure 4.11.
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This has been

As it is seen

f^om this figure, even if the natural frequencies are not very well
separated, for a lightly damped structure the peaks are quite sharp and
the contribution ffom the neighbouring modes are so small that this conclusion confirms the assumptions made in section 4.5.^.2 in order to
simplify equation (4.^8) by neglecting the cross terms.
The inclusion of the velocity of earthquake waves into the calculation
affects the modal response spectral densities considerably.

In this case

the modal forces and modal response spectral densities are calculated by
using equations (4.96b) and (4.9Tb).

The modified modal spectral

densities corresponding to Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 are shown in Figure
4.12 and Figure 4.13 respectively.

As it can be noticed that the velocity

of earthquake waves affects the modal responses largely for the excitation
in

X

direction (figure 4.12), as the velocity decreases.

is much less for the excitation in

y

This effect

direction (figure 4.13).

The

influence of tb:velocity of earthquake waves on the response of the arch
dam shall also be discussed in Chapter 5 ia detail.
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CHAPTER

5

RESPONSE OF ARCH DAMS TO EARTEQUAKES
THE EFFECTS OF VARIOUS FACTORS

5.1 INTRODUCTION
In Chapter 3, the determination of the dynamical characteristics of arch
dams, and in Chapter 4 the theoretical background of random vibration analysis
have been described and a probabilistic method to calculate the responses of
arch dams under earthquake excitation has been introduced.

In this Chapter,

in the light of the previous Chapters, the results obtained for the response
of an arch dam subjected to a prescribed earthquake excitation shall be
presented and the effects of various factors on these responses shall be
discussed in detail.
These-factors can be divided into two groups :
(1) The factors related with the vibrating system, which are :
- the damping present in completed structure;
- the hydrodynamic effect of the reservoir water;
- the flexibility of foundation rock.
(2) The factors related with the earthquake ground motion, which are :
- the shape of the power spectral density of the ground
acceleration and the spectral intensity;
- duration of the earth tremor;
- velocity of earthquake waves;
- direction of earthquake waves.
In the following investigations, firstly the responses of Arch Dam Type-5,
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on rigid, foundation, reservoir in empty condition and having nominal damping
ratio, which is subjected to an earthquake which has prescribed acceleration
power spectral density, shall be calculated.

Then the effects of the above

factors shall be taken into consideration separately.

5.2 POWin? EPECTmi'DiiaWlTY OF EAEmQWlCEriACCMjERATim
In the random analysis of this study, a representative power spectral
density of a strong earthquake is to be taken into consideration and the
responses of Arch Dam Type-5 subjected to this earthquake are to be calculated.
This power spectrum, which is calculated by RAVARA (ref.32) from the recorded
accelerogram of the N-S component of EL-CEHTRO, CALIFORNIA, earthquake,
May 18, 1940, is given in Figure 5.1.

This smoothed spectrum shows that, most

of the energy involved is in the frequency range up to 5 Hz., and the
frequencies higher than 10 Hz. have practically no importance.
The variance of this spectrum is equal to 3820 cm^ sec ^ and the RMS
value is equal to 6I.8 cm sec
is 30 seconds.

The duration of EL-OENTRO, 1940, earthquake

The depth of the epicentre has been estimated as 24 Km. and

the epicentral distance of the recording instrument was 48 Km.

5.3 RESPONSE OF AN ARCH D4M, RESERVOIR IN EMPTY CONDITION
Eight of the ten frequencies calculated for Arch Dam Type-$ fall inside the
effective frequency range (O-IO Hz) of a strong ground motion.

Since the power

contents decrease very rapidly for frequencies higher than 5 Hz (Figure 5.1),
it waa shown in section 4.9 that, the contributions of the higher modes are very
small aad can be neglected.

For the purpose of not increasing the computational

work involved, it is decided to use the first five modes (the first tw^ symmetric
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modes, the first two antisymmetric modes and the first vertical mode) in the
following calculations.
By using the first five natural frequencies and mode shapes obtained for
Arch Dam Type-5, on rigid foundation and reservoir in empty condition as
given in section 3.12.3, the calculated displacement power spectral densities
of two critical points on the top arch of the dam; one of them is on the axis
of symmetry (nodal point C), the other is on the half way between symmetry
axis and the abutment (nodal point A), are shown in Figures $.2 to 5«7The structure is assumed to be subjected to an earthquake ground motion
which' has the characteristics equal to EL-CEETRO, 19^0, earthquake (section 5.2).
An average damping ratio h% is taken into consideration for all modes, according
to OKAMOTO •& TAKAHASHI Cref.28).

The velocity of earthquake waves is assumed

infinite, so that equation (4.84) is used in this response calculation.
In Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3s the earthquake is assumed to act in a
horizontal direction perpendicular to the axis of symmetry; while, in
Figure 5-4 and Figure 5*5, in the horizontal direction parallel to the axis
of symmetry and in Figure 5.6 and Figure $.7, in vertical direction.

For

each of these cases, the earthquake component is assumed to have the same
spectral intensity (as figure 5.I).

The response power spectral densities

of the three components of displacements for the nodal points C and A are
calculated simultaneously and are shown in each figure.
As it has been explained in section k.9,

it can also be seen by examining

these figures that, in case of the ground excitation in the direction parallel
to the axis of symmetry or vertical, only the symmetrical modes contribute;
while the ground excitation is in the direction perpendicular to the axis of
symmetry, only the antisymmetrical modes contribute to the responses of the
symmetrical arch dam.
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In Figure

the y and z components of the displacement of nodal point C

are zero, as in antisymmetrical vibrations, this point can move only in x
direction.

On the contrary, in Figure $.k and Figure 5-6, the x component is

zero as in symmetrical vibrations, the point C can move only in yz plane.
The contribution of a mode to the response of a nodal point depends upon
the response of the particular mode and the normalized deflection in the
direction of displacement component considered, as given in equation (4.98).
The factors, on which the modal responses are dependent, have been
discussed in section 4.9 and it has been shown that the contribution of
higher modes are generally much smaller than lower modes with the exception
noticed in the case of vertical excitation.

The effect of this general

conclusion is very much noticeable on the power spectral densities of displacements shown in Figures 5-2 to 5'7>

It is also clear that the fifth

mode predominates the responses in the case of vertical vibrations.

Naturally

these general conclusions are expected to be altered as the response power
spectral density of a displacement component is directly related with the
normalized deflection in each individual mode, so that the modal responses
are modified by the mode shapes in the calculation of displacement power
spectral densities»

However, even these modifications do not affect the

general conclusion that the contributions of higher modes are much less than
lower modes for horizontal excitation and horizontal components of the displacements.

But, the effect of fifth mode is getting more noticeable in vertical

excitation and for the vertical components of displacements in horizontal
excitation,
The mean maximum displacements for earthquake duration 30 seconds are
calculated from the power spectral densities of responses according to
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section 4.5-7 and equation (4.90).

The results obtained for the responses

of the crown cantilever shall be introduced in section

in comparison

with the results obtained for the reservoir in full condition.

5•k COMPARISON OF THE RANDOM AUALYSIS RESULTS WITH THOSE OBTAINED BY THE
RESPONHji: SPECTRDM METEOD'
It would be interesting to compare the results obtained by the random
vibration analysis with those obtained by using response spectrum methods
described in section 4.7«

For the calculation of responses of Arch Dam Type-$,

the average response velocity spectrum curves calculated by HOUSIER (ref.83)
for EL-CENTRO, CALIFORNIA, May 1^ 1940, earthquake, are used.
spectrum curves are given in Figure 5.8.

These response

In the superposition of modal

responses, the square root of the sum of the squares is taken into consideration
aa proposed by R08ENELUETE CfefVGs).
The responses at various nodal points are calculated assuming various
damping ratios for the structure.

The results are classified according to the

predominant frequency which affects each individual response component, and the
curves obtained for the ratio of responses corresponding to the power spectrum
method and the response spectrum method are given in Figure 5-9 in the frequency
range 3.0 to 7.5 Hz. taking the damping ratio as parameter.
With the damping ratio 4^, the maximum differences in that frequency range
between the results obtained by the two methods are less than - 15%.

For the

lower frequencies the responses obtained by the power spectrum method is
greater, while for higher frequencies it is less than the responses obtained
by the response spectrum method.

The power spectrum method gives larger values

as the damping ratio decreases; for higher damping ratios the condition
is reversed.
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The above conclusions are solely dependent upon the acceleration power
spectral density and the velocity response spectrum curves used in the
calculations; however, both curves are originated from the same recorded
accelerogram of EL-CEKTRO, 1940, earthquake, but derived by different
investigators.

Although, these curves used in two different methods have

slightly different spectral characteristics, both of the methods can give
reasonably close responses for an arch dam with a damping ratio about h%.

5.5 RESPONSE OF AN ARCH DAM. RESERVOIR IN FULL CONDITION. EFFECT OF
RESERVOIR"WATER.
By using the first five natural frequencies and mode shapes obtained for
Arch Dam Type-5, on rigid foundation and reservoir in full condition as given
in section 3.12.4, the calculated displacement power spectral densities of
nodal points C and A are shown in Figures 5.10 to $.15.
The damping ratio of the structure and all of the characteristics of
earthquake ground motion are assumed to be the same as given in section 5.3,
for the reservoir in empty condition.
Each of these six figures corresponds to a figure given in section 5-3,
in order to investigate the effect of reservoir water on the power spectral
densities of displacements.

The comparison of corresponding figures show

,

that the general characteristics of the response power spectral densities
for the reservoir in full condition are the same as in empty condition and
all of the general conclusions derived in section 5-3 can be applied for
reservoir in full conditbn.
However, the following effects are noticed :
(l) As the natural frequencies are reduced in full condition (section 3.12,4)
the peaks in the spectral density curves are located at these new lower frequencies
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(2) As the mode shapes are modified by the effect of reservoir water
(section 3.12.4), the spectral density curves are also modified accordingly.
(3) Both the added mass effect of the reservoir water and the modification of the mode shapes cause some alterations in the contributions of
individual modes.
Other than these modifications noticed on the shape of the spectral
density curves, more important differences obtained in the spectral
intensities of responses due to :
(1) As the depth of water in the reservoir increases, the natural
frequencies of the structure decrease, because of the added mass effect of
the reservoir water.

This reduction brings the natural frequencies closer

to the predominant frequencies of the earthquake as shown in Figure ^,1.
On the other hand, the unit modal receptance defined in section 4.8 increases
with the natural frequency decrease(Figure 4.7).

Both of these effects

serve to increase the individual modal responses.
(2) The additional mass introduced by the hydrodynamic effect of the
reservoir water and the modifications occurring in the mode shapes also
serve to increase the dynamical forces acting on the structure (equation 4.96a)
so that the modal responses are increased.
All of these effects cause the response of the arch dam for the reservoir
in full condition to become larger than the response for the reservoir in
empty condition.
In order to give a better visualization for the effect of reservoir water
on the response of an arch dam, the calculated responses of the crown cantilever, for earthquake duration 30 seconds, in both reservoir empty and full
conditions, are shown in Figure 5.16A comparatively.
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The differences between

the two cases, which correspond to the response due to only the hydrodynamic
effect, are given in Figure 5>16B.

This deflection pattern is very much like

the deflection pattern due to hydrostatic loading shown in Figure 2.17«
Figure 5.l6C gives the ratio of dynamic responses in reservoir full/empty
conditions.

As it is expected, this ratio increases in the lower sections

and reaches up to I.65 at the bottom.

These figures show the importance

of the hydrodynamic effect of the reservoir water on the response of an arch
dam subjected to a strong ground motion.
The maximum total responses of Arch Dam Type-5, including hydrostatic
deflections, are shown in Figure 5-17 comparatively.

The following important

ratios are obtained from this figure for the maximum responses at the top
of the dam :
EARTHQUAKE,-RESERVOIR EMPTY
0.61
HYDROSTATIC LOADING

EARTHQUAKE, RESERVOIR FULL
0.78
HYDROSTATIC LOADING

HYDROSTATIC

+

EARTHQUAKE, RESERVOIR FULL

HYDROSTATIC

=

^ yg

LOADING

These ratios show that, even for the reservoir in empty case, the dynamic
response of an arch dam subjected to a strong ground motion may reach up to
61^ of the deflection due to hydrostatic loading and this ratio may reach up to
78^ for the reservoir in full condition, so that the total deflection may become
1.78 times the deflection due to hydrostatic loading.
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5.6 EFFECT OF DAMPING RATIO 01 THE RESPONSE OF AN ARCH DAM
Arch dams usually have a small amount of reinforcement and few construction
joints, so that the structural damping is likely to be small.

In fact, the

prototype experiments performed by OKAMOTO & TAKAHASHI (ref.28) have shown that
arch dams have damping about 3.5-4.5% of critical.

However, these values

have not yet been confirmed by any other experimental results and research
should be carried out in this direction.

It is anticipated that an investi-

gation on the effect of damping ratip on the response of an arch dam may
provide some valuable information about the importance of the damping ratio.
The responses of Arch Dam Type-5 are calculated for damping ratios
varying from 2% up to 10%, and the responses obtained for the crown cantilever
are given in Figure $.18 comparatively.

However, this figure shows the effect

of damping ratio on the responses; for a better visualization, the damping
ratio hio is taken as the base damping ratio and the average ratios of the
responses are calculated for the other damping ratios and the results obtained
are given in Figure 5.19.

As it can be noticed from this figure that as the

damping ratio is assumed to decrease from

to 2%, the responses are

increased slightly more than 40#, while the damping ratio is increased from
up to 10#, the responses are decreased about 35%'
These results show clearly the importance of damping ratio and the
necessity of reliable information about the actual damping ratio present in
the arch dams.

This is particularly important as the responses are much more

sensible for very light damping, and an over-estimation of the damping ratio
may cause large amount of underestimation of responses and this leads to unconservative design and endangers the structure in the case of a strong earthquake.
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In ref.28, OKAMOTO & TAKAHASHI have pointed out that the'damping present
in the arch dams gives higher ratios for the higher modes and they have measured
damping ratios of about 6-7^ in their experimental research.

This assumption

is also taken into consideration in this study and damping ratios 4 . 0 , 4 . 5 ,
5.0, 5*5 and 6.0% are assumed for the first five modes, respectively; and
the responses of Arch Dam Type-5 are re-calculated.

As it can be expected,

the contributions of higher modes are getting smaller, and in the response
components where the higher modes contribute considerably, a reduction of
about 15# is obtained.
Another interesting point to demonstrate the importance of the damping
ratio, is to compare the effect of damping ratio with the effect of the
accuracy of the computed natural frequencies of the structure.

For this

purpose, - 10# error is assumed in the calculation of natural frequencies
and the responses of Arch Dam Type-5 are calculated with a constant damping
ratio k% for these under and overestimated frequencies.

For the case where -10%

error is involved, the responses are increased about 25^ and for the case where
+ 10%error is involved, the responses are reduced about 1T#.

These values

correspond to about -1.5% and +2# differences in the damping ratio respectively,
as shown in figure 5.19.

5.7 EFFECTS OF EARTHQUAKE CHARACTERISTICS ON TEE RESFQNSFrOF AN ARCE DAM
5.7.1 In the previous sections, the effects of some factors related with
the vibrating system have been discussed.

In this section, the factors

related with the earthquake ground motion and their effects on the response
of a# arch dam are to be discussed.

Apart from the direction of action,

these factors are the shape of the power spectral density and the spectral
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intensity of earthquake ground acceleration; duration of earth tremor and
the velocity of earthquake waves.

5.7•2 Power Spectral Density and the Spectral Intensity of Earthquake
Ground Acceleration
Since the response of an arch dam is a linear function of the excitation,
which is defined by the power spectral density of ground acceleration, then
the response increases with the spectral intensity of ground acceleration.
The spectral intensity of ground acceleration can be defined in terms of
the mean square value of the power spectral

density

of ground acceleration

as ;
81

a

= <

K

>

(f)

df

.

... (5,1)

As there is no doubt about the relationship of the response and the
spectral intensity of excitation, no further investigation is necessary to
demonstrate this relationship.

However, the shape of the spectral density

curve affects the responses considerably, as the individual modal responses
are directly related with the shape of this curve.
The predominant frequency of strong earthquake ground motions is generally
about 2.5 Hz.

Most of the energy involved is in the frequency range up to 5 Hz.

and for higher frequencies the power contents decrease very fast so that the
frequencies higher than 10 Hz. have practically no importance (see Figure 5.I)'
Such a spectral character results in the higher modes providing less and less
contributions to the response.
It would be interesting to demonstrate the effect of the shape of the
power spectral density on the response of an arch dam by means of comparing
the results obtained for a spectral density given in Figure
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with those

obtained for a white-noise excitation which has the same spectral intensity
in the frequency range 0-10 Hz.

As the spectral intensity of the spectral
)j

2
density curve given in Figure 5.1 is equal to 3820 cm

sec

, the constant

spectral density of the white-noise excitation is taken equal to 382 cm^sec ^Hz ^,
The responses of Arch Dam Type-5 are calculated for this white-noise excitation
and, as an example, the displacement power spectral densities obtained for
nodal point

A

are shown with broken lines in Figure 5*20 in comparison with the

response obtained for EL-CENTRO 1 9 ^ earthquake.

In this figure, the spectral

densities of EL-CEITRO earthquake and the white-noise excitation are also shown
comparatively.
This figure clearly shows that the contributions of lower modes is getting
smaller, while the contributions of higher modes are becoming more noticeable.
As a matter of fact, in case of white noise excitation, the responses on which
the fundamental mode predominates, reduce to about 0.75 of the actual earthquake and the responses on which the fifth mode predominates increase up to
about 1.50 times the response obtained for the actual earthquake.
These results confirm that the responses are very much dependent upon
the shapes of the spectral density curve, even the spectral intensities of
these curves are assumed, to be constant.
5.7.3. Duration of Earthquake
The relation between the power spectral density and the root mean square
value of response is given by equation (4.88).

This characteristic value is

related with the duration of earthquake as described in section 4.5.7 aad the
mean maximum values for a given earthquake duration can be calculated from
equation (4.90).

The most important quantity in that equation is the
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"magnification factor" which indicates the most probable level of the response
and it is a function of both the power spectral density of response and earthquake duration.
The variation of the magnification factor with respect to the predominant
frequency appeared on the response spectral density curve, is investigated
with the earthquake duration taken as a parameter.
are given in Figure 5.21.

The results obtained

As it can be noticed that the magnification factor

increases with the predominant frequency and the values obtained for 15 seconds
to 40 secon* duration do not vary largely.

It seems that the magnification

factor can be taken equal to 3.0 as this value may give a good approximation
for most of the practical cases.

5.7.4 Velocity of Earthquake Waves
The effect of the velocity of earthquake waves on the modal responses
has already been discussed in section 4.9.

In this section the effect of the

velocity of earthquake waves on the responses of arch dams are to be investigated.
In this investigation, the responses of nodal points C and A are calculated
with respect to various wave velocities by means of equation

(4.86). In these

calculations the earthquake direction is assumed once parallel to the axis of
symmetry and once perpendicular; damping ratio of the structure is taken
and duration of the earthquake is assumed 30 seconds.
The results obtained are shown in Figure 5.22A and B.

It can easily be

seen that, in case of the earthquake direction being parallel to the axis of
symmetry, the wave velocities larger than 1000 m/sec have no significant
effect on the responses.

But in the case of the earthquake direction being

perpendicular to the axis of symmetry, the wave velocities less than 4000 m/sec
have considerable effect on the responses.
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Taking the dimensions

frequencies of the

Arch Dam Type-5 into account, it seems that the wave lengths longer than
3.5-4 times the maximum dimension of the structure in the direction of
excitation, have practically no effect on the responses.
As a matter of fact, the arch dams are generally constructed on quite
sound rock foundations, through which the earthquake shear (secondary or "S"1
waves, travel with velocities not less than 3000 m/sec. (ref.88) so that, with
the exception of extremely large dams, the effect of earthquake wave velocity
on the response of arch dams may be peglected.
On the other hand, the effect of the wave velocities on the responses
seems to be on the conservative side.

This can easily be explained by in-

spection of Figure 4.12 and 4.13 presented in section 4.9.

The modal

responses shown in these figures reduce with the velocity of waves decreasing
with the exception of the third mode.

This is due to the fact that, for

simple mode shapes where all the deflections have the same sign, the inclusion
of the time lags corresponding to the wave velocity causes the change of the
sign of the dynamic forces acting at some of the nodal points, so that some
force cancellations take place, that is the modal responses are always
reduced.

For more complex mode shapes, such as the third mode, the condition

is reversed and the modal responses may increase.

However, as the contribution

of these higher modes which have complex mode shapes is generally very small,
the increases due to these higher modes are cancelled by the dominated reductions
occurring due to lower modes.

As the result, the consideration of the velocity

of earthquake waves serves to reduce the responses of arch dams.

According

to these results, for a conservative design, it is recommended not to include
the velocity of earthquake waves in response calculations.
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5 .8 THE' DIBECTmrT)F''aCTrO¥'Or"THE' GRDUED ACCELERATION '
5.8.1

During an earthquake, the ground moves both horizontally and

vertically, with acceleration which has a complex pattern comprising
oscillatory horizontal and vertical pulses random in magnitude and direction.
Therefore, accelerograms consist of records in two perpendicular horizontal
directions and the vertical direction can provide a complete record.

For

the conventional building structures, as they have considerable inherent
strength in the vertical direction, the effect of vertical component of
ground, motion is relatively unimportant and negligible, so that it is
sufficient to consider the more intense component acting in the plane of
least stiffness of the structure.

However, a three-dimensional structure

like an arch dam is subjected to both horizontal components acting simultaneously and the effect of vertical component may be of some significance.
Therefore, the response calculations of arch dams to earthquakes must include
the consideration of both of the horizontal and also the vertical components
of earthquake ground accelerations.

5.8.2

The method developed in this study allows the application of any

component of ground motion, whichever is needed; then the responses obtained
for each individual forcing direction may easily be combined.

As an example,

the responses of the top arch of Arch Dam Type-5, subjected to horizontal
earthquake acceleration acting at various angles with respect to the axis
of symmetry, are shown in Figure 5.23A and B for the reservoir in empty and
f^ll conditions respectively.

By the aid of these figures, the angles of

earthquake direction which produce maximum responses for various points at
the top arch are determined for Arch Dam Type-5 and given in Figure $.24.
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As it can be noted from these figures that, for the responses of crown
cantilever, earthquake acting along the axis of symmetry of the dam (0° angle)
produces the maximum response, while, for the responses of other sections
the lateral horizontal component plays an important part and the angle of
earthquake direction which produces maximum response is increased towards
abutment.
As a matter of fact, the results given in Figure $.24 may not be general,
because the relative amplitudes due to two horizontal components of earthquake ground motion depends upon the modal responses of symmetric and antisymmetric modes of vibration, i.e. the power spectral density of ground
acceleration, the natural frequencies and mode shapes and also the geometrical
characteristics of the particular arch dam.

This fact is reflected by the

differences obtained for the same structure but for different loading conditions, namely reservoir in empty and full conditions.

The hydrodynamic

effect of reservoir water is more intense for the accelerations acting in
the direction of symmetry axis, so that the response of symmetrical modes are
increased considerably, but the same effect is relatively small for the antisymmetrical modes.

Therefore, for the reservoir in full condition, the

relative amplitudes due to symmetrical modes are more intense than those in
empty condition, so maximum responses occur for smaller angles of incidence.

5.8.3

The responses of Arch Dam Type-5 have also been calculated for a

vertical earthquake ground motion having the same power spectral density of
acceleration as given in Figure $.1., EL-CEITTRO 1940 earthquake.

The results

obtained are shown in Figure 5.25 in comparison with those corresponding to
horizontal excitation.

It can be seen that, in case of a vertical earthquake

with the same intensity as horizontal ground motion, the horizontal components
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of responses are up to 0.40 of those corresponding to horizontal excitation.
However, for some nodal points, the vertical component of responses is higger
than 3*0 times the corresponding vertical responses due to horizontal
excitation.
Until recent years, no attempt has been made to take the vertical
component of the ground excitation into consideration in the seismic
design of structures, and to analyze the characteristics of this component.
The first investigation on the importance of the vertical component of
earthquake motions has been carried out by CHOPRA (refcSp) and velocity
response spectra of the vertical components of three strong ground motions
have been derived.

These spectra have somewhat higher frequency components

and reduce in the lower frequency range.

CHOPRA haa calculated the spectrum

intensities for 20% critical damping and three ratios, 0.20, 0.25 and 0.31
were obtained for the vertical to horizontal component intensities for the
three earthquakes considered.
1940 earthquake.

Among those, 0.25 corresponds to EL-CENTRO

These velocity spectra have been applied to the dynamic

analysis of earth dams by the same author (ref,78),

5,8.4

Unfortunately, no power spectral density of acceleration for

the vertical component of an earthquake has been derived, therefore no
attempt could be made to calculate the responses of Arch Dam Type-5
for such a vertical excitation.

However, by comparing the results obtained

by CHOPRA with the results presented in section 5'8;3 for the responses of
Arch Dam Type-5, subjected to a vertical excitation equivalent to EL-CENTRO
19^0 earthquake N-8 component (fig.5.1), the following conclusions can be
reached.

— l4i—

If the Arch Dam Type-5 is assumed to be subjected to a vertical
ground motion which has the same acceleration power spectral density distribution as the horizontal component of the EL-CENTRO 19^0 earthquake
(fig.5.1), but only 0.25 of its square root spectral intensity, then the
horizontal components of responses reduces to 0.10 of those corresponding
to horizontal excitation, while the vertical component of responses may
still be in the same order of magnitude as the vertical compoents due to
horizontal excitation.

So that, the effect of vertical ground motion

may be considered negligible on the horizontal components of deflections,
but it should be taken into consideration in the maximum response
calculations for vertical component of deflections.
On the other hand, CHOPRA has shown that the vertical component of
ground motion has more higher frequency contents than horizontal components,
so that the contributions of higher modes are expected to increase considerably by the modification of power spectral density curve in favour of
higher frequencies.

Therefore, especially the contribution of the fifth

mode, which is considered as the fundamental vertical mode of vibration, is
to be increased; that is, the effect of vertical excitation becomes more
important.
Although Arch Dam Type-5 is a doubly curved arch dam, the vertical
curvatures are small and it can therefore be considered, as a slightly domed
structure.

The results discussed above have shown that, even for a slightly

domed arch dam, the effect of the vertic^ component of ground motion on the
responses of an arch dam is quite important and should be considered in the
design.

In case of extremely domed arch dams, this effect is expected to

become nnuch more important.
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5.9 EFFECT OF FOmPATION FLEXIBILITY 033 THE 1RESP0N8E OF M

ARCH DAM

In section 3.12.5, the effect of the foundation flexibility on the
dynamical characteristics of Arch Dam Type-5 has been investigated.

This

investigation shows that the natural frequencies are reduced as the flexibility of foundation is increased and also the mode shapes are modified
considerably.
As it has been described in section 5.5.for the effect of reservoir
water, the reduction in natural frequencies brings these frequencies closer
to the predominant frequencies of the strong ground motions which resulted
to increase the responses.

Besides, the modifications occurred in the mode

shapes may also serve to increase the dynamical forces acting on the structure,
which also resulted to increase the responses.
No attempt has been made for a complete response calculation of Arch
Dam Type-5 including boundary flexibilities, because the complete set of
frequencies and corresponding mode shapes have not been obtained in order
not to spend excessive computing time.

However, the above conclusions are

so obvious and do not need any numerical proof.

It is also clear that, for

more flexible foundations, the responses of arch dams are expected to
increase largely; therefore the effect of foundation flexibility should be
included in response calculations, otherwise considerable unconservative
errors obtained in the design, which endanger the safety of the arch dam.
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CHAPTER 6
STRESSES IN ARCH DAMS DUE TO EAETHQ.UAICE8

6.1

IITTRODUCTION
6.1,1

In Chapter $, the responses of arch dams to earthquakes have

been discussed and the factors affecting these responses have been
investigated.

Throughout this analysis, the responses were calculated in

terms of the deflections of arch dams.

From an engineering point of view,

the stresses induced in the structure during an earthquake is more important
than the deflections, as the maximum magnitude of these stresses is the best
measure to the safety of the arch dam.

In this Chapter, the calculation of

dynamic stresses due to a prescribed earthquake ground excitation is to be
described and the safety of an arch dam subjected to earthquake shall be
discussed.
6,1,2,

In these stress calculations, for the prescribed earthquake

ground excitation, again, the acceleration power spectral density of
EL-CEKTRO, 19^0 earthquake (Fig. 5.1.) 3 is to be taken into consideration
and the dynamic stresses due to this earthquake shall be calculated.
6.1.3

In these calculations only the hoop and vertical stresses

of the crown cantilever are to be included in order to compare these
results with those obtained for the static analysis of Arch Dam Type-5
given in section 2.12.3.

As a matter of fact, the maximum dynamic stresses

in arch dams due to earthquake excitation generally occur at the crown cantilever,
so that, the con^arison of these stresses may give an appropriate information
about the overall behavioirof the arch dam.

The stresses in the other sections

of the dam can also be calculated in the same way as shall be described below.
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6.2

CALCULATION OF DYNAMIC STRESSES DUE TO EARTHQUAKES
6.2.1

Response of an arch dam in terms of stresses

The calculation of response of arch dams due to earthquakes has been
described in Chapter U, where the response was calculated in terms of the
deflection of the arch dam.

The stresses induced in the structure can also

be determined by means of the same procedure with a modification made in order
to define the responses in terms of stresses.
The computation procedure described in Section 4.8 is applied without
any alteration until the end of the determination of response spectral
densities, S

of each mode for a given loading condition.

After

determining the modal response gpectral densities, the power spectral
density of each stress component at each nodal point can be calculated
from Eq. (I+.98) by means of a simple modification as:
S (l,f) =
a

Z 0^ (1) S (x,f)
r r
r

... (6.1)
iuh

where;

o (l) is the "modal stress" component at nodal point "l" in the ir

mode, and S (l,f) is the power spectral density of this stress component.
In-here, the "normalized deflection" component in the r^^ mode,

(l),

of Eq. (I+.98) is replaced by the "modal stress" component in the r^^ mode.
"t h
As it is known, the normalized deflections in the r- mode,
are defined as the shape of the

mode of vibration.

Accordingly, the

"t 1%
modal stresses in the r-

•

mode can be defined as the maximum stresses induced

in the structure while the structure is vibrating in that mode;

in other words,

the modal stresses , o , are the stresses which occur in the structure, when
the structure is. deflected

to a normalized shape of the r^""mode of vibration.

As the evaluation of Eq. (4.98) has been demonstrated in Chapter 5s
Eq. (6.1) can also be evaluated in the same way;
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provided that the modal stresses

are known.

So, the only problem to be solved is the determination of these

modal stresses.

Once these modal stresses are determined the power spectal

density of stress can be obtained from Eg. (6.1), then the variance and root
mean square value are calculated from Eqs. (U.8T and k.88) and the mean maxima
of the stress for a given earthquake duration can be determined by using
Eq. (k.90).
6.2.2

Calculation of modal stresses

The calculation of element stresses and nodal point stresses by using
tetrahedral finite element technique has been discussed in Section 2.9An adequate method, for nodal point stress calculation, which uses nodal point
forces given by Eq. (2.1), has also been described in the same section.
A similar method can be used to calculate the dynamic stresses occuring
during the vibration of the structure in a particular mode of vibration.
The only difference of the method developed for the dynamic stress calculation,
from the method used for static analysis,

is in the calculation of nodal point

forces, where, in the static analysis, these nodal forces are calculated by
using Eq. (2.1), while for the dynamic stress analysis, nodal forces can be
calculated from Eq. (3.16) which includes the inertia forces as;

where;

{S.}
1 r
|k.I
l.
[mj
^r
{4^}

"fc tl
= nodal point forces for element i in the r-' mode,
= element stiffness matrix,
= element consistent mass matrix.
"til
circular frequency (eigenvalue) of r- mode.
= normalized displacements (eigenvector) of the corners of
"fc
"t h.
of the i
element in the r — mode.
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After determining the ^odal point forces for each element, the
procedure described in Section 2.9 can be followed for calculating the nodal
point stresses.

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors given in Chapter 3 will

be used to calculate the modal stresses.
6.2.3

Stresses in various modes

In Chapter 5,

it has been shown that the maximum radial responses at

the crown cantilever are obtained for the excitation of the dam in the
direction parallel to the axis of symmetry.

It means

that, only the symmetrical

modes contribute to the radial responses, wtich produce the maximum dynamic
stresses in the crown cantilever.

For this reason, the modal stresses of

the first three symmetrical modes are to be calculated and these modal
stresses shall be used in the maximum stress calculations.

Obviously, for

other sections of the dam, the modal responses of antisymmetrical modes may
also be necessary.
The natural frequencies and corresponding mode shapes of the Arch Dam
%ype-5 are given in Section 3.12.3. for the reservoir in empty condition,
and in Section 3.12.4. for the reservoir in f^ll condition.

By using these

frequencies and mode shapes and applying the method of calculation described
in Section 6.2,2;

the modal stresses of the first, third and fifth modes,

which are the first three symmetrical modes;

are calculated.

The modal

stresses obtained for the reservoir in empty condition are given in Fig. 6.1 and
those for the reservoir in full condition are given in Fig. 6.2.

In these

figures, no sign is given to the stresses, but, the relative directions of
the stresses on the water and air faces are preserved.
The comparison of Fig. 6.1 and 6.2 shows the effect of reservoir
water on the modal stresses.

The stresses obtained for the reservoir in

full condition are generally bigger than those in empty condition, at the
lower sections of the dam.
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In both cases, the hoop stresses obtained indicate, that during an
earthquake, considerable amount of moments are acting on the arches at the
upper sections of the dam, while, the vertical moments at the mid sections
are getting more significant.

As it is noticed, the modal stresses in

more complex mode shapes are bigger than those in simple mode shapes.
6.3

MAXIMUM DYNAMIC STRESSES
Mbdal response spectral densities, E^(xbf)» have been calculated in

Section 4.9 for the first five modes in three

earthquake directions and

those corresponding to the reservoir in empty condition have been shown
in Figs. 4.8^ 4^9,

4.10.

%% those calculations, the acceleration

power spectral density of EJL-CENTRO, 19^0 earthquake is taken as the
imput force, the damping of the Arch Dam Type-5 is assumed to be

of

critical and the velocity of earthquake waves is equal to infinity.
Since, both the modal response spectral densities and modal stresses
are determined, the spectral densities of each stress component at any point
can be calculated by the application of Eq. (6.1).

These calculations have

been carried out for the hoop and vertical stresses of the crcwn cantilever
for both the reservoir empty and full conditions.
determined from the power

Mean maximum stresses are

spectral densities of stress components for

an earthquake duration 30 seconds.
The results obtained are given in Fig. 6.3 for both reservoir in
empty and full conditions, comparatively.

These stresses are almost entirely

due to the first mode and the contributions of higher modes are negligible.
This is because;

in spite of the result obtained in Section 6.2.3 about the

modal stresses which are
mode shapes;

greater in higher modes than those im simple

the relative modal responses of higher modes in the case of
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excitation in the direction parallel to the axis of symmetry, are
very small in comparison with the response of fundamental imode.
Ho definite sign is given to these dynamic stresses, as they
may he tension or compression, according to the upstream or downstream
deflection.

The stresses corresponding to the reservoir in full con-

dition are higger than those in empty condition.
Fig. 6.3 shows that during a strong ground motion very high dynamic
hoop stresses may develop in the top arch and high dynamic vertical
stresses may develop at the bottom of crown cantilever of an arch dam.
6.4

MAXIMUM STRESSES IN AM ARCH DAM DURING EARTHQUAKE
6.4.1

In the above sections, the method of calculation of the most

probable maximum dynamic stresses in an arch dam during a strong earthquake
ground motion has been presented.

As described in section 1.2, various types

of static loads, oth^r than the dynamic loading due to earthquake, are acting
on an arch dam simultaneously.

So that, the most critical maximum stresses

which may develop in the arch dam can be determined by means of algebraically
combining the dynamic stresses due to an earthquake with the static stresses
due to the other static loads.
In this study, only two major static loads, which are the hydrostatic
loads and the gravity loads have been taken l&to consideration.

In section

2.12.3 the results obtained were given in Fig. 2.17 and 2.l8 respectively*
for the crowM cantilever of Arch Dam Type-5.

Those results shall be taken into

consideration in the following calculations in order to determine the probable
maximum stresses in Arch Dam Type-5 for EL-CENTRO, 1940 earthquake.
6.4.2

The most probable critical maximum stresses in the arch dam

may be developed imainly for ti#o critical loading combinations;
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(I)

Reservoir in empty condition - in this case, the only acting

static load is

the gravity loading, so that, it must be combined with

the earthquake dynamic loading corresponding to the reservoir in empty
condition.
(II)

Reservoir in full con.dition - in this case, the hydrostatic and

gravity loads are acting together as the total static loading and these
loadings must be combined with the earthquake dynamic loading corresponding
to the reservoir in full condition.
For both of these loading combinations, the dynamic loads
must be considered acting once in the upstream direction and once in the
opposite (downsteam) direction.
6.4.3

According to the above mentioned loading combinations the

envelopes of maximum compressive and tensile, hoop and vertical stresses
for the crown cantilever of Arch Dkm Type-5 are calculated and shown in
Figs. 6.4 to 6.T, in comparison with the static stresses due to hydrostatic
and gravity loadings.

In each of these figures, the stresses obtained for

the water and air faces are given together for both reservoir in empty and
full conditions.

By examining these figures the following conclusions can

be derived:
6.4.3.1

Maximim Compressive Eoo-p Stresses
Fig. 6.4 shows that, the total maximuncompressive hoop stress is

developed at the top of the dam on the water face which is due to the earthquake loading acting together with the hydrostatic loads for the
reservoir in full condition.

The value of this total maximum compressive

hoop stress is about 2^5 times the maximum compressive hoop stress due to
static loadings.

Even for the reservoir in empty case, the total maximum

compressive hoop stress at the same location is about I.5 tiJnes the.
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corresponding static stress.

On the air face and at the lower sections

the compressive hoop stresses are not so critical.
6.4.3.2

Maximum Tensile Hoop Stresses
Fig. 6.5 shows that the total maximum tensile hoop stress is

developed at the top of the dam on the water face, for the reservoir
in empty condition and when the earthquake loading acting from downstream
to upstream.

The magnitude of this tensile hoop stress is about half

of the maximum compressive stress obtained in section 6.4.3.1. For

the

reservoir in f^ll condition the maximum tensile stress developed at the top
is about 2/3 of the corresponding tensile stress in empty case, but
considerable amount of tensile stresses are also developed on the water
face at the bottom sections.

On the air face, i:n empty condition for

the earthquake acting from upstream to downstream, slightly critical tensile
stresses are noticeable at the top
6.4.3.3

of the dam.

Maximum Compressive Vertical Stresses
Fig. 6.6 shovB that, the total maximum

compressive vertical

stress is developed at "Lhe bottom of the cromi cantilever on the air
face which is due to the earthquake loading acting together with the
hydrostatic loads for the reservoir in full condition.

The value of this

total maximum compressive vertical stress is about 1.35 times the maximum
compressive vertical stress due to static loadings.

On the water face

and at the upper sections and also for the reservoir ih empty condition
the compressive vertical stresses are not so critical.
6.4.3.4

Maximum Tensile Vertical Stresses
Fig. 6.7 shows that, the total maximum tensile vertical

stress is developed at the bottom of the crown cantilever on the water
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face which is due to the earthquake loading acting together with the
hydrostatic loads for the reservoir in full conditbn.

The value of

this total maximum tensile vertical stress is about I.60 times the
maximum tensile vertical stress due to static loadings.

On the air face,

at the upper sections considerable amount of tensile stresses are
developed which are also due to the same loading combination.

For the

reservoir in empty conditon, the tensile vertical stresses are not so
critical.
6.5

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The-

nunErical values for the maximum stresses given above, mqy

not be general for every arch dam, but these results may represent the
general behaviour of arch dams subjected to earthquake ground motions.
Therefore, the following general conclusions can be drawn from the above
investigations:
6.5.1

Maximum total stresses in an arch dam develop in two critical

loading conditions:
(l)

Reservoir in full condition, earthquake loading acting

from upstream to downstream
- Very large compressive hoop stresses may develop at the upper
arches on the water face,
- Very large compressive vertical stresses may develop at the
bottom of the crown cantilever on the air face,
- Very large tensile vertical stresses may develop at th^ bottom
of the crdwn'cantilever on the water face,
- Considerable amount of vertical tensile stresses may develop at
the upper sections of the crown cantilever on the air face.
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(Il)

Reservoir in empty conditbn, earthquake loading acting

from downstream to upstream:
- Large tensile hoop stresses may develop at the top arch on the
water face.
-

These tensile stresses are reduced at the bottom sections, but
they are effective on the upper half of the dam.

6.5.2

From the structural point of view, the effect of these large

stresses on the safety of the arch dam can be interpreted as follows;
In the upper portion of the dam where the large tensile hoop
stresses are computed, if cracking occurs it will manifest itself as
slight and temporary openings in the vertical contraction joints.
These cracks will close as the structure deflects in the opposite direction
and will be permanently closed when vibration of the structure ceases.
The maximum total compressive stress is to be considered as the
important indicator of the ultimate strength of the dam.

For the

aseismic design of an arch dam to resist earthquakes, to accept a
maximum total compressive stress of one half the ultimate compressive strength
of the concrete is considered to be proper design Gref. 21).
The vertical tensile stresses developed at the bottom on the water
face and at the upper sectioncn the air face may also cause some horizontal
crackings but they may not be closed as the structure goes into the opposite
phase of the oscillation, as in that region in both of the phases the tensile
stresses may predominate.

Therefore some special precautions, such as

using reinforcement, should be taken in those regions in order not to
allow the occurence of large cracks.
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6.5-3

The maximum dynamic stresses in the case of vertical ground

motion are also considered in this investigation.

The intensity of this

vertical ground motion is assumed 0,25 of horizontal component of
earthquake.

The calculations show that mostly the fifth mode contributes

to the stresses and the first mode has only small amount of effect.
a result of these calculations, in case of a vertical ground motion,
dynamic stresses about 8 - 9 %

of horizontal earthquake are obtained.

It seems that, for a slightly domed arch dam, like Arch Dam Type-5,
the dynamic stresses due to vertical earthquake may be heglected.
But for extremely domed arch dams, these stresses must be taken into
consideration.
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As

CHAPTER

7

CONSIDERATIONS ON"SEIBMICITY OF THE DAM SITE
AND THE SUMMARY OF THE PRINCIPAL RESULTS

7.1 INTRODUCTION
In the response calciilations of arch dams, subjected to seismic disturbances 5
presented in the previous Chapters, the input excitation has been,.characterised
by the acceleration power spectral density of the ground motion and the responses
have been computed considering the acceleration power spectral density of a
recorded past earthquake, in order to give an example of the "application of the
methods introduced»
As a matter of fact 5 the seismic activity is not exactly'the same at any
region in the world; therefore, for the design of structures to withstand
earthquakes, the seismic characteristics of the particular region, where the
structure is to be constructed, must be estimated in a probabilistic way and
the dynamic loading must be calculated according to these estimated characteristics of that region.
In this Chapter, firstly the methods to estimate the seismic characteristics in a particular regionare to be considered, briefly; later, the methods
presented in this study for the dynamic analysis of arch dams subjected to
seismic disturbances and the general results obtained are to be summarized.,

7o2 ESTIMATION 0? SEISMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A PARTICULAR REGION
7.2.1

Intensity measures of Earthquakes

Since the early studies on the seismic design of structures, because of
the absence of suitable instruments for measuring the severity of the ground
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motion, it is the usual practice to assess the intensity of ground motion
on the basis of human reactions and "observed damage=

The well-known

MODlFiM)' MKKUALLY lIlTmSITY-SCALE (fef.gO) is most commonly used for this
purposeo

However, this scale is not suited to convey engineering information

on the forces to be used in earthquake design; it may only facilitate
comparison between different earthquakes and between different locations
during the same earthquake when appropriate instrumental recordings are
not available.
Another approximate method presented by RICHTER (refo9l) is to classify
ground shocks according to the amount of energy released, which is based on
the so-called MAGNITUDE of an earthquake.

The name magnitude is defined,

for shallow shocks, to mean the logarithm to the base 10 of the maximum
trace amplitude expressed in thousandths of a millimetre with which the
standard short' period torsion sei^ometer would register that earthquake
at an epicentral distance of 100 Km.

Actually, the magnitude is a measure

of the intensity of ground motion at a point 100 Km. from the epicenter=
For engineering purposes, the magnitude is informatiye as an indication
of the size of the earthquake, but does not provide a complete knowledge
about the intensity of ground shaking at various points in the disturbed
area,
A precise measure of the intensity of ground motion can be based on
instrumental recordings®

Such an intensity measure has firstly been

suggested by HOUSNER (ref.TS) who has introduced the SPECTRUM INTENSITY,
in relation with the earthquake response spectra (see section 4*7), which
is defined to be the area under the velocity response spectrum curve between
0.4 and 10 Hz, which is the frequency range of structures to be encountered
during an earthquake (see figure 5.8)0
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A similar approach has "been suggested by BORGESS (discussion on ref.73)
in relation with tie concept of the power spectral density of the ground
acceleration, so that, the POWER SPECTRAL INTENSITY of the earthquake is
defined in terms of the mean square value of the power spectral density
of ground acceleration as :

SI

a

=

<11 2(t) > =
g

8^

(f)

df .

... (7cl)

As the spectral density curve decreases very fast and the frequencies
higher than 10 Hz. have practically no importance, (see fig.5.1), the
upper limit of the integral can be taken as 10 Hz.
The concepts of power spectral density and power spectral intensity
of the ground acceleration are directly related to the treatment of earthquake ground motions as series of random events, thus bringing the subject
under the scope of the theory of random processes.

As it has already been

shown in Chapter 4 that, the application of random vibration processes to
the response calculations of structures subjected to earthquake type
excitation gives very satisfactory results.

Accordingly, it is suggested

that, the characteristics of an earthquake can be defined in terms of
power spectral density and power spectral intensity of ground acceleration
in the most appropriate way for design purposes.

7.2.2 Seismic Regionalization
r7ipi»'••BwswBeii>na»p——aiia^a—ie—y*

In order to estimate the above mentioned characteristics of a
representative earthquake which shall be used in the probabilistic design
of a structure, large amount of dependable recorded data is necessary about
the earthquakes which have occurred in the past in that region.
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As this

data recording is a very expensive process Which consists of establishing
a very fine network of seismogram stations, great care should be taken to
reduce these costs to minimum.

This can. be done by the considerations of

macro- and micro-regionalizations.
The subject of seismic zoning, which has so many important implications
for earthquake engineers, has been summarized in a general way by MEDVEDEV
(ref.92) vho outlines the basic methods now in use and describes the way
in which data on past earthquakes, geotectonic studies and investigations
of local conditions by recording of small earthquakes may be combined to
give the best picture consistent with a current state of knowledge.

The

seismic zoning map of USSR territory prepared during I96I-6U has also
been presented in MEDVEDEV's^ paper which embodies many recent investigations
including consideration of various soil conditions.
The problems of micro-regionalization, which is particularly important
for arch dam design in a highly seismic region, have been illustrated by
BUME (refo93) by the intensive study of a particular area.

This study

involved some IO-I8 seismographic stations located 30-60 kmu

In a

five year period about 2000 epicenters were located and this large amount of
data permitted a much more comprehensive study of the relation between
epicenter locations and geological faults.

The relationships between

occurrence of earthquakes and the local and general geotectonic status of
the region were explored.

Methods of employing such data for the formulation

of seismic zoning maps were also investigated.

The seismicity of an area can be expressed in several ways«
method is to simply mark all the epicenters on a map.
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The basic

To refine this

slightly, one might indicate an epicentre by a circle, the radius of which
is proportional to the magnitude of the earthquake represented.

Others

have expressed seismicity in terms of strain-energy release in some
selected unit area and time^

This method seems to define the active

tectonic zones within the area under study.
A mathematical approach is to calculate the magnitude-frequency
of occurence relationship which indicates the number of earthquakes of
a given magnitude per unit of time.

Another mathematical technique

of expressing the same feature is to use the extreme value theorem of
statistics to estimate the largest earthquake with a return period of a
certain number of years.
From the design engineering point of view, the last method,
namely, extreme value theorem of statistics, seems to be the most appropriate
way to define the seismicity of an eara, as it may provide the necessary
earthquake characteristics in that area for seismic design of structures.
T.2.4

Application of extreme value theorem of statistics to earthquakes

T.2.^,1

One of the aims of the statisticeil theory of extreme values

is to analyse observed extremes valid for a given period and to forecast extremes
that may be expected to occur within a certain time.

As the theory of

extreme values has been described in detail elsewhere (ref- 9^), no attempt
will be made to describe it in this thesis,
7.2.4.2

The mathematics techniques of extreme value statistics have

first applied to the earthquake problem by NOEDQUIST (ref, 95), vho has analysed
the worldb largest earthquakes and also the earthquakes occured in Southern
California regions.

Nordquist has shown that all the points plotted on a

GUMBEL's probability paper for the earthquakes of the entire woild can be
represented fairly well by a straight line, while the same is alsotmie for
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the plotted points for each smaller region separately.

These results

are the first indication that in each case the observed distribution of
the magnitudes of the largest earthquakes is in good agreement with
the theory of largest values.
Recently, DICK (ref. 96) has used these methods to examine the
Beismicity of New Zealand, and to compare that area with the world and
with the Southern California experience investigated by Nordquist,

It

is shown that this statistical approach gives results which fit the past
record of experience very well, and which leads to meaningfull statemenus
about the occurence of future large earthquakes.
Similar conclusions as to the validity of extreme value statistics
are arrived at by MILNE and DAVENPORT (ref. 97), who have applied these
techniques' to a small region of Western Canada.

They have suggested

that the basic parameters used in extreme value statistics might w^ll
be adapted as a fundamental measure of seismicity, since these parameters
point directly to the type of information on maximum expected earthquakes
which is of prime interest to design engineers.
In all of these investigations, the intensity of earthquake
has been expressed in terms of RICHTER's MAGNITUDE scale.
in section 7,2,1

As it is described

that, the magnitude scale does not provide a complete

knowledge for design purposes and the most appropriate way to define the
earthquake characteristics is to use the power spectral density and the
power spectral intensity of ground acceleration.
For the probabilistic design methods presented in this thesis, these
power spectral characteristics are taken into consideration, therefore,
earthquake data about these characteristics are needed.
up to date

Unfortunately,

very little study has been done on this area and there is
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not enough data to demonstrate the application of extreme value theorem
of statistics to estimate the probable maximum power spectral intensity
of ground acceleration for a return period of a certain number of years.
However, there is no doubt that, the use of power spectral intensities of
past earthquakes will also provide the necessary information about the
estimation of future earthquakes.
T.2.^,^

In the application of extreme value theorem to the power

spectral densities of ground accelerations recorded in the past in order
to estimate the power spectral characteristics of future earthquakes the
following suggestions should be considered:
(I)

The power spectral densities of each of three components

of ground acceleration which are recorded in a particular region is
to be determined using either analogue or digital computing techniques
(ref, 98).
(II)

The power spectral intensities of each component are calculated

from Eq. (7.I).
(ill)

The power spectral density curves are normalized by means of

dividing the ordinates of these curves by the corresponding power spectral
intensities.
(IV)

If these normalized spectral density curves show considerably

different shapes for horizontal and vertical components or for micro
tremors and strong ground motions, these curves are to be classified
according to direction of earthquake or to the power spectral intensities.
(V)

For each class of spectral curves, an average normalized

power spectral curve is determined, amo^g those, the one corresponding
to most intense earthquakes may be taken into consideration in the
design.
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(Vl)

When enough data is collected, the extreme value theorem

of statistics is to be applied to the calculated power spectral intensities
and the results are plotted on a GUMBEL's probability paper.

By fitting

an appropriate straight line, the necessary probability parameters for
estimating the power spectral intensities of future earthquakes are
determined.
7.2,i+.5^,At this stage, a very important question arises.
question is;

This

what is the return period to be taken into consideration

in the design of a particular type of civil engineering structure?

The

return period is the direct indication of the magnitude of the future
earthquake, therefore, should be chosen carefully.

An over-estimated

period will lead to an uneconomical solution, an underestimated period
may endanger the safety of the stucture.
Ihe answer to this question is still being discussed, however, an
appropriate answer can be given by considering the expected service life
and the type of the particular structure.

Arch dams are constructed for

a long service life and the safety of them are of primary importance as
the failure of an arch dam is a great disaster that may destroy many
cities located downstream.
period should be used.

Accordingly, for arch dams a long return

It is suggested that an optimum return period

might be 500 years and for extremely critical arch dams this period might
be increased up to 1,000 years.
T.2.4.6

The effect of duration of earthquake on the response

calculations has been discussed and a magnification factor has been
defined as a function of this duration in Section 5.7-3.

The maximum

probable duration of earthquake for a certain return period can also be
determined by means of extreme value theorem of statistics.
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However, HOUSUER has applied a very simple method (ref. 73)
consisting of plotting the measured durations of strong earthquakes
versus the magnitude of these earthquakes and has predicted that,
upper hound for the duration of strong ground motion is approximately
ij-5 seconds.
T.3

SUMMARY OF THE METHODS OF ANALYSIS
7.3.1.

Three dimensional finite element technique is applied to

the static and dynamic analysis of arch dams.

Simple tetrahedral elements

with four nodal points, each of them allowed three degress-of-freedom are
used for the idealization of an arch dam(Section 2,3).

It is demonstrated.

tboA this idealization allows the application of any arbitrary geometrical
shape without introducing any simplication of the valley or the structure
itself and it as particularly suitable for the idealization of arch dams.
7.3.2

The stiffness properties of the simple tetrahedral elements

are derived (Section 2.h) by assuming linear three dimensional displacement
functions (Eq. 2.16).

The element stiffness matrix is obtained almost

explicitely and very little matrix calculations are left to be executed in
the computer (Appendix A.l).

It is shown that all of the element

stiffness matrices can be calculated according to a global coordinate
system, so that, the stiffness of the complete structure can easily be
combined a^icording to this global coordinate system without necessitating
any transformation of the element stiffness matrices from local to global
coordinate systems (Section 2.6).
7.3.3

In the static analysis of arch dams using finite element

techniques, a very large number of simultaneous equilibrium equations
are involved which necessitated a large amount of computer storage.
In order to satisfy the storage requirements of the existing computers
a#d to minimize the rounding-off errors, a three dimensional iterative
method is developed (Section 2.7).

A special procedure is derived
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for the application of gastraints to the boundary nodal points
(Section 2.8).

This iterative method of solution of simultaneous equations

has proved to be very suitable for finite element analysis.
Calculation of nodal point stresses, in the case of simple
tetrahedral finite elements, needsmpecial care.
usual

It is shown that the

averaging method of element stresses does not give satisfactory

results for sharply varying stress conditons and an appropriate way to
calculate the nodal point stresses is derived by using the nodal point forces
acting in sections of the structure (Section 2.9).
There are various ways of idealizing an arch dam by means of tetrahedraj
elements.

A comparison between the results obtained from different

idealizations showed that, a double combination of five tetrahedral elements
to build a brick-like block was the most convenient one to use (Section 2.10):
T.3.^^

For the dynamic analysis of arch dams by finite element methods,

the inertia properties of tetrahedral element is derived (Section 3.3)
and the consistent mass matrix of tetrahedral element is i^^tained entirely
explicitely (Appendix A.k).
Since the ^^aamic equilibrium of the complete structure involves
a very large number of equations, a special computer procedure which
uses

so called planar storage is applied for calculating the natural

frequencies and mode shapes of the arch dama (Section 3.5)The hydrodynamic effect of the reservoir water is also considered
in the calculations.

The hydrodynamic pressure coefficients, which are

derived from gnelectrolytic potential analogue are used to calculate
the hydrodynamic forces (Section 3.8) and these forces are incorporated in
the general vibration problem by assuming the added mass effect of
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the reservoir water (Section 3.9).
The analysis is also extended to include the effect of the boundary
flexibility.

This is easily achieved by considering some more elements

inside the valley which have given in-situ modulus of elasticity
(Section 3.10).
7.3.5

General theory of stationary random vibrations is applied

to a three-dimensional solid system subjected to multiple discrete
stationary random exciting forces (Section ^^5.^.).

The general formula

(Eg. 4.L9) which gives the power spectral density of response is extended
for the cases of fully correlated excitation (Eq. 4 , 5 5 ) emd convected excitation

(Eq. 4.64).
The relations between the power spectral density and probability
density of a random variable are considered (Section 4 . 5 . 5 ) Bad by
using the general results obtained for the Gaussian peak distribution
(Section 4.5-6) the "mean maxima" of the random variable for a
prescribed time duration is determined (Section 4 . 5 . 7 ) .
7.3.6

Considering the response of linear single degree-of-freedom

system to earthquake ground motion, the possibilities of applying the results
obtained for the response calculations to stationary random excitation,
are investigated (Section 4 . 6 ) .

The formula for calculating the responses

of structures which uses the power spectral density of earthquake ground
acceleration as input is derived (Eq. 4 . 8 4 ) .

This formula is extended

to include the velocity of earthquake waves (Eq. 4 . 8 6 ) .

Using the

probability relationships, the mean maxima of the responses fbr a prescribed
earthquake duration is determined (Eq. 4.90).

These formulations satisfy

the requirements of the probabilistic design which is necessitated by
the unpredictible, random nature of the earthquake ground motion.
7.3.7

Dynamic stresses in arch dams due to earthquakes are calculated

(Section 6.2) by defining the responses of the structure in ti^nas of stresses
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and modifying the general displacement response formula accordingly (Eq.
6.1).

In this formula, the normalized displacements are replaced by

modal stresses which are defined as the maximum stresses developed in
the structure while the structure is vibrated in that particular
mode.

These stresses are calculated by applying the stress calculation

methods given for static analysis, the only difference is, for the
dynamic stresses, the formula which is used to calculate the nodal
point forces includes the inertia forces (Eq. 6.2).
The most critical maximum stresses which may developr in the
arch dam is determined by means of algebraically combining the maximum
dynamic stresses due to an earthquake with the static stresses due to
the static loads acting on the arch dam (Section 6.U).
T.3.8, In all of the response calculations, the power spectral density
of a representative earthquake ground acceleration is taken as input
excitation.

For probabilistic seismic design of an arch dam, the shape

of the power spectral density curve and the power spectral intensity must
be estimated from the recorded accelerograms of the past earthquakes
occurred in the region where the structure is to be built.

In the

estimation of these important characteristics of the representative earthquake
it is suggested that, the extreme value theorem of statistics will be a
very useful tool (Section 7 . 2 . 4 ) .
7.4

SUMMARY OF THE PRINCIPAL RESULTS
7.4.1

In this thesis, the application of three dimensional finite

element techniques to static and dynamic analysis of arch dams is demonstrated.
By developing special computer procedures, the storage requirements of
the existing computers are satisfied and the rounding-offerrors are
minimized.

The results obtained prove the efficiency of th^ finite element

techniques for the analysis of three dimensional structures, uad^r static
aad dynamic loading, which have complex geometrical shapes and also arbitrary
boundary condition.
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7.h.2

The simplest three-dimensional element, a tetrahedron, is chosen

as the finite element.

Derivations of the stiffness and consistent mass

matrices of tetrahedral elements are shown to be straightforward.

The

consistent mass matrix is obtained entirely explicitly, and the stiffness
matrix almost explicitly, where very little computation is left to be
executed in the computer.
local coordinate system.

In these derivations there is no need for any
Although, in case of the tetrahedral element,

a very large number of elements are necessary for a satisfactory result,
as the derivation of element properties and assembling the corresponding
overall properties of the structure are very simple, the computing time
spent is not excessive.
The main difficulty met in the analysis by using tetrahedral
elements is the calculation of nodal point stresses.

However, an appropriate

method to give suitable answers is developed; the method necessitates some
hand calculations to be executed by the engineer.
The results presented in section 2,12.3 for the static analysis of
Arch Dam Type-5 under hydrostatic aad gravity loads show that the simple
tetrahedral element gives results with reasonable accuracy, even only one
element layer through thickness is uaed in the idealization.
7.4.3

In the dynamic analysis of arch dams, the use of three-dimensional

finite elements makes it possible to determine the vertical and tangential
modes of vibrations which may contribute to the response of the structure
considerably during excitation in vertical or cross valley direction (section 3"12o3)
The natural frequencies and mode shapes calculated for Arch Dam Type-5
resemble those obtained experimentally for a similar prototype arch dam
(section 3.12.T).
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The hydrodynamic effect of the reservoir water on the dynamical
characteristics of arch dams are investigated by using the results' of
electrolytic potential analogue and incorporating the calculated hydrodynamic
forces in the general vibration problem by assuming the added mass effect.
The results obtained shov that this effect reduces the natural frequencies
of arch dams to 0.89-0.92 of the frequencies corresponding to the
reservoir in empty condition (table 3.1) and the mode shapes are also
modified considerably (figure 3.15)"

The agreement between these results

and thc@e obtained experimentally from model and prototype investigations
on arch dams (table 3.5) confirms the validity of the assumption that the
hydrodynamic effect can be represented as an added mass ^ d the use of
electrolytic potential analogue technique to predict the eixcessive pressure
coefficients.
The flexibility of the foundation should be taken into consideration
for the dynamic anaJ.ysis of arch dams, especially when the in situ modulus
of elasticity of the foundation is less than 1/2 of the modulus of elasticity
of concrete, as in such cases large amounts of reductions in the natural
frequencies are to be expected (figure 3ol7)o
The application of random vibration theory to the response
calculations of arch dams subjected to seismic disturbances is demonstrated
(section 4^6) and the results obtained are compared with those obtained by
response spectra methods (section

It is suggested that the methods

developed satisfy the requirements of probabilistic design and will provide
a very useful tool for the aseismic design of arch damsr:
As most of the energy involved in the ground motion is in the frequency
range up to 5 Ez and the frequencies higher than 10 Hz have practically no
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importance, the spectral density of the ground acceleration can he taken
in the frequency range from 0 to 10 Hz (figure 5.1) o For the horizontal
components of strong ground motions, generally, the predominant frequency
is about 2o5 Sz and for higher frequencies the power content is decreasing
very fast.

This character of excitation and the complex shapes of the

higher modes resulted that the contribution of higher modes are generally
much smaller than lower modes (section 4,9)o

The only exception is noticed

in vertical vibration, where a higher mode (in the case of Arch Dam Type-5
the fifth mode) may have bigger contribution than the lower modes^

this

effect may increase as the power content of vertical ground motion is
considerably larger for higher frequencieso
In the case of the earthquake acting parallel to the axis of
symmetry and in vertical direction, the antisymmetrical modes have no
contribution and only the symmetrical modes contributec

For the excitation

perpendicular to the axis of symmetry (cross valley direction) the symmetrical
modes have no contribution and only the antisymmetrical modes contributej
The effects of various factors on the response of arch dams
subjected to earthquakes are investigated and the following conclusions
are derived °
(l) The responses of the arch dam for the reservoir in full conditon
are larger than the responses for the reservoir in empty condition.:

This

increase is due to the hydrodynamic effect of the reservoir water* which
reduces the natural frequencies of the structure so that this reduction
brings the natural frequencies closer to the predominant frequencies of
the ground motion and also the additional mass introduced by the hydrodynamic effect serves to increase the dynamical forces acting on the structure
(section S^^)^
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The maximum dynamic radial displacement at the top of the dam under a
strong ground excitation may reach to O.6I of hydrostatic loading for the
reservoir in empty condition and up to O.78 for the reservoir in full
condition (figure 5.16).
(2) The response of lightly damped structures is very sensible to
the damping ratio.presented in the structure.
assumed to be l i ^ t l y damped,

However, the arch dams are

there is not enough reliable information

about the damping ratio presented.

It is shown in this investigation:that

if the damping ratio is assumed to decrease from
increased slightly more than

to 2^, the responses are

while the damping ratio is increased

from 4^ up to 10^ the responses are decreased about 35/^ (figure

These

results show clearly the importance of damping ratio and the necessity of
more reliable information ahout the actual damping present in the arch damSc
(3) The responses of arch dams are increased as the flexibility of
the foundation increases»

This is mainly due to the larger reductions in

the natural frequencies of the structure in the cases of very flexible
foundations and for a conservative design the flexibility of the foundation
muat be taken into consideration in response calculations (section 5^.9)^
(^) As the response is directly related to the power spectral intensity
of earthquake ground acceleration, the response increases as the intensity
of earthquake increases.. On the other hand, the relative responses of
individual modes are dependent on the shape of the power spectral density
of ground acceleration (section 5o7o2) so that both the power spectral
density curve and the power spectral intensity of the ground acceleration
must be chosen very carefully.

In order to'satisfy the requirements of

probabilistic design, in the choice of these characteristics, the extreme
value theorem of statistics is suggested to be a valuable toolo
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(5) Duration of the earthquake is another important value which
must he considered in the aseismic design.

However, the magnification

factor, which is defined as a function of the earthquake duration, is
shown to increase with the predominant frequency, the values obtained
for 15 seconds to 40 seconds duration do not vary largely (figure $»2l)
and it seems that a value equal to 3.0 for the magnification factor can be
used as a good approximation for most of the practical cases.
(6) The effect of the velocity of earthquake waves on the responses
of arch dams is also considered.

It is shown that the wavelengths longer

than 3=5-^ times the maximum dimension of the structure in the direction of
excitation, have no significant effect on the responses of an arch dam.
On the other hajid, it is proved that the consideration of the velocity of
earthquake waves seves to reduce the responses (figure 5.22)0

According

to these results, for a conservative design, it is recommended not to
include the velocity of earthquake waves in response calculations»
(7) During an earthquake, the ground moves both horizontally and
verticallyo

Therefore the response calculation of arch dams to earth-

quakes must include the consideration of both of the horizontal and also
the vertical components of earthquake ground accelerations.

The methods

developed in this study allow the application of any component of ground
motion, then the responses obtained for each individual forcing direction
may easily be combined.
The results obtained for Arch Dam Type-5 ahuw that, ^or the
responses of the crown cantilever, the earthquake acting along the axis
of symmetry of the dam produces the maximum response (figure 5^23), while,
for the responses ofobher sections, the lateral horizontal component plays
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an important part and the angle of earthquake durection, which produces
maximum response, is increased towards abutment (figure 5*2^).
The responses calculated for the vertical component of ground motion
(figure 5'25) show that, even for a slightly domed arch dam, the effect
of the vertical component of ground motion is quite important and in case
of extremely domed arch dams, this effect is expected to become much more
important, and should be considered in the design.
7.^.6

From an engineering point of view, the stresses induced in

the structure during an earthquake are more important than the deflections.
as the maximum magnitude of these stresses is the best measure to the
safety of the arch dam.
The direct calculation of the maximum dynamic stresses using the
random vibration analysis techniques is demonstrated (section 6.2)»
In these calculations both reservoir in empty and full conditions are
considered*

The most critical maximum stresses which may develop in

the arch dam are determined by means of algebraically combining the
dynamic stresses due to an earthquake with the static stresses due to the
other static loads acting according to the condition of the reservoir*
The most probable critical maximum stresses in an arch dam may
be developed for two critical loading combinations; the first one is,
reservoir in empty condition, earthquake loading acting from downstream
to upstream, and the second combination is, reservoir in full condition,
earthquake loading acting from upstream to downstream (section 6.4).
In the first case, large tensile hoop stresses may develop at the
top arch on the water face and the tensile stresses are effective on
the upper half of the dam.
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In the second case, very large compressive stresses may develop at
the upper arches on the water face; very large compressive vertical stresses
at the bottom of the crown cantilever on the air face; very large tensile
vertical stresses at the bottom of the crown cantilever on the water face,
and considerable amount of vertical tensile stresses at the upper sections
of the crown cantilever on the air face.
The numerical results obtained for Arch Dam Type-5 subjected to
EL-CEETEO I9I+O earthquake show that, if an arch dam is subjected to a very
strong earthquake ground motion within an epicentral distance of 50 Km,
the total maximum compressive hoop stress may reach up to 2.5 times the
maximum compressive hoop stress due to static loadings, which may endanger
the stability of the arch dam.
The maxiTnTm dynamic stresses due to vertical ground motion are also
considered and dynamic stre^es about 8-9^ of horizontal earthquake are
obtained.

For extremely domed arch dams, these stresses are expected to

become more effective and should not be neglected in the aseismic design
of arch dams.
7.4.7

Finally, the attention is once more focussed on the importance

of the statistical information about the past earthquakes occurring in the
particular region where the structure is to be built.

A careful consideration

on seismic regionalization will certainly reduce the cost of the collection
of required data for probabilistic aseismic design (section 7''2)o

The power

spectral density function and the power spectral intensity of earthquake
ground acceleration seem to be the most useful measures of the earthquakes
from the point of view of design engineering.
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The extreme value theorem

of statistics is aa appropriate tool to estimate the most probable power
spectral intensity of the earthquake to be expected in that particular
regions

The minimum return period to be considered in the probabilistic

design of arch dams is suggested to be 500 years and for extremely
critical arch dams this period may be increased-up to 1,000 yearsu
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APPENDIX

A,1

DERIVATION OF THE STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR TEE TETRAHEDRAL ELEMENT

By means of the application of the formulae obtained, in section 2^4
the stiffhess matrix for the tetrahedral element is obtained as follows o
The displacement functions are given by equation (2ul6) as
u

=

A^ + AgX + A^y + A^z

V

=. Ar + AfZ + A^y + AoZ

w

=

Aj t

fA;iA)

+ A^^y H. A^^z

The displacement pattern becomes
X

y

z
1

X

y

(Arl.2)

z
1

X

y

z_

The generalized displacements in equation (2o2) can be written aa :

1

X

i W
(

A^

y

^ V

y

/

<-?

(A.1.31

I uy

With respect to the global Cartesian coordinate system the nodal
point coordinate matrix

[c]

can be formed by the following transformations

(see figure Awl) :
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a.
J

c.
J

=

z. - X.
J
1

a.

=

yj -

tk

=

z.
J

Ck

z.

=

- =i

= Fk - y .

=

y& - ? !

=

=

X.

X,

1

- =1

(A.l.k'

- =i /

1

than equation (2.3) can be written as

\
V-.

1

""2 I

1

I
1.

a.
J

b.
J

c.
J
a.
J

i?"
J

b.
J

c.
J
a.
J

=

\

i Ag

^k

^k

b.
J

c.
J

(Aul.

1 ^6
I

i

^k
'"k

\

! Ag

"k

w.

A_

Ck

10 j
=-«

\

i
^

A /

i 111
1^12'

The strains and differential matrix of displacement patterns are given

:j =

y

-yz
Y

I Z%/

rB(x,y;Z)J (A)

ul

f au/3x ^
! av/3y I
I 3w/9z i
^av .9u
8x^9y I
By 9w i
3z 9y I
9w .9n j
\_ax '^9z J

fA^ >
1^2 ,
>
I
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... (A.lc6)

The matrix of material constans

[b]

is given for three-dimensional

elasticity, as

[D]

=

^2

^2

^2

^1

^2

^2

^2

^1

D,

where ;
D.

E(l - v)
(l + .)(1 - 2v:

D,

(1 + v ) ( l - 2v)

2(1

where , E is the modulus of elasticity of the element material and ^

ie

the Poissoo/a ratioo
The matrix, product

[E(x»y,z)] ^

explicitly^
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[Dj LB(x;y,zyi can be obtained

|B(z,y,z)]'^ [p][B(jc,y,zy| =

..

D,

D.

D

.

D
3
D,

D,

"=3 •

D,

Dr

D,
D,

D,

D,

D.

(A.lu8)

D,

Dr

As all the coefficients of the matrix product in equation (A.1.8) are
independent of the coordinates, then the integral of the matrix product over
the volume is simply obtained by multiplying the matrix by the volume of the
tetrahedral.

=

This result gives the generalized stiffness matrix ^

{B(x,y,z)]^ !li|[B(x,y,z)] (iV = V. [B(x,y,z)]^ |D][B(x,y,z)]

as

(A.lu9)

V
where the volume of the tetrahedron
1
1
V

det

•»

V

•

a.
J

b.
0

is given explicitly by :

•

c.
J
(Awl.10;

1
1

For tetrahedral elements, it is possible to determine the inverse
matrix of the coordinate matrix

fcj
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explicitly as :

'21

'22

'23

'24

'31

'32

33

34

^4l

'lt2

'43

'44

1
^21

'22

'23

^=24

^31

32

'33

^34

°^1

'1^2

'43

^44

(A.1.11:

'21

'22

'23

"=24

'31

32

33

C34

'41

'42

'43

C44

•where,
^21

1
(b.i
3v

"22 - &

b . c, + b, c . \=ll •" ^£"=k "j"k ' "k"j

N

'Vj -

"23 ° 3v

•"

1
C„i = -7T7 (b .C
24 " 6V ^"j^k
" ^k^j)
J

'31

1

6V

,a.c^ - a . c n + a^c
j k
j 2
k &

1
•=32 ° W

'-V«

°33 = &

'"fjl - V j '

'3h ' h

'-"fk + V j '

41
^k2

- "l^k'
' a -| 1 '

•" ®£=k'

a, b .
6V ^G'jbA - a .b, "+ =kUj

+ "i^k - a^tj)

W

C43 ° ?V

•'w " W

•"
a. b.)
'^j'k - "k"j
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The stiffness matrix, then, can be obtained by means of simple
matrix operations :

[k]

=

[k]

[C"^]

u.o (Aoltl3)

The explicit formulation of this product is quite lengthy and in
the computations, these matrix multiplications are performed by the computer
for each element.
One important point to note is that there is no need for any local
coordinate system for the derivation of stiffness matrix for tetrahedral
elements.

This makes it possible to avoid the transformation process

from local to global coordinates which is necessary for some other types
of elements, during the formation of overall stiffness matrix.
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APPEMDIX

A. 2

APPLICATION OF ITERATION METHOD TO
THREE IDIMENSIONAI, FINITE ELEMENT TECHNIQUE

The general equilibrimi equation (section 2 . 6 , equation (2.25))
can be written for the equilibrium of a nodal point as follows :

W

(A:2.l)

"n'

where
LA.2o2B.

f "

(A.2.2b:

1

V

w
n

J

K

nn-"
K
K

K

XX

K

yx

K

zx

xy

yy
zy

K

xz

K
yz
K

ouo (Ao2=.2c)

zz
nn

S
U

is the vector of external forces applied to the nodal point

n;

is the vector containing the components of the displacement of the nodal

point n;

and K

is the stiffness matrix of the nodal point

n^

Equation (A.2ol) can be rewritten for the nodal point displacements as;;
rk"^ ]
L nn J

fS }
n'
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o.. (A.2c3)

There is important physical significance in the terms of equation
(A.2.3).

The term

is the flexibility of nodal point

n.

This

represents the nodal point displacements resulting from unit nodal point
forces3 and can be written in the form of a submatrix,

f
XX

f
xy

f
xz

f
y::

f
yy

f
yz

f

f

f
_ zx

zy

zz

. (Au2.4)

nn

The Gauss-Seidel iteration procedure can be written for an unknown
displacement component as follows :

U

(r+l)

K

r+l)
1

K . u:

nn

ni

i=l,n-l

where
and

n
r

K . U."
ni 1

(A.2,5)

i=n+l,N

is the number of the nodal point
is the cycle of iteration.

1

of the unknown displacement

As this procedure can be applied simul-

taneously to three components of displacement at each nodal point, therefore
and S

become vectors with x, y and z components (equation (A.2o2a) and

(A.2.2b)), the stiffhess coefficientB are expressed in the 3 x 3 submatrix
form of equation (A.2c2c) and flexibility of the nodal point is expressed
as in equation (A.2.4).
The summation terms in equation (A.2.5) represent the elastic forces
acting at nodal point n due to the deformations of the tetrahedral
elements :
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/n \(r+l'

K

K

XX

xy

K
xz

«y

K
yx

K
yy

K
yz

9.

K

K

K

zx

zy

T

zz

i=n+l,N

K

(r)

""xx

^xy

K
yx

K
yy

K
yz

K

K

K

zx

zy

xz

ri
n
KWJ

zz
ni

ni

(4.2^6)
The difference between these elastic forces and the applied loads
is the total unbalanced forces which may be written in submatrix form ;

(r+l)
'X

X

Y

fy

IZJ

-s,

'

)

fA.2o7)

y

i

The change in the displacement of nodal point n between two successive
cycles of iteration is obtained from :
(r)
'Au'^
,|Av
,Aw;

^yx
n

Jzx

f
xy

f
xz

f
yy

f
yz

f

f

zy

(r)

(r+l)

(A,2u8)

!2

zz_

nn

then, the new displacement of nodal point

n

is determined from the

following equation :

f

L W

where

^ Au

u
+

V >

V

J

[r)

(r)

(r+l)
u

I V

n

B is the over-relaxation factor^
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Av ^

I Aw

(Au2\9)

With

g = 1, the application of this equation is physically

equivalent to releasing nodal point
to a new equilibrium position.

n

and permitting it to move freely

With g > 1, the nodal point is moved

beyond its equilibrium position before proceeding to the next point.
It is particularly important to note that any desired initial
nodal point displacement
iteration.

may be assumed for the first cycle of

A good guess of these displacements will greatly speed the

convergence of the solutiono

In fact, if all displacements were assumed

correctly, the unbalanced forces given by equation (Ao2°7) would be zero
and no iteration would be necessaryo

However, in a practical case there

always will be unbalanced forces In the system at first, aod the iteration
process continually reduces them toward zero.
This process consists of only bhe inversion of nodal point stiffness
matrix

|K I
— nn-

into the nodal point flexibility submatrix
J

[k
%
J- j^n-

The inversion of a 3 x 3 matrix can easily be evaluated explicitly, and
coefficients of the inverted matrix may be formulated, so that the inversion
of a 3 X 3 matrix becomes a process involving only some simple arithmetic
operationso
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APPENDIX

A.3

INSERTING THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

If the boundary nodal point is assumed, as an example, to be fixed
in X direction where

Au

=

0

and allowed to move in yz plane, then

equation (A.2.8) can be written in the form of equation (2o32) of
section 2.8.

n

f XX

f xy

f xz

f yx

f yy

f yz

f

f zy

f

zx

f X - R

^

X

(Au3ul)
i

zz

'

I
nn

J

ri

The first equation of equation (A.3.1) may be written

0

=

X.f

- R ,f

XX

X

and can be solved for the reaction

f,
R

X

Y

X +

(A.3u2)

+ Y.f
+ Z.f
xy
xz

XX

R

xz

+

(Au3>j;

XX

XX

substituting equation (Au3&3) into equation (A.3.1) and evaluating the
second and third equations, R^ and X are eliminated as follows :
X

Av

Y (:
yy

f
f
xy yx

f
)

+

z (f
yz

^xx
f
Aw

=

Y (f
zy

f
)
XX

+

z (f
zz
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f

)
XX

^zx ^xz
^xx

(A,3.4)

If the terma in the parentheses are defined as the effective flexibility
coefficients, f* , f* , f* , and f*
yy
yz
zy
zz

_

,
*

where :

f
f
xy
yz

^xx

yz

XX

uuo (A.3.5)
f*
zy

f

_
zy

f

f
zx xy

f
f# = f
zz
zz

XX

then, the effective flexibility matrix for

ZX

f

XZ

rX X

Au = 0 is obtained by re-

arranging equation (Ao3"4) in matrix form :

k * In
- nn

0

0

0

0

f*
yy

f*
yz

0

f*
zy

f*
zz

% (A:3v6)

procedure can easily be applied in order to obtain the
effective flexibility matrices, in case of the other boundary conditions.
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APPENDIX

A.4

DERIVATION OF TEE CONSISTENT MABS MATRIX
FOR TEE TETRAEEDRAL ELEMENT

By means of the application of the formulae obtained in section 3o3
the consistent mass matrix for the tetrahedral element is obtained as
follows :
The displacement pattern is assumed in Appendix (Aul) as ;
1

X

y

o

Z

LM(x,y,z)%

1

o

„u

X

y

o

o

o

o

o

z

1

X

y

z

The matrix of inertial constants is

IPpl

=

P

(A.4.2)

1
1

where

p is the mass per unit volume

Dmp] [F(x,y,z):

1

X

2

y

z
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2

xz

X

X

¥
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y

zx

zy

yz

2
1

X
2

y

z

xy
2

xz

X

X

y
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y
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z

zx
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z^
1

y

z
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xz
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2

X

2

X
X

y
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If the generalized inertia matrix

Im l

[HKx,y,z%]

is defined by

[O^x.y.zy]

(A.4.^1

dV

V
where

V is the volume of tetrahedron.
1

[ m 2 = pv

y

X

X

y

r2

r2
zx

r2
zy

y::

z

z
2

2
r
XX
r^

r

Then it follows

r

2
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J.2.
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yzi
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_
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z

y
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2
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r
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(A.4.

The efements of this matrix are defined as
.y
X

X dV
V

Iv

y dV
(A.4o6)

V

iv

z dV
V
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are the coordinates of the centroid of the tetrahedron, and

dV

'V
xx

V

Iv
yy

y ' dV
(A.4u7)

V

dV

Iv
zz

V

'V
xy

xy dV
V

Iv
zx

zx dV
V

yz dV

Iv
yz

V

are the radius of gyrations with respect to the given .^es»
• With reference to figure A.l and figure A.2 these integrals can
he obtained for a tetrahedral element as follows :
1
dV
V

=

V

=

det

1

•

a.
J

1
1
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.

"

b. c.
J
J

(Aukup)

X dV

=

V
%
+ *k +
T
V
(bj +
+ b^)
¥
V
I ICj + Ck + Cj

V.x
v.y

V

j z dV

x^dV

V.z

= ^xx = V.fxx
= lo
XX

-\

(Ao^#6&)
V

[a.{aj+a^+ap + \ ' V ^ '

^9

1

V
y^dV
V
z^dV
V

xydV =

I

yy
zz

= V.r2

V.r
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Jo

2
zz

h

(Ak4c7a)

* =5

V

= V . r ^ = I j t.{2b.+b^+b^)-faj^(b.+2bj^+tjj)+aj(b.H-bj^-2l,|,)]

V
yzdV = I,„ = V.R^^
yz
I zxdV =

=

[b.(2c.+c^+cj)+bj^(c.+2o^+0jj)+bj(c.+cj^+2cj)l
(.Ao^u8&/

= V.r^x = lo [Cj(2a.+a^+a%)+c^(a.+2e%+a,)+c%(aj+a%+2a%)]

V

The element mass matrix can be carried out explicitly by substituting
liT
the above formulae in equation (A.4.5) and premultiplying by
multiplying by [c

[m]=

|_C J

, and post-

which are given in Appendix (A.l), as follows :

r^]"[S][c-i
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(A.^.lO)

then :
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=
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The above consistent mass matrix for tetrahedral element is
surprisingly very simple in form.
The simple process of "obvious" lumping would have resulted in a
unit diagonal matrix multiplied by
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APPENDIX

A.5

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL RESULTS RELATED WITH
RANDOM VIBRATION THEORY

The DISTRIBUTTON FUNCTION
<x(t)>

P(x)

of a quantity x(t) or a process

is defined as the probability that, at any instant,

not be greater than

P(x)

=

x,

x(t) shall

or in symbols

Pr [x(t) < X ]

wuw (A.5"l)

This probability distribution for any instant of time also describes the
way in which the values of

x(t) are distributed with respect to time over

any sufficiently long record.
The PROBABILITY DENSITY

p(x)

p(x)

is defined by

=

.ou (Au5u2)
dx

or
P(x)

=

A signal
DISTRIBUTION

p(x) dx

ouo (Ao5"3)

x(t) with zero mean value is said to have GAUSSIAN

if

(Ao5o4)

e
a / 2 TT
where the quantity

is called the VARIANCE and is simply the MEAN-

SQUARE VALUE of the signal, i.e

0^

=

< X^ (t) >
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A function x(t) and its FOURIER TRANSFORM

X (t)

A(if) eiZ'ft

=

A(if) are related by

df
(A.5.6)

A(if)

=

x(t) e - " " " at

The SPECTRAL DESSITY

S(f) of a quantity

x(t) is defined, by way

of these relations, such that

<x^(t)>

Here

8(f)

(Au5'

df

8(f) is in fact given by

S(f)

lim

§

(A.5u8)

|AT(if)| 2

where A^(if) is the Fourier transform of a function x^(t) defined to
coincide with x(t) over the interval
elsewhereo

-^/g < t <

and to be zero

A spectrum is said to be WHITE if 8(f) is constant at all

frequencieso
The AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION

Rf?)

of a quantity

x(t) is defined

by
R (%)

=

<x(t)

x(t + T)>

.

°o° (Ao5k9)

There exists between spectral density and autocorrelation function a
Fourier transform relationship such that

8(f) =

2R(T)

dT
(A.5ulO)

R(%) =

8(f) e

iSnfT

df
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It follows from equation (A.$.10) and equation (A.5.7) that for
a process with a Gaussian distribution a knowledge of either spectral
2
density or autocorrelation function is sufficient to define

a

and

so, by equation (A.5.4) the whole probability distribution.

S

Two signals x(t) and y(t) have also a CROSS-SPECTRAL DENSITY
(f) and a CROSS -CORRELATION FUNCTION R (%) defined such that
xy
%y

R

xy

(?)

=

<x(t) y(t + %)>

2R (?)
xy
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ooo (Ao^ol^./

dT

uvv (A.5ul2)

APPENDIX

A.6

RESPONSE TO RANDOM LOADING

(I) DEKIVATION 0? RECEPTAWCE:
"btl
The equation of motion in the r
normal mode is

y

E 4E +
\r
r y

The generalized force
the work done,

5^

^
r r

o

uMf, in a virtual displacement

(Mf

=

P^foJe^"* 6q(a)

5

must be such that

5^

is obtained.

C
r

corresponding to

where the load P(a,t) is acting.

As

—

=

Since

=

^
r

5

is obtained by considering
6q(a)

at the nodal point a

P(a,t) = P (a) e^^^

P^fa) e^^^

(Mf =

O O O ( A O 6 U 1,

% 4^(0)6%^
r
Gg

,

is assumed ;

°

as equation (4o9),

P (a) e'^^

tuo (Au6u3)

By substituting equation (A,6.3) into equation (Ao6yl),

* ^r^r

" ^r(°)

0,° (A.6.4)

and solving equation (A.6o4) in the usual way

(Au6:
^

is obtained.

(w^-w^+i2G w w)
r r
Using the relationship between the displacement at nodal

point "1" and the normal coordinates which is given by
w(l,t)

=

^
r

^p(l) SyXt)
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(Au6c6;

the following equation is obtained :

• ,
w(l,t)

since

=

P (a)
°

4>
r

(l) ^

(a)

S
c/^ (o) - 0) + i2C w u))
r r
r r

w (l,t) is proportional to

; assuming

... (Au6u7l

w(l,t) = w (l)

by the definition, the receptance is obtained as :

w^fl)

^

^0(0;

"
r

^p/1)
(Ao6u8)
r

- uf + i25 w w)
r
r r

The receptance is usually required to be expressed in terms of
ft^guency and. by using the relationship between the frequency and the
circular frequency,

1

r

^

•r'"'

r

(A06,.
+ iZSy

f)

is obtained,

(II) R%BFOWW% TO A SINGLE RAKDOM LOADING:
The relationship between the loading and response of a linear system
may be expressed in terms of Duhamel's integral :

x(t)

=

h(T)

P(t - T) dT

o

(Ao6,10)

^o

The impulsive response function

h(t) and the receptance of the system are
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related by

(A.6ull)

h(T) dT

Z (if)

The autocorrelation function of the response is given by definition:

B^/T)

=

(Au6.12)

<x(t) x(t + %)>

From equation (A.6.10)

x(t)

=

h(T^) P(t - T^) dT^
o (A,

x(t + T)

=

hftg)

+ T - ig)

dTg y

by substituting equation (A.6.13) into equation (A06.I2) and evaluating ;

E^(t)

h(T^)

is obtained, where

hlT^)

Rp'fl - ^2 + T) dig dT^

Bp(t) is the autocorrelation function of the loadings

Considering the relationship between the spectral density and autocorrelation function given by equation (A.^olO) in Appendix (Ac5), the
relationship between the spectral densities of response aad loading can
be obtained easily by evaluating equation (A«6ol4) :
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(Au6cl4)

S^Xf)

=

^CO
=

R

2

(T)

X

#00

2

B^(T^ - Tg + TldTgdT^

.i2nfT

d-T

.

t

h(T^)

hfTg) e-i2"^2

dT^

Rp(T^ - Tg + %)

" ^2 *

d?

d(T^ - Tg + T)

Q U O

( A fS (
U

The separate factors of this expression are recognised from equation
(A.6.11) and equation(Au5°10) as l/Z*(if),

S_(f) = 2
X

1

l/z(if) and S (f)/2,

so that

1

Z*(if)

z

(Ac6i
• V "

(if)

or, finally,
S,(f)

(a.6.1?:

S^(f)
Z (if)

is obtainedo

(III) RE8FOE5E-TOnMnLTrPL&-RAEDOM LOADINGS:
When more than one random force act

together, the above analysis

can be extended without difficulty, although of course the equations become
lengthier.

On the other hand, the spectral density of the response caanot

be determined from a knowledge only of the spectral densities of the applied
forces; a knowledge of the cross spectral densities is also necessaryo
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Considering the response, x^(t), of a system, at point "l" in a
given direction, the random loadings

P(a,t), P(g,t),

acting

simultaneously, it can again be possible to obtain an expression giving
<x^(t) x^(t + t ) >

the autocorrelation function, R (l,?), by expanding
in terms of the autocorrelation functions
the cross-correlation functions
express the spectral density

R (a,8,T),

and this result can be used to

cross spectral densities

Proceeding in this way (ref.TO):

Sp(a,f)
Sx(l,f)

...... and

S^(l,f), of x^(t) in terms of the spectral

densities 8 (a,f), S (6,f)
of the loadings.

R (a,T) ,

Sp(g,f)

=

8 (a,g,f)
'

+

Hheeaeoeaeeos

* * ** ('^60 18 '

or in a general form

8 (l,f)

=

%
%
a=l B=1

^

is obtained
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8 (a,6,f)
P

..u (A.6.19)
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Property

Unit
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Coefficient of thermal
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per

Density

kg/m^

Young's Modulus

1

9 .

°C

1

2400

2400

6
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6
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0.20 X 10^

kg/cm^

0,15

1
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE ABD FOUNDATION ROCK FOR
ARCH DAM TYPE-5

NATURAL FREQUENCIES (Hz) ON RIGID FOUNDATION
MODE
No.

1

9 X 10"^

1
1 Poisson's Ratio

TABLE 2.2:

...

1
1
1

!
|

Reservoir Conditbn

MODE SHAPE

Empty

1

Full

(empty) |
Ratio
1

1

Symmetric

3.27

2.91

0.89

1

2

Antisymmetric

k.l6

3o79

0.91

1

3

Symmetric

6ul8

5.55

0.90

I
1

ii

Antisymmetric

5.83

6.31

0,92

1

5

Symmetric

7.25

6.49

0.90

1

TABLE 3ul:

j

EFFECT OF THE RESERVOIR WATE3 ON TEE NATURAL FREQUENCIES OP
ARCH DAM TYPE-5

208.

E

(boimdary)/
concrete)
RATIO

Fundament al
Frequency
(Hz.)

^(flex.)^^(rigid)
RATIO

3.27

1.000

1/1

3.10

0.9l7

1/2

2.96

0.905

1/4

2.75

0.840

1/8

2.46

0.752

TABLE 3.2:

EFFECT OF THE FLEXIBILITY OF FOUNDATION ON THE
NATURAL FREQUENCY OF FUNDAMENTAL MODE OF
ARCH DAM TYPE-5

KAMISHIIBA DAM
(ref.28)

ARCH DAM
TYPE-5

Height

110.0

m.

120»0

m.

Crest length

3 1 0 o 0

m .

3 2 0 u 0

m .

Radius of top arch

1 4 2

m.

167«3

m.

7.0

m.

5^4

27.7

m.

23.4

Thickness at top
Thickness at bottom
Type

TABLE 3.3:

c 4

m r.
m.

Double curvature symmetrical
arch dam with varying radius

COMPARISON OF GEOMETRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EAMISHIIBA DAM
WITH ARCH DAM TYPE-5.

-209-

RESERVOIR
CONDITION

KAMISEIIBA DAM PROTOTYPE
IZPERIMENTAL (ref.28)
MODE
No.

SHAPE

1

Sym.

2
EMPTY

Aatisym.

3

Sym.

4

Aatisymv

1
FULL

Sym.

2

Aatisym.

3

Sym.

ARCE DAM TYPE-5 ON
RIGID FOUNDATION

FREQUENCY
(Hz.)

CORRESPONDING
MODE No.

FREQUENCY
(Hz.)

?

1

3.27

4.7

2

4.l6

1

6.3

3

6.18

j

8.0

6

8.48

;

3.8

1

2.91

4.3

2

3.79

5-3

3

5.55

j
I
—1
j

.

TAI&E 3.k:

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMOTAL RESULTS OBTAINED FOR KAMI2HIIBA DAM
WITH THE THEORETICAL RESULTS OBTAINED FOR ARCH DAM TYPE-?.

MODE
No.

KAMISEIIBA
EXPERIMENTAL
(ref,28)

1

?

0,89

2

0,91

0.91

3

0.85

0.90

TABLE 3.5:

ARCH DAM
TYPE-5
THEORETICAL

MODEL TESTS
(ref*27)

0.85

~

0.92

COMPARISON OF THE FREQUENCY RATIOS OBTAINED FOR THE EFFECT
OF THE RESERVOIR WATER ON TEE NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF ARCE DAMS
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